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DEFINITION OF TERMS























SMW – Supreme Master of Wisdom
SSLA – Supreme Super Light Angels
ACC – Angels’ Contact and Connection
RBL - Rainbow Bridge of Light
DLM – Dugukan Lightship Meditation
CELL – Consciousness Energy Light and Life
SUN – Supreme Universal Name
DR – Divine Radiance
SGICFL - Governance of the Infinite Cosmic Family of Light
SMA – Spiritual Martial Arts
SES – Spiritual Energy Stations
LI – Lightship Initiation
IK – Inner Knowledge
SMA – Supreme Master ACADASTAR
SSS - Sacred Spiritual Secret
SGP – Star Gate Portal
SSLU – Star Seed Life Union
SSS – Sacred Spiritual Secret
DM – Divine Mission
GA – Guardian Angel
SM – Spiritual Master
IK – Inner Knowledge
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AUTHOR’S MESSAGE
First of all, why I wrote this book because I have been
commanded by my divine inner guidance to write a book
entitled WATCH A DIVINE REVELATION, which will
comprise of 19 Volumes.
This is actually the first Volume. The rest are not yet
written. I am anticipating to write it then, after I can
arrange all the programs of my divine mission, which I am
inclined by myself to fulfill important tasks. So, feeling the
days and nights are actually not enough for me when I
will have to follow everything what my inner guidance
dictates me to do so. Anyway, it’s interesting and I feel the
vigor of my spirit realizing through these efforts, many
souls shall be enlightened and able to find the vigor of
their spirits, too.
And of what are the contents of this book, things that you
should read personally, so you can find it out by yourself.
I would just say, anticipate the big opportunity to know
tougher secrets of life, things that will really matter on
each soul in the planet. In the book you will find divine
guidance that can open up your inner awareness to
discern the deeper and wider meaning of life, and its
reasons of existence in the planet. It is all about divine
guidance, inner discovery, holistic arts, energy shielding,
healing, soul realization etc.
-7-

It is an inspirational book that can enlighten the vigor of
your spirit, when you will just read it thoroughly, with
your open heart and mind. It will enlighten the mind and
realize the soul to live life in a blissful way of living, in
spite of the many trials and sufferings affecting the lives of
many people now in the world. Let say, if you are
depressed cannot well rest your heart and mind find the
meaning of your life by reading this book.
For the meantime, I will let you download this book for
free. Upon or after reading, and you feel this book can
help you, kindly make your love offerings for the noble
cause of helping my divine mission. By doing so and by
the blessings of heaven, you are helping the divine
illumination of the world.
There is PayPal link in our website, so you can use it for your
exchange of energy or lover offerings. Peace be with you!
Heavens’ bless those who will attend to listen with their divine
inner callings in life. GMPS 1---72
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FOREẀORD
The truth is revealed.
Discover the truth in actual science of inner discovery and
cultivation.
Discover the secret of life’s ascension into higher
dimension, things which certainly you don’t know yet
before you are able to read and study the contents of this
book (man’s 9 connected advanced elemental bodies and
3-star super light bodies, especially Chapter 4, so read and
“Know Thyself.” --- WATCH A DIVINE REVELATION.
In this book, you are able to discover the secret of Angels’
Contact and Connection/ACC ---Art of Life 1---72. Also,
you will be guided on how to do divine healing and attain
powerful shielding against all sorts of negative energy
contamination and psychic attacks.
This is the first book, originally written by me. After a sort
of realization, I decided not to allow any edition for my
works pertaining to the lessons and all of the texts that I’m
going to write in “WATCH A DIVINE REVELATION.”
This is to protect the originality of all the information that
I am going to write. So, all the contents of WATCH A
DIVINE REVELATION, except for the part that needs
graphic art/design, is precisely my original writings
without any redaction from the other editors.
-9-

I just let the people read the original copy of my write-ups,
regardless of the status of my grammar and the system of
my writings. I believe on future time experts on different
languages will study the information of this book, so they
can expound better important topics to facilitate the
people’s discernment on the subject. This is my ‘final
original writings for actual reference of the originality of
the book Vol. 1 ART OF LIFE 1---72 (Mystery Revealed.)
WATCH A DIVINE REVELATION is 16 Volumes, which I
will write them all sooner by myself. GMPS 1---72.
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A QUICK OVERVIEW OF THE PAST
In the beginning of my writing of this book, I had not
much focused on my composition due to many things that
I need to attend many priorities to accomplish, ---all in line
with my inner callings. Actually, I do divine
healing/energy healing, spiritual counselling, etc. all in
line with wellness exercise or holistic arts. So, meeting
with people who were patients of divine/energy healing
would be my daily organizing. I offered my service for
free. From time to time, with my allies, we travelled to
different places for missionary works.
There are many things my divine inner guidance telling
me to write a book, so, part of them, I had already written.
But not much time for me to perfect them all. I need time
to write, but more often, I’m always busy that I had to
write it fast because the people were waiting.
I didn’t have other option but to write it fast; and no
much time to review it, so done in a hurry, so I can attend
my schedules.
Every day, regardless of time --- day or night, so long as
there is inner calling, I’ll go on. We go on. Of course, I
have to bring few of my alliances for the tasks visiting
people in different places for divine healing mission. My
- 11 -

time to write the book could be said, not really much, but
in spite of it, I have to attend my duty on this.
Supposedly, I had done writing my composition for the
first book, unedited 3 years ago. I found someone who
helped me edit it. After the editing was done and
published. I reviewed it and found out many things in the
book, which I actually lately discovered were not concise,
not because of my editor was not good. Actually, my
editor was very good in English. But the message which I
supposedly want to express the thought were not
concisely written by me for a certain reason: when I wrote
the message, I wrote it hurriedly using foreign language.
And I have not much time to review my composition, so,
mistakes happened.
So, after reading the book I discovered, there were so
many mistakes and deficiencies in my composition, which
failed to meet what I would like to really express the
thought of the message of my inner side. So, I realized that
I need to review and rewrite some of those, to arrange
everything and complete my composition with focus of
my attention.
Actually, it’s difficult to write a book without giving
appropriate time and focus of attention on it, especially
the book that I’m going to write comes from private
revelation of the inner side. Likewise, to assign an editor
- 12 -

for the book without me writing it concisely is quietly
hard. So, it was actually my mistake of not focusing
enough time, while I was writing my first composition,
but failed. So, I learned many lessons from it. I realized, --'The WATCH A DIVINE REVELATION should be well
attended, since it is priceless VICTORY.’ GMPS1---72
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CHAPTER 1
WATCH A DIVINE REVELATION

Is unveiling inner secret of nature and mystery of the
“Most High” on activities of Supreme Master of
Wisdom/SMW ACADASTAR---Supreme Super Light
Angels/SSLA. It is revelation based on lessons of actual
and direct experience through exercise of Angels’ Contact
and Connection/ACC – Art of Life 1---72.
Why stars are moving on the skies? The people are
amazed with those moving lights as if stars, so they called
them Unidentified Flying Objects/UFO. But the truth
behind this mystery light puzzled the minds of many
enthusiasts. What’s the essence behind this phenomenon?
And what/who really, they are?
To begin our journey on inner discovery, we will just
focus on our attention first to these few things out of the
thousands or millions of questions that we should know
the answers to satisfy the best of our soul realizations.
Actually, those are not Stars that hover on skies. Precisely,
they are Angels of the highest order, since they come from
the “Most High or what the common people called God.
Anyway, don’t be confused with technology that hover on
- 14 -

skies, which sometimes also looks as if mysterious light,
over at a long-distance viewing. So, let us get to know
absolute truth in the actual field of inner discovery
through direct experience by following the lessons called
Art of Life 1---72, for solid divine guidance and inner
connections of the Highest.
Initially, the hierarchy of these Angels revealed as
Supreme Super Light Angels/SSLA. While the Supreme
Master of Wisdom/SMW is called ACADASTAR. SMW
ACADASTAR ---SSLA are bridging divine radiance/DR
of the “Most High” to the entire existence. They are
getting closer with the people on Earth for important
message, which is the ascension of life in the planet, into
higher dimension.
The reason of their manifestations on skies, as if moving
stars carry essential message the people must attain to
know, so they will see and realize the deeper meaning of
life. The ultimate truth is unveiling through the bridging
of DR of SMW ACADASTAR --- SSLA on “WATCH A
DIVINE REVELATION. Look! See the Supreme Lord God
of heavens is coming in the clouds of fire, together with
His powerful Angels.
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ART OF LIFE 1---72
Is Angels Contact and Connection/ACC, also called Star
Dance Movement exercise, which is a soft movement
exercise based on inner cultivation. It can open and
balance the energy of the body. The Art of Life 1---72 is
also Spiritual Martial Arts/SMA on its higher meaning. It
is an art that can put you align with the highest
consciousness of the advanced universe.
Comprising of 72 lessons of movement exercises and 29
structural exercises, so a total of 101 lessons in all. The Art
of Life 1---72 is all based on internal system of self-defense
art. Also, together in the package of its lessons are the
different techniques of meditation, advanced divine
connections and spiritual study.
The Art of Life 1---72 in spite of its various techniques of
exercise in different fields, is wellness or holistic system of
inner cultivation and discovery, healing arts, martial arts,
meditations, advanced spiritual study, ascension exercise,
yet, all share in one and common divine union, ---the
foundation of Supreme Divine Radiance/DR of the “Most
High” or what the common people called God.
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DAWNING
The ocean is big, the sky is high and the journey is long, so
I should have wider view to see what things are right. The
sun, moon, and stars are dancing by the light of ultimate
truth in “WATCH A DIVINE REVELATION, activities of
Supreme Master of Wisdom/SMW ACADASTAR --Supreme Super Light Angels/SSLA” in the planet. Now,
they are manifesting on skies and getting closer to the
people for certain revelation of truth of the “Most
Absolute” on the entire planet.
Unveiling inner truth in the exercise called Art of Life 1--72, is the SSLA manifesting on skies during Angels’
Contact and Connection/ACC. The Art of Life 1---72 was
released by SMW ACADASTAR to aid the ascension of
the people in the planet, into higher dimension.
“SMW ACADASTAR” refers to the prince of Angels on
GRADAM grand inner realm, also the name refers to the
super light existence of Lord Jesus Christ – prince of peace
of the blue planet. ACADASTAR is a name that also refers
the super light existence of Archangel Michael prince of
the Angels in heaven. Consequently, the names mentioned
here refers to the SMW ACADASTAR.
- 17 -

The Art of Life 1---72 is Spiritual Martial Arts/SMA where
its gestures composed of vibration of Angels’ Contact and
Connection/ACC. Instructions that I received from SMW
ACADASTAR to reveal life’s key of ascension, - the Art of
Life 1---72 that must be taught to anyone who seeks
eternal salvation of life.

THREE KINDS OF SPIRITUAL REALMS
AMISRA, GRADAM and MORCA inner/spiritual realms.
AMISRA refers to the supreme grand inner realm,
GRADAM refers to the grand inner realm, and MORCA
refers to the advanced inner realm.
AMISRA is the highest inner realm or the unnamable. It is
beyond words to explain. But for sake of our
understanding, we will just describe AMISRA --- the
Highest Spiritual Realm.
Next is GRADAM, comprising of super light foundation
and the realm of SSLA; its DR comes from the supreme
grand inner realm or AMISRA. And MORCA is the third
spiritual realm where the cosmos was originated. It
comprises of fifteen (15) Elemental dimensions both the
- 18 -

advanced and minor foundations of life. The advanced are
immortals called MUNHANRIM and BELHANRIM
Angels, while the minor comprising of physical and astral
realms of the mortals.

FOR PILLARS MASTER OF WISDOM
The four (4) Pillars of Light are Masters of Wisdom that I
used to call them – Spirit of DUGUKAN. Through the
spirit of Dugukan I got my early inner study, at Sacred
Spiritual Secret/SSS, on which, the source of this
information comes from school of the inner.
Dugukan is a Cebuano local term for pillar, framework,
skeleton, or foundation. In this revelation, Dugukan refers
to the foundation of truth and life, which is the inner and
essential part to discover by the seekers of truth, for the
best of their spiritual growth of souls.
WATCH A DIVINE REVELATION. In the beginning of
man’s inner activation many strange things do come to
happen as its natural course of soul awakening. The
experience may even cause fears during moment things
are not clearly discerned.
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ACTUAL EXPERIENCE OF INNER AWAKENING
Such as during my early years of awakening, I marveled
why my awareness was so active capturing strange
vibrations, which more of those visions, were even
accompanied by sounds. The unusual awareness did
really bother my tranquility. I wanted to sleep, but could
not able to do so, my eyes saw many things, even how I
tried to close them. I’d tried to cover my face with my
hands or pillow to stop my eyes from seeing things, but to
no avail the images continued to manifest. I heard
different sounds that came from within, so it made me
confused of what’s going on, with such experience. The
strange thing that I experienced happened repeatedly,
very more often in those early years of my spiritual
awakening, but I kept it secret from the people around me.
The subjective part of nature exists certain essence of
truth, it is there that we must explore our awareness to
know more about life’s deeper meaning. But without
divine guidance and force of the spirit is hard to overcome
blinding ignorance and human weaknesses.
Luckily, in my early years of awakening I was guided by
stronger divine guidance, so, I was able to overcome my
- 20 -

fears after the years of long repeated experience sensing
the essence of nature. In fact, I’d learned many things out
of it, which resulted into my early involvements doing
psychic healing.
Essence of life exists in the inner and realizing its way is to
attain soul realization. Experience is the great teacher, but
without divine guidance, the journey of life is dangerous
that it may result to negative outcomes, especially for
those who shall be misled along the way.
I started to practice psychic healing in my hometown, at
Danao Valencia, Carcar Cebu, beginning at the early age
around 8 to 12. My neighbors or the people that knew me
believed I had gift of healing, so they asked me to heal
them. Of course, I was hesitant at first, thinking if I could
really heal. On the other hand, subconsciously, I had
strong feeling that I could really heal them, so I tried
myself to help them healed.
I have no idea how to perform healing, so I just relied on
my own initiative. What my mind dictated me, thus I
performed then too. I used touch and blow healing or in
some other ways what my heart/mind commanded me to
do so. And luckily by the blessings of God, they were
healed. So, people that knew me, they were more believed
- 21 -

that I’m a healer. And chats spread about it, so the more
people that heard and come to me for divine healing.
Divine guidance comes from within. Listen within
yourself, there you will see, there is stronger inner
guidance shadowing life for those who will come to
shelter the way of heaven. This is my experience since
from the early years of my inner awakening. Discern the
ways of heaven, and you will be blessed in life with inner
understanding.
Attaining inner study, at Sacred Spiritual Science/SSS is to
begin your awareness in the connections of SMW
ACADASTAR---SSLA. By the blessings of Heaven, I grew
up with much inner experience that ignited my higher
soul realization. My spiritual study allowed me more
acquaintances with higher beings on the inner realms.
Apparently, the early years of my inner experience
brought me many wonderful connections from AMISRA,
GRADAM and MORCA realms.
Every time I woke up from my spiritual study, I could
simply recall my SSS training in the astral-spiritual realms.
I noticed many great things I could do in the spiritual
realms, but very unlike in the physical. I discovered many
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people having great potentials in their spiritual life, but in
their physical state, they are weaker and unawaken.
There are many things that I gained from my spiritual
study, yet, I cannot elaborate them all in this book
realizing there are more important topics to discuss here,
so we must save our pages. The vital goal is to impart to
the people- life’s essential key of ascension into higher
dimension,” as instruction given to me by SMW
ACADASTAR, to teach Art of Life 1---72 for the people
who deserve to receive and learn inner lessons. The Art of
Life 1—72 was released by SMW ACADASTAR to help
the humanity’s ascension of life through the bridging of
DR of the “Most High”. WATCH A DIVINE
REVELATION 1---72.

PREAMBLE OF WATCH A DIVINE
REVELATION 1---72
On August 12, 2007, over at Sudlon Mountain, Cebu
Philippines the preamble of WATCH A DIVINE
REVELATION was opened by ACC - Art of Life 1---72.
The event was witnessed by fourteen (14) people who
personally present in the site, at 4:00 o’clock early dawn,
and until sunrise.
- 23 -

Before the event, SMW ACADASTAR instructed me to go
to the cave, at Sudlon Mountain, sited Cebu Philippines.
With my apprentice, we began our trip to the mountain.
Driving a motorbike with my apprentice didn’t precisely
know where we were going, not until we arrived in the
place.
We parked our motorbike near the cave, and we walked
forward through a small pathway. Our location could not
be more than 50 meters from the cave entrance, but still
we could not see the cave due to thick trees that covered
the range.
The main entrance of the cave is bound on East boundary.
We walked a little bit faster on a small pathway sloping
down until we reached the entrance of the cave. At the
entrance we saw three (3) small cabins made up of
bamboo light materials built inside the cave.
In the first cabin, at the very entrance of the cave were two
(2) guys lying in the cabin floor, --- one looking 70’s and
the younger lad was looking mid 20’s. While getting closer
in the entrance, the old lad saw us; he was astonished by
our sudden arrival, so he immediately stood up while
staring us getting closer.
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Anyway, I already visited this cave once way back in 1999.
At that time, there were no man-made structures done
inside. The cave was just gorgeous plain scenery of nature.
Inside the cave we saw the cemented floorings and there
were also statutes of religious icons, all were man-made
improvements introduced inside, with signs of religious
activities. We walked further inside the cave.
The instruction of SMW ACADASTAR brought me back
on this cave for the second time. But on this second time,
is already for the launching of activities called - “WATCH
A DIVINE REVELATION.”
The old guy invited us to come into his cabin, -Dong,
where did you come from, he asked. (Dong means
Cebuano local term used to call for a younger guy) Come
here, so we will talk; with his calm voice and soft smile on
the face, he invited us. Good day Nong! We go inside the
cave first and then come back to you later, my reply.
(Nong is a Cebuano term for respect addressed to call for
an older guy).
I saw the looks of their excitements; okay Dong! Come
back later after you have done inside; he said. Okay Nong!
See you later, so quickly we proceed inside. Walking
- 25 -

farther and deeper along the passage of the cave, we saw
it was just part of the cave they had introduced small
improvements, the deeper side remains natural scenery of
nature.
Okay, touch this stone and follow me; I told my
apprentice and in less than an hour by the divine guidance
of SMW ACADASTAR, we had successfully done our
tasks inside, so quickly we went back to the guys waiting
us, at the cabin.”
In the cabin, we began our chat, we learned that the old
guy was Fortunato Mahinay. He was a priest of local
religious organization based in Cebu. And the young lad
is Noynoy, the apprentice and assistant of the priest in the
cave. They both inhabit the cave not so long, at least few
years, and the Reverend commissioned the constructions
inside the cave from donations of the people. We began
our conversation with spirited discussions that seemed we
had known each other for so long. Apparently, we
enjoyed our chat. The Reverend was also a spiritualist
with esoteric knowledge that he gained even long before
he joined his current religion that help him inhabit the
cave.
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I told him the purpose of my visit in the cave, with his
awareness, he listened sincerely with sense of humor; and
politely, he welcomed us to meet the rest of his brothers
and sisters in the place.
Noynoy! Call our brothers and sisters; let them come here
to meet our visitors. Yes Tay! Noynoy replied. (Tatay
means a Cebuano local term for a father) but Noynoy was
not the Reverend’s biological son. Quickly Noynoy went
to call their brethren.
The cave is mystical with sacred portals; the Reverend
agreed, he was aware of it, so we had many things to talk
more about during our first meeting. The Reverend said
his spirit guide told him to construct the improvements
inside, I listened him but without saying my comment on
this concern. He led more or less than a hundred people in
the place, all of them were simple living. And few minutes
passed by Noynoy returned in the cave, and with him was
already their brothers and sisters.
They greeted the Reverend and blessed him. Brethren,
meet our visitors from Cebu City; this is Dodong
Jeanephus and this is Dodong Leonardo, they are here
today to bring us good news from the Father.
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On their countenance, they were happy welcoming us
with their pleasant smiles and handshakes. We were
delighted too, and grateful to their hospitalities. The Rev.
expressed his happiness; and said to his brethren,
“Children, they were sent by the Father to give us more
enlightenment; we are blessed today by the heaven’s
grace.
The Reverend’s way of inspiring his brethren often
mentioned ‘Father’, the common term used by many
clergies of Christian religion. In particular he practiced
Esoteric Arts, the way he enlightened us before Nonoy
had returned in the cabin.
As we already had gathered in the cave, I took the
opportunity to open with them topic of ACC. The “Most
High” “(Father)” commanded me to come here for certain
activities called “WATCH A DIVINE REVELATION”. It
seemed they were silent observing trying to catch up the
meaning.
The Angels of God are getting closer to bridge us the light
of eternal salvation, so deeply ponder your thoughts on it.
And colors of their auras flickered with astonishment
perceiving the meaning of my message. WATCH A
DIVINE REVELATION 1---72.
- 28 -

It seemed the day was just very short for us sharing
information with them, while the sun was about to set, so
we need to stop our chat. We should go back to the city for
another important tasks to attain.
With my apprentice, we thank them all for their
hospitality. And before we took our leave, we promised
them for another visit sooner. We would come back for
sharing of more spiritual knowledge, hopefully next week.
See you all again here, then we leaved back to the City.
The following week Sunday, we arrived at 9 o’clock early
morning in the cave. The Reverend together with his
members were already there inside the cave waiting us,
thus we met them again. They were happy to meet us, the
second time. Without any delay, we started the program
and I brought them topic about ‘Art of Life 1---72. They all
listened to my discussions. The lectures went well and
then it followed by everything important to know about
“WATCH A DIVINE REVELATION.”
They were delighted with the development of our second
meeting. Our assembly continued until sunset came, so we
need to adjourn our discussion. It’s time for us to go back
to the city. We bade them farewell and depart.
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The following weeks, we launched another series of
seminars inside the cave. Every Sunday on the same year,
beginning from the month of July and until the Preamble
of “WATCH A DIVINE REVELATION” was launched on
August 12, 2007.
At four (4) o’clock dawn and until sunrise the Preamble of
“WATCH A DIVINE REVELATION” took place, over at
Sudlon Mountain, Cebu Philippines. The event was
opening activities of SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA bridging
DR of Supreme Universal Name/SUN to the people on
Earth. Present in the event were fourteen (14) people who
personally witnessed the actual activities.
The site we gathered together was just hundred meters
away from the cave where we launched our lectures for
the said event. It was during the meeting inside the cave
that I gave them orientation about WATCH A DIVINE
REVELATION. Now, the time has come for them to see
the truth of the things that I discussed with them in the
cave.
SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA gave signals of their presence
above, so I asked the people to perform ACC Art of Life 1--72 to receive connections from SMW ACADASTAR--SSLA. Watching the skies, with our naked eyes, we saw
- 30 -

the presence of many lightships moving in different
directions. And there were two big rainbows appeared
above the mountains where we stood. That was beautiful
dawn-morning, while the stars and the rainbows were
shining brightly and wonderfully in the heavens.
These wonders that we saw brought joy to our hearts, the
presence of SSLA dazzled the entire surroundings with
heavenly lights. Shooting stars coming from different
directions and the Spiritual Energy Stations/SES appeared
in the forms of two (2) big rainbows confirming the
Rainbow Bridge of Light/RBL that I explained to them
during my lectures inside the cave.
The rainbows appeared are spiritual energy station/SES of
the SSLA; the four (4) Mother Lightships are main
spiritual energy stations stationed in the four corners of
the world. The 2 big rainbows and many strange lights
filled the entire surroundings with blissful atmospheres.
Apparently, the SSLA manifested certain wonders of
heavens for us people standing here in the ground
witnessed the truth of WATCH A DIVINE REVELATION.
Personally, we had witnessed by our naked eyes the
illustration of inner truth making us the living witnesses
of SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA WATCH A DIVINE
- 31 -

REVELATION. Heaven brought us remarkable experience
touching our hearts-souls with soothing energies, while
the entire atmosphere where our eyes could see strange
lights.
The Preamble of WATCH A DIVINE REVELATION
brought us unforgettable experience that truly delighted
our hearts, souls and spirits by heaven’s revelation of
inner truth. Inner stillness, divine love and new light of
hope manifested in our hearts, as we experienced these
actual wonders of Advanced Spiritual Worlds bridging us
DR of SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA.
WATCH A DIVINE REVELATION unfolds in the
bridging of DR of SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA and
perceivable by the awareness of man, especially to
someone that practices Art of Life 1---72, since lessons of
the said Art will facilitate the awareness of man to get
familiar with the truth of supreme ultimate.
The Preamble of WATCH A DIVINE REVELATION was
the first Celestial Conference successfully launched on
August 12, 2007, and then followed by regular Celestial
Conference each year on the same date and month. Now,
the event is called “CELESTIAL CONFERENCE” ---
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bridging the DR of SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA to the
entire humanity.
On the “Celestial Conference” SMW ACADASTAR
message and divine connection are anticipated by the
practitioners’’ of Dugukan.” It is very good opportunity
for everybody to request divine healing during the SSLA
will visibly appear on skies.
The “WATCH A DIVINE REVELATION” provides actual
evidence of “inner truth,” with certain facts, the presence
of SSLA. The truth is undeniable by their tangible
manifestation, especially during ACC--- Art of Life 1---72
exercises.
Deeper and higher awareness through lessons of SMW
ACADASTAR (Lord Jesus Christ super light existence) is
now revealing on activities called WATCH A DIVINE
REVELATION. Don’t miss your chance to know the truth
of ultimate light, which certainly, it is the key of your
ascension into higher dimension. WATCH A DIVINE
REVELATION.
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SUN SYMBOL SECRET
The Art of Life 1---72 forms and gestures are based on the
modality of Sun Symbol. It is the Dugukan system
encompassing set of gestures, which are extremely
powerful exercise to trigger internal energies, activate
inner awareness and align them with the higher
consciousness of the advanced universe.
The word Dugukan means “Pillar, Skeleton, Framework
or foundation. It is added before the phrase Art of Life 1--72” to express a powerful system of physical, mental, and
spiritual workouts.
The Dugukan sun symbol modality is based on four main
directions of the East, North, West, South, the Sun and its
eight (8) main Rays and Circular form.

Figure 1
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The Sun modality comes from two (2) fused four (4) main
directions and its circular form in the Core; when merged
altogether will result into a perfect “Sun” symbol.

Figure 2
And when disassembled into a discrete body Liparts will
still stand a perfect transformation of Star and Moon
symbols. Therefore, the modality of Art of Life 1---72
carries altogether three (3) heavenly symbols: The Sun,
Moon, and Star merged in ONE to form a perfect sun.
Above the “sun” is highest power of Consciousness,
Energy, Light, Life/CELL.” Life is a CELL. There’s essence
to discover in the sun symbol, the key of life’s ascension
into higher dimension called Art 1---72.
The sun acquires energy from within through natural
nuclear reaction under high pressure, heat, and density
like fusion battery made to provide the Earth with light,
warmth, and energy. The sun’s luminous celestial body
fixes all other natural satellites of the planets. Likewise,
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the sun symbol is dealing life’s secret key of the highest
CELL of the Supreme Universal Name/SUN.
The greatest power of the universe is balance. Beyond the
sun is a supreme “CELL” that authored the entire
creation. The cosmos is a picture-perfect evidence of a
supreme formation. Beyond is the “grand inner realm
called GRADAM or the realm of SSLA. And the highest
inner realm is called AMISRA or the supreme grand inner
realm.

AMISRA GRADAM MORCA REALMS
AMISRA and GRADAM are realms beyond words to
explain, but for the sake of our discussion, and to have a
little background of their presences, we will just describe
them into supreme grand inner realm -AMISRA and
grand Inner realm - GRADAM.
Through the Rainbow Bridge of Light/RBL CELL
descended from AMISRA, so GRADAM exists for
supreme infinite super light existence. Through the “RBL
CELL” descended from GRADAM, so MORCA realm
exists for both the advanced and non-advanced
foundations of life. MORCA realm is comprising of 15
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Elemental dimensions. The 14th and 15th of these
dimensions are for the mortals. It is also where the cosmos
was originated. The astral realm is part of MORCA
advanced inner realm.
AMISRA, GRADAM and MORCA REALMS: The
Dugukan foundation of inner formation: First, AMISRA is
the highest realm where infinite truth revolves certain
foundation of absolute truth that cannot be simply
explained by words. So, it is unexplainable with the
human level of understanding. So, we will just simply
describe then --- the Highest.
WATCH A DIVINE REVELATION is activity of SMW
ACADASTAR---SSLA for the entire humanity to realize
inner truth and ascend life into higher dimension. The
SSLA bridging inner secrets of the advanced universe for
life’s ascension into higher dimension.
Life is governed by supreme law of equilibrium; CELL
descended on lower dimension to ascend then into higher
realm. From the Beyond was life descended in the minor
realm. And from thence, life ascended into the advanced
realm. By the power of equilibrium, life is pushed and
dragged to descend and ascend.
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Existence in the minor realms - physical and astral evolves
by the power pushing and dragging life to ascend into
higher realms. Behind ascending and descending, vis a vis
is natural process of life’s evolution and regression, vis a
vis, the certain power created movement that produces
vibration and energy. Summing up altogether Energy and
Vibration are life’s innermost vital force.
CELL, integrating a system of exercise that will put man’s
awareness to align with movement, vibration and energy
will activate and detonate inner light. The energy
produced vibrations and vibrations produced energies
and once energy harmoniously aligned with the CELL, it
becomes divine illumination.
Super light beings are immortals, illuminated
consciousnesses are ascended masters, and unawaken
consciousnesses are poorly lit mortals restrained in
mundane world. And those awakened ones are lives
associated in the “Elementary things of nature.”
Man’s perfect path to life is governed by the supreme law
of equilibrium; this certain law absolutely governs every
existence. Violating this law indicates disharmony or
destruction. All mortals are rooted life in Elemental planes
making them all perfectly the trees of life. Without rooting
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in the elements of nature --- they cannot exist in the
physical world.
Through DR of the Highest, soul evolves and ascends life
into higher dimension. Man achieves illumination through
the RBL infusing CELL from GRADAM into the minor
realms. The key secret of man’s activation of higher
awareness is divine union” with the advanced Elemental
realms MORCA or advanced spiritual world after
achieving divine illumination to attain final ascension
through merging of man’s 9 advanced elemental bodies.
Next, is the divine union of CELL with the 3-star super
light bodies.
Second key secret is man’s activation of advanced divine
union” with GRADAM grand inner realm prior to oneness
with the light of “AMISRA supreme grand inner realm.
And to succeed higher soul realization is learning Art of
Life 1---72.
Revelation of SSLA is headed by “SMW ACADASTAR, a
name not far well-known in the mainstream; the majority
people are not familiar yet. The ongoing revelation of
SMW ACADASTAR, such a name is referred Lord Jesus
Christ’s super light body. The above-mentioned name also
referred to the prince of Angels in heaven Archangel
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Michael. WATCH A DIVINE REVELAION unveils
tougher secrets of the inner realms.
From infinite GRADAM “SMW ACADASTAR” had
incarnated life as Lord Jesus Christ in the mortal physical
world. The celebrated names referred above is one and the
same SMW ACADASTAR.
WATCH A DIVINE REVELATION is all about activities
of SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA aiding the humanity’s
ascension of life into higher dimension. Who is this DR
manifesting on skies accompanied by the SSLA? He is no
other than “SMW ACADASTAR---Lord Jesus Christ--Archangel Michael. WATCH A DIVINE REVELATION 1--72
SMW for the entire humanity; He is the prince of peaceLord Jesus Christ. SMW protector of stars and planets; He
is the prince of Angels –Archangel Michael and SMW for
ultimate ascension of life into higher dimension; He is the
prince of Super Light Angels of GRADAM - SMW
ACADASTAR.
Eternal truth exists in the inner realm, accordingly
discover absolute truth on WATCH A DIVINE
REVELATION. By divine grace of heaven, salvation of life
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shall come to someone who will receive, align and adopt
divine guidance and connection of SMW ACADASTAR.
In deeds, know the truth, so wake up inner awareness to
get higher soul realization. Know that mere faith to God
doesn’t mean already well acquainted with the Most
Absolute.
No mortal could see the ultimate image of God, if not
permitted by the grant of the Highest will. One must first
attain higher level of soul realization and transform their
own minor physical body into higher bodies of super light
nature to be able to see God’s real nature of DR.
Nowadays, signs of SMW ACADASTAR become more
and more visible on skies.
Lessons of Art of Life 1—72 are for higher soul realization.
On its way of knowing attain knowledge, find wisdom
and attain to know the very core foundation of life. It is
not knowledge, it is not wisdom, ---it is the unnamable
core essence of nature.

ATTAINING HIGHER SOUL REALIZATION
The SSLAs are manifesting on skies regularly during Art
of Life 1---72 exercises, but still the essence of this
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phenomenon needs deeper training to attain higher
realization of the soul.
Attaining higher realization of the soul requires
understanding of Angels’ super light existence; the super
light nature of the Angels that human’s ability cannot face
them directly without being consumed by fire. The truth
necessitates certain way of sanctification, so not to be
consumed by the super light nature or what the bible
described --- the consuming fire nature of God.
The people without knowing and attaining certain way of
sanctification cannot make themselves ready to face the
final unveiling or judgement day without fulfilling divine
connection with the SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA. The
activities for this connection are going on WATCH A
DIVINE REVELATION teaching the people the way of
life’s ascension into higher dimension or into the Supreme
Governance of the Infinite Cosmic Family of
Light/SGICFL.
Lessons of ACC or Art of Life 1---72 are released to
effectively expand inner connection and enlighten soul
realization of the people who shall practice Art of Life 172.
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Don’t be misled the journey of life. Know that false
guidance has no concrete lessons to learn by anyone for
the best of soul realization. It will mislead you along the
way. Beware of it, so look for the right way. Now, here
comes divine guidance and lessons from SMW
ACADASTAR --- SSLA enlightening the soul back to the
infinite DR of the “Most High” God.
To get familiar with the truth, which will really matter in
life, experience the activities of WATCH A DIVINE
REVELATION. It is ACC accessible through Inner Core
Dugukan, couching inner knowledge to the people for
ascension of life into higher dimension.
Look and see God is coming through the clouds of fire,
together with His powerful Angels, --- the SSLA. Activate
higher soul realization and take good care of your oneness
with nature. Know your key to the inner, it is the DR of
S.U.N. for life’s eternal salvation.
The stars are calling you from the heavens to ascend life
into higher dimension. The call is accompanied by the
presence of powerful Angels. Do not ignore with this
divine inner calling, that such comes from the inner and it
is the longing of your soul, to attain its oneness with all
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the heavens’ stars. Take your journey into the stars, attain
to fulfill your divine inner callings now.
Open your awareness to the true nature of God’s
existence. Discern and get the necessary lessons of life by
responding your divine inner callings. Come into the
embrace of SMW ACADASTAR --- SSLA, so you can take
shelter with the highest foundation of the Most Absolute.
Humans in the planet cannot sustain super light energy,
the reason why SSLAs appear in the form of moving stars
or lightships to give signs of their presence in the planet
from time to time, so the people will see their presence
and find ways to discern mysteries of the inner.
The basic truth to discover in WATCH A DIVINE
REVELATION is higher awareness to facilitate realization
of the soul. While the SSLAs presence in the planet serve
as the “Monitoring of life”. They provide support for the
people who have ability to receive, align and adopt higher
energies from them, so, the SMW released lessons for
those who aren’t yet capable to receive then.
The important messages of SMW ACADASTAR is higher
awareness for all people to discern the most significance
purpose of life, as by nature it-self, now demands higher
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level of soul realization to perceive the truth of the inner,
which is eternal life.
It is not much so difficult to perceive SSLA, as they are
often visible with the naked eyes on skies, especially
during activities of Art of Life 1---72. The lightships
moving above are not their vehicles used for
transportations. The SSLA do not need any vehicle for
transportation, the way they can teleport themselves
anywhere they want without the slightest hassle of
traversing space in between distance, regardless of
whatever dimension.
A certain journey of life into higher dimension of the inner
needs support of the Angels, so WATCH A DIVINE
REVELATION enlightening the significance of SMW
ACADASTAR---SSLA connection to everyone’s life. Don’t
be misled the truth, examine what’s real or not. Victory
awaits those who would take their awareness activate in
the ascension development of life into higher dimension.
Watch for concrete evidence of SSLA to better more realize
the truth.
Furthermore, get to know divine connections to
experience essential support from the inner. Do lessons of
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ACC or Art of Life 1---72 to personally know the truth of
WATCH A DIVINE REVELATION.

THE EYE OF TRUTH
The Eye of Truth has a core essence and its window is the
higher soul. Eyeing the light of absolute truth on this
window is a big hope for you to know who you really are.
In vastness of the universe, there’s flame of true victory. A
man without realizing thy-own soul cannot appreciate the
sun and moon. The sun is nothing without DR of the
“Most High.” The truth is bridged by SMW
ACADASTAR---SSLA in the planet, for the people to
realize what is light of the inner. Practice Art of Life 1---72
to get clearer knowledge on this certain formation and
essence of Absolute Truth.
See the universe your crown of experience, the material
manifestation of the eternal inner. Glimpse how the
constellations of stars will give you strength by their
oneness with all the lights, as it is ordained to them by the
Highest and eternally administrated by the SSLA. And
once you see the light through the eye of truth, then the
physical world will just become a very tiny particle that
you cannot discern its meaning.
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Whoever finds the key of inner knowledge will grow
wisdom to enter life into the realm of oneness with all the
Stars. The SSLA are calling the stars in the planet to
ascend life into the realm of Oneness with all of the
heavens’ stars. The stars of heaven will dance by the
awakening of your soul. By SMA you are able to align
your awareness with the advanced vibrations of the
Greatest Beyond.
Your essential key to win a certain good endeavor in life is
Art of Life 1---72. It is where you can get the right
connection of SMW ACADASTAR, super light existence
of the Supreme Master of Heaven. This heaven’s released
system of physical and spiritual exercises will align your
awareness with the advanced realms.
To begin your inner activation with higher awareness,
recognize your eternal oneness with Nature, with all the
lights and with all the stars by performing lessons of Art
of Life 1---72, which first, ---begin your practice with the
JUM DEUM CAM lesson (Glossary Art of Life 1---72,
Chapter 8). Such lesson means into the “Advanced Union
of all your subtler connected bodies (physical, elemental,
astral, spiritual), --- activate connection with the Advanced
Elemental Union and Grand Spiritual Union.
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Second, perform Inner Core Bowing to the four (4) main
SES of the SSLA: North - into the divine union of the
Supreme Grand Inner realm AMISRA, East - into the
divine union of the grand inner realm GRADAM, South into the divine union of the inner realm MORCA, West into the divine union of the Advanced Elemental realm
MUNHANRIM and BELHANRIM Angels.
Third, begin your practice of Art of Life 1---72 lessons no.
1. ARCUM, lesson no. 2. ESISUM and lesson no. 3.
SAPHIRE. (See Chapter 8)
There are seventy-two (72) and twenty nine (29) lessons of
Art of Life 1---72, all essential for development of physical
and spiritual union, for inner activations of higher
connection and union with the Highest. And this is the
first edition the author released three (3) lessons of Art of
Life 1---72 to facilitate the beginners of ACC or Art of Life
1---72.
First, activation of your connection with the Advanced
Elemental Union by expanding your silver cords
connecting your CELL with higher C.E.L.L. of the
Advanced Elemental Union through exercise of Art of Life
1---72.
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Second, activation of your celestial union with the Angels’
realms by expanding your silver cords connecting your
CELL with the GRADAM and MORCA inner realms.
Practice Art of Life 1---72 regularly, so you will become
perceptive with the energies of SSLA. Doing so, you will
regularly see their presence on skies with your naked
eyes, then you can proceed to Angels’ Lightship
Initiations/LI, which is usually done, at Dugukan site.
Advanced lessons of inner study shall be given to any
successful initiate after successfully fulfilling LI. By the
way, ascension is described in the Christian bible as
“rapture.” And in WATCH A DIVINE REVELATION, it is
described - ascension.
Meanwhile, the divine guidance of SMW ACADASTAR,
ascension of life into higher dimension needs the physical
body to receive, align and adopt super light energies,
which this requires Heaven’s support to all humans in the
planet.
Divine guidance of the Supreme Master of Heaven is
within reach through Advanced Spiritual Study.
Eventually, inner discovery is not enough by simply
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glimpsing the presence of SSLA, but without searching
and reaching higher realization of the soul. Discover inner
secret in the ongoing activities of SMW ACADASTAR --SSLA called “WATCH A DIVINE REVELATION.”

DIVINE ILLUMINATION
The permanent exercise of Art of Life 1---72 will trigger
the energy centers of the body and activate inner
connection with the SSLA. So natural practice of Art of
Life 1---72 will lead the practitioner to attain deeper and
higher soul realization.
Wisdom comes into the awareness of man, when certain
networks of psychic centers are triggered with the
energies of SSLA. Wisdom comes from the Divine Source,
which without activation of man’s psychic centers would
be also without harmony and ability for him/her to
engage the nonphysical knowledge.
Regular exercise of Art of Life 1---72 will open higher
energies and enhance the practitioner’s awareness with
the SSLA. Advanced inner connection will be released to a
person that will perform Art of Life 1---72. And the actual
presence of SSLA will confirm the credibility of this
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information released, so perform any of the lessons of Art
of Life 1---72 on your regular practice to verify and
confirm the truth.
There is wisdom deep within man, yet may not be
working well on him when the energy centers of the body
are dormant. So, these channels of psychic centers must be
activated first to function well. And to begin inner
activation, perform any of the lessons of ACC, so, your
process of energy activation would be aided by the SSLA.
Do not go with the short cut method in activating your
energy centers, for your safety reason. The human
physical body cannot endure super high energy without
proper preparation. Direct activation of internal energy is
very dangerous; it can ruin your meridians or energy
channels of the body. So, the shortcut technique is very
dangerous to your health without proper guidance.
A person can successfully adopt advanced energy through
certain practice of energy cultivation and divine
connection. And the best sort of divine healing is this kind
of energy, which comes from SMW ACADASTAR --SSLA. Internal energy will make the physical body
healthy and powerful, so, basically, it is the best source of
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healing energies. And on its advanced level is Divine
Healing power through secret lessons of ACC.
Once you learn how to use your internal energy and attain
the divine connection of SMW ACADASTAR --- SSLA,
then you can use it for your self-healing and to help heal
others. Just appreciate internal energy is spiritual energy
imperceptible with the ordinary human senses.
Meanwhile, divine guidance is an assured connection
from SMW ACADASTAR. Any practitioner that achieves
DR of the “Most High” through the lessons of Art of Life
1---72 will experience higher realization of the soul.
Revelation of the SSLA perhaps bizarre to the minds of
many people, but this certain truth is strongly established
by the regular appearances of the SSLA, especially during
activities of ACC - Art of Life 1---72. Their manifestations
as if moving stars or lightships are frequent. And they are
not just showing to the few individuals, but to the many
people. This is the way how SMW ACADASTAR --- SSLA
are bridging the message to the people on Earth.
The certain message is divine illumination of the humans
for their ascension of life into higher dimension.
Ascension of life into higher dimension --- basically needs
higher level of inner awareness to be able to comprehend
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what’s now going on the ascension development of the
planet.
Anybody that merely aims to work for mundane cause
and reason of life shall fail thy own ascension of life into
higher dimension. So, without inner awareness of the
humans for the things that would really matter in life, so
that is very disadvantage for them, by which life devoid of
connections of the advanced inner realms is very negative
and dark.
The difference among Supreme Grand Spiritual World,
Grand Spiritual World, and Advanced Spiritual World is
big. It is worthless to simply just tackle concepts of
spiritual truth, but without weighing higher soul
realization. Attain study of inner mystery, the way to
know there is big difference between higher beings and
deceitful spirits. Discerning inner truth requires divine
guidance and connections of the true SMW.
Those who walk life with divine guidance will never
deceive by false spirits, so they will not stumble life in
darkness. Abide with the light of ultimate truth and
beware of false spirits. In the Art of direct experience, the
truth is revealed in activities called “WATCH A DIVINE
REVELATION, at “The Now 1---72.”
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People who often come, at Dugukan site where Art of Life
1---72 is regularly performed by its practitioners, day by
day, are able to see the presence of SSLA during on line
drill. Luckily, they are not disappointed to see the tangible
presence of SSLA. Anyway, the place or region where
there are spiritual SES of SSLA will allow people to
frequently see lightships, so long as the skies are not
covered with heavy clouds.
The SES of SSLA will increase energy of the place making
it then perceivable to people in the area who are able to
align the frequency. Mere presence in the site where there
is SES of SSLA will allow the people to experience the big
difference.
Many individuals who are not sensitive with this kind of
energy, yet turned out sensitive, at the site of Art of Life 1--72 exercise. Among those who joined the exercise
perceived inner reality, which supposedly, at first attempt,
they could not perceive it, but spending little time of their
presence performing the system, they learned to perceive
then.
Some people thought the revelation of SSLA is hoax, but
higher soul realization comes the light to someone that
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finds inner truth. Many people who had personally
learned Art of Life 1---72 exercise positively saw the actual
presence of SSLA on skies above. Likewise, they
experienced divine healing, so they could not any longer
say that revelation of SSLA is hoax. For them, the
revelation is certain light of absolute truth.
Inner Knowledge/IK overcomes human weaknesses. It
comes from the Highest - Almighty given to someone who
has found IK of the Most Absolute. The SMW
ACADASTAR had released this crystal-clear direction of
life’s true ascension activities through WATCH A DIVINE
REVELATION.
For many people, it is not easy to conquer human
difficulties, especially when you are easily succumbed
with bad temper, easily got angered, etc. With this state of
awareness, it is not easy to control your bad temper and
your rest negative vibes. And many people who are
suffering energy imbalances on their physical and
spiritual state. With such condition of life, it’s time to learn
Art of Life 1---72 and be with the Angels’ protection.
The Art of Life 1---72 is extremely good system of inner
cultivation, a new trend of genuine wellness exercise to
balance both the physical and spiritual well-being of man.
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Attain this exercise to experience and enjoy the essence of
life.
Life in the foundation of SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA is
eternally victorious. Great achievement comes to someone
who receives divine blessings from heaven. The now
revealing life’s true ascension into higher dimension. It
comes after achieving DR of the Almighty, a priceless gift
of life, for those who will shelter protection with the Inner
Core Dugukan.
Attain divine guidance of SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA to
get away from the wrong way of life. By divine grace of
the Highest, you are now provided with the most
powerful weapon to win life’s final endeavor. Do not
reject wisdom; instead use SMA on all of your endeavors
in life, for goodness sake. Get wisdom, practice ACC --Art of Life 1---72, then you are able to access and enjoy
heavens’ support.
It started with just few individuals who learned lessons of
Art of Life 1---72. Now divine connections are available
through SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA who released lessons
that do not require religious worship to anybody that
would come to learn ACC. And lessons of Art of Life 1---
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72 shall be taught to the deserving ones. And they are
people who can take good care of sacred things.
Everyone needs to be spiritually healthy and strong, while
the physical body will benefit divine healing, so man must
learn how to receive, align and adopt powerful energies
that can restore weaknesses of the body, soul and spirit.
The absence of divine connection from SMW
ACADASTAR---SSLA will make life very obscure. Now,
present to enlighten the people are Angels of the “Most
High” (God). Inner voice is calling you to attain the DR of
the Highest-One.
SMW ACADASTAR will bliss people who will respond
divine calling to serve the light, so they are able to receive,
align and adopt advanced energies from the Angels’
realm. Heaven helps someone who will sincerely serve the
light. From the beyond is SMW ACADASTAR and the
Angels called SSLA on their ongoing activities “WATCH
A DIVINE REVELATION.”
An easier way to become familiar with the SSLA is to
practice lessons of Art of Life 1---72, to activate inner
awareness and connect with the SSLA. Lessons will
facilitate inner activation and higher connection, so,
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appreciate inner activation and connection by allowing the
truth of Art of Life 1---72 to shine in you. And then, you
will be awakened with the real truth.
Nowadays, unveiling of inner truth of GRADAM through
SSLA is going on wellness exercise, for benefits of the
people who will attain lessons of inner awakening.
Supposing, people will deny the truth of this, but DR of
the Highest is endlessly shining light of absolute truth
through Art of Life 1---72.
The manifestations of SSLA are more often now. And this
actually beyond humans’ power to control. There’s
nobody can go against the truth victoriously, so we cannot
do anything against this, except to just come along with it.
The truth will set you free. To be freed from bondage of
bad fate is to come along with the bridging light of SMW
ACADASTAR---SSLA.
There are morning and evening sessions of Art of Life 1--72, held at Dugukan site. The activities are for divine
guidance, advanced inner connections, inner discovery,
spiritual training and lightship initiations of people who
will practice Art of Life 1-72. Inner truth must be well
scrutinized first, so it must have data to begin with, from
the Grand and Advanced inner realms.
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The existence of inner realms cannot be denied. Although
commonly, it cannot be seen with the naked eyes, but it is
the absolute truth. Deep within silence, there are voices
calling you for eternity life. Yet, at state of lower
frequency, human awareness cannot fathom inner things,
so man will just simply deny the truth of spiritual things.
But the more someone will deny the truth of this, the more
he will desire for it, since it is the essence of life. Destiny
will bring you into this certain journey of life ---the inner.
There are good benefits that you will get in going deeper
realization of life’s meaning. To agree inner reality
basically demands sightings of SSLA. The truth will lead
you to spiritual maturity. To say, faith is trust and soul
realization is will-power to succeed. Likewise, wisdom is
supreme and knowledge is information that usually
learned by a person after undergoing certain study.
It is man’s responsibility to expand thy own inner
awareness to gain higher soul realization. Man’s fate
depends on how he is being capable to discern and deal
life. Power governs life that comes from the absolute
invisible world.
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Deeds will bear fruits, thus when you are upright, you
will reap goodness out of it. Likewise, when you do bad
things to others, you will also reap negative things from
the labor of your wrong doings done.
It is the law of Cause and Effect/Karma expresses this
way of life. Although the law of karma is not entirely
materialized at all time, the way there were many people
who suffered bad experiences in spite of the goodness
they had done to others. Like the many characters
mentioned in the bible, they were tortured, martyred and
killed because they did good deeds to others. Clearly, by
deeds, they gained bad fruits because they did good
things to others.
So, why this happened that it is not what the law of Cause
and Effect is actually teaching? Because actually in every
Divine Law there is essence of truth that man must
discover wisdom to discern its essence. Without realizing
this, there is no wisdom at all to discern the true lessons of
any divine law. Hence, it is difficult by someone without
wisdom to discern the essence of any divine law.
Wisdom is essential lesson to attain in life, not to
disregard any important spiritual principles; for noble
reason, a person must practice missionary works for
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illustrations of his true love to life, to God in the actual
field of physical light service.
Light service will enhance soul realization, it can make the
heart happy by the blessings of heaven. A man who is
barren of missionary works will ignore to listen inner
callings, refuse to serve what is noble purpose of life, so he
will lack higher realization of the soul. Without action is
equivalent to without faith, and devoid of both soul
realization and action would mean lack of will-power to
fulfill bigger endeavors in life.
The needs of soul cannot be satisfied by concentrating on
all mundane attachment, so many who suffered painful
regrets in life the way they had wasted life in vain. They
trapped their hearts-minds in mundane desires. Instead of
working for the things that will really matter in life, but
they failed to do so.
In spite of their achievements in life, but their souls
continue to starve for something material things cannot
provide. They were without divine guidance, so
regrettably they failed to realize the true essence of
success. So, the summit of their existence were painful
regrets, the way they ended their lives in great vanity.
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Spending energies for all mundane reasons will ruin life.
Riches but without spiritual foundation is not great. Such
is very far from true victory every soul will long in life.
The big delusion of man is allowing thy own heart to be
trapped on crazy things and desires that will cause his
own painful defeat and regret in the end. Material
possession without the equilibrium of stronger spiritual
foundation is a trap that will cause the big downfall to
anyone whose life is persuaded on it, ---mundane
attachment.
The things unrealized soul obtained were mundane, the
way they forgot to work for the true essence of life.
Regrettably, they were driven life into the lower planes.
Begin doing light service now; it’s your inner calling to
ascend life into higher dimension, so it is essential for you
to fulfill divine mission, as every evolving soul deserves to
rest life on higher dimension, after fulfilling certain inner
calling, ---which is to serve the noble cause of light.
Attain inner knowledge in the sacred initiation/s of SMW
ACADASTAR---SSLA for your solid foundation of life.
Behind inner secret is the truth of ultimate that you must
sincerely seek in the bridging of DR of AMISRA,
GRADAM, and MORCA inner realms. WATCH A
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DIVINE REVELATION through SMW ACADASTAR --SSLA.
To live life without painful regrets in the end is really
good. Imagine how blessed you are being embraced by the
light of the Most Ultimate. So, let your heart dance by the
heavens’ stars. Come to SMW ACADASTAR to attain
your lightship initiation/s for your ascension of life.
Currently, the Angels’ Initiation to become a Teachers of
Art of Life 1---72 is going on. The Lord God of Heaven is
coming through the clouds of fire, together with His
powerful Angels, --- the SSLA. SMW ACADASTAR is
calling you now to become a Teachers of Art of Life 1---72.
To attain wisdom of the ‘Most High’ is to undertake
certain divine calling in life. The SSLA, on this point of
time are revealing inner secrets of Advanced Universe to
the people that will listen divine guidance of SMW
ACADASTAR. To rid of blinding ignorance is very
important lesson to accomplish by every incarnated soul
in the planet. Inner awakening is attained by receiving
divine guidance and learning lessons of Art of Life 1---72.
Expand your CELL with the bridging light of the SMW
ACADASTAR---SSLA. Don’t be blinded by ignorance and
greed for material things or mundane desires. Know that
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the negative energies are aimed to topple you down with
all means that can ruin your life.
You’re a star seed, whose life’s origin is from the star, so
you must wake-up to realize essence of DR. Let you be
sheltered by the light of ultimate truth, so you are able to
overcome all the evils that shall try to burden your way.

THREE ESSENTIALS OF LIFE
In life, one must fulfill three (3) essentials to achieve
higher soul realization: ---first – rid of blinding ignorance,
second –practice Art of Life 1---72 and third –help the
healing of life and nature. Someone’s achievement on
these three essentials enumerated above can make life
victorious on its way of higher ascension.
Divine healing of SMW ACASDASTAR--- SSLA is the best
cure for all kinds of illnesses, especially that sort of
sickness with karmic origin. Heaven supports people who
shall connect with the bridging light of inner realms. And
inner connection is done by doing lessons of Art of Life 1--72, Dugukan Lightship Meditation and Rainbow Bridge
of Light Meditation. Practice any of the lessons mentioned
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to attain your inner connections and experience divine
healing.
Man has both positive and negative karma, and many
who suffered sicknesses due to this reason, so material
medicine cannot able to treat this kind of illnesses, since
the very root of the problem is beyond the material
medicine to cure. Hence, divine healing is the only
potential cure for all types of illnesses stained with
negative karmic colors.
Life would have many wonders after realizing the truth of
the inner. Now, life’s true wonders are reachable by those
who shall seek the way of enlightenment with SMW
ACADASTAR--- SSLA. Attain to know the truth now, so
seek your divine guidance.
Meanwhile, someone who attains divine mission takes up
his cross in life, which means a certain weapon to use in
fulfilling life’s vital mission. Victorious undertaking of
certain divine mission is carrying out light of the Most
Absolute in implementing tangible projects that anybody
can voluntarily carry out and participate.
Truth of ultimate light is the strongest protection and
weapon of man against destruction of life. Now, it is
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revealed by the of Angels of the Highest Order through
activities called WATCH A DIVINE REVELATION aiding
the entire humanity to ascend life into higher dimension.
Man must attain inner development to succeed higher
level of soul realization; but without action is no
achievement in life, so wasting life in vain. Doing divine
healing is good works that someone can dedicate life to
the highest purpose of light. No one can heal a sickly soul
if not through the grant of Heaven’s will who has power
to give divine healing.
SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA give divine healing power to
anyone that by heart sincerely serves the noble cause of
light and adoring by him-self to become a divine healer.
And here are steps to learn by a person who would like to
be become a divine healer: (a) Learn the first three (3)
lessons of Art of Life 1---72, (b) Pass the Lightship
Initiation/s and (c) Learn the released secret divine
names/word/s of the SMW ACADASTAR--- SSLA. It’s,
your time now, to know light of ultimate truth and
become a divine healer that will help the healing of life
and nature. WATCH A DIVINE REVELATION 1---72.
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CHAPTER 2
SUPREME SUPER LIGHT ANGELS/SSLA
SSLA from the word supreme, it denotes the highest. In
the hierarchy of Angels, the SSLA ranks the highest. They
are the unnamable that they are infinite by nature, but for
sake of our basic understanding, we will just try to
describe them as SSLA. Since they are beyond words to
explain, so our human understanding is not capable to
discern their essence of life without wisdom of the
Highest.
To carry out their message to the people on Earth, they
regularly manifest on skies in lightship form. They are
administrating
planetary
ascension,
particularly
supporting humans’ ascension development of life in the
planet into higher dimension of the Supreme Governance
of Infinite Cosmic Family of Light/ SGICFL.
The bridging of SSLA DR will have opening for the people
on Earth to attain higher connection with the Angels’
realm. They came from GRADAM grand inner realm
revealing secret of the inner through lessons of ACC or
Art of Life 1---72.
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The Sacred Spiritual Secret/SSS or Pyramid of Solomon 1--72 is spiritual science releasing information of inner
teaching. The SSLA did not come from the planets-stars of
any galaxy; they came from the beyond cosmos,
specifically from GRADAM grand inner realm.
They are brighter than the brightest suns, with SMW
ACADASTAR getting closer to the people on Earth, to
ascend life in the planet into higher dimension. And the
process of this ascension development is now going on.
SMW ACADASTAR while the processes of planetary
ascension are ongoing is releasing divine guidance and
essential lessons for the people through SSS, from time to
time. So, humans in the planet will be aided on their
journey into the precise ascension of life.
Regular practice of ACC or Art of Life 1---72 will make
any of its practitioner becomes familiar with SMW
ACADASTAR---SSLA energies. Likewise, regular exercise
of the said Art will increase man’s energy and activate
higher inner connections with the Infinite Source.
The more a person will exercise Art of Life 1---72 the more
he will be enhanced inner connections with the Angels’
realms, the different realms of the inner---Advanced
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Elementals or Angels next to the SSLA and to the Highest
or Supreme Source.

GENERAL ASSEMBLY
The practitioners of Art of Life 1---72 has general assembly
during “Celestial Conference,” celebrated each year by the
practitioners’ of ACC, at Dugukan site. It is divine
guidance of SMW ACADASTAR for all people to expand
inner awareness by doing exercise of Art of Life 1---72, so
they can effectively activate inner connection with the
Angels’ realms.
Included in the package of lessons of Art of Life 1---72 are
divine guidance, shielding, divine healing, cleansings of
bad karma, longevity, rejuvenation, inner discovery or
advanced spiritual study, all for life’s ascension. Every
day, at Dugukan site, people are diligently doing ACC, so
they regularly witness manifestations of lightships on
skies.
The SSLA gives signal of higher energies to the people on
land performing lessons of Art of Life 1---72. The moment
they become visible on skies is everybody’s best chance to
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connect with their bridging of DR. And to connect is done
using the 44th lesson of Art 1---72 called GILARION
GEDIOM, performed by raising up your hands to the
direction of SSLA. Also, at this time is the best chance to
make a request, while you are connecting your heart-mind
to the SSLA on skies manifesting as if moving stars.
The truth unveils essence of DR of the “Most High” in the
ongoing revelation of SSLA. Life is victorious with DR of
SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA, so, you are victorious
journeying your life with discernment of DR of the “Most
High.”
Activate your divine inner connection by learning ACC.
Find out the truth of SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA the DR
of AMISRA, GRADAM, MORCA Supreme, Grand and
Advanced inner realms. Doing so, your life’s ascension
into higher dimension is clear.
Actual manifestations of SSLA on skies during ACC or Art
of Life 1---72 online drill are strong evidences that can
confirm certain credibility of this revelation. “It’s time for
the people to see bigger image of infinite truth, so do your
ACC lessons to realize the truth.
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Activities involving revelation of inner reality are
available through connection of SSLA. Time is precious,
don’t waste it in vain without doing something good that
will really matter on your future ascension. Do your
ascension development training now. Thing that will
really matter in life is higher soul realization. Life’s
ultimate refuge is protection of the SSLA. Listen within
yourself and perceive what’s going on now in the planet.
Watch the SSLA are getting closer to help the people on
Earth to ascend life into higher dimension. The ancient
bible writers accounted God’s manifestation into
mysterious light as if cloud of fire. People in the antiquity
considered any bright light they saw were described by
them to fire. Also, they accounted God’s manifestations
into pillar of cloud, cloud of fire or horses of fire to
articulate about something strange gleaming thing that
they saw.
Nowadays, many people are puzzled about mysterious
lights frequently emerging the skies. They called the
phenomena as Unidentified Flying Objects/UFO, while
some of them referred the occurrences to biblical verses
accounting the coming of the Son of God or near end of
time. Considering all of these assumptions, the SSLA are
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unveiling secrets of the inner realms through activities
called WATCH A DIVINE REVELATION.
Nobody is able to satisfy thy own soul realization without
coming into oneness with the ultimate truth. In spite of
whatever success someone will achieve in life, but still
lacking without experiencing oneness with the supreme
truth. The physical world is tainted with different colors of
karma, it is full of illusion comprising of either negative or
positive vibrations.
Man’s stronger foundation in life is the inner, yet this
could not be known to him without activation of his inner
awareness. The incarnated soul comes in the planet to
fulfill certain mission and finally ascend life into higher
dimension after fulfilling the final tasks. Yet the soul’s
common regret in life is losing thy earthly existence
without fulfilling certain noble cause of light.

ASTRAL PLANE MORTAL JOURNEY
After the physical body’s death, the soul will linger life in
the astral plane. Astral plane is a realm claimed by
classical esoteric philosophies and mystery religions --- the
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celestial spheres traversed by a soul in astral formation on
way of being born and after death.
The astral world is not a paradise where life is all pleasant
and everlasting. Astral realm is dominion of pleasant and
unpleasant experiences that shall be met by the soul in an
astral body. So, it is not a paradise where there is ultimate
satisfaction of life for a soul. The astral realm is a
dimension for the soul to go further process of
purifications.
SSS lessons shall permit someone to do conscious astral
travel in the astral plane. Time is emanating and by certain
development of science in the planet today, there shall be
technologies able to show actual features of the astral
plane, so people can get clearer view of it.
Mournful souls are those who failed to fulfill their divine
missions during earthly existence. Meanwhile, in the
bridging light of SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA someone
could have better chance to attain the best of spiritual
growth essential on ascending life beyond astral planes.
Higher ascension of the soul is not within certain process
of birthing and dying the physical and astral bodies, but
surely beyond that way. SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA will
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reveal you the truth, ---Art of Life 1---72. WATCH A
DIVINE REVELATION 1---72.
Attain inner knowledge to discover the toughest point of
your soul realization, it is the process to liberate yourself
from bondage of many human weaknesses. Inner
Knowledge/IK is the fundamental of spiritual growth,
realization and higher ascension.
The quest for inner reality is not a difficult task to come by
someone who studies ACC --- Art of Life 1---72 while the
bridging light of SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA is going on
WATCH A DIVINE REVELATION. Everyone’s greater
opportunity of life’s ascension is to attain higher divine
connection of the SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA by learning
ACC.
Heaven’s glory comes through SMW ACADASTAR--SSLA. Man needs to know the right direction to win life,
so listen with the inner voice to follow the truth of
Supreme Absolute. With divine guidance of SMW
ACADATAR, your journey toward inner discovery is into
higher dimension, after lightship initiations.
Eternal life comes from the grant of heavens’ supreme
authority, while the planet’s ascension is natural order of
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inner truth that requires people's ability to receive, align,
and adopt advanced energy of the Angels’ realm or SSLA.
The ascension of life in the bridging of DR of SMW
ACADASTAR---SSLA is beyond astral plane. It is
ascension of life into everlasting existence in oneness with
the “Most Absolute.” And the process of this ascension of
life is not the process of birthing and dying of the material
body in the physical world and astral body in the astral
plane, but a certain transformation of minor physical into
advanced super light body.
To receive divine inner connection with the grand inner
realm requires learning lessons of ACC and lightship
initiations/LI. Know the fact that divine guidance of
SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA is not about UFO or
extraterrestrials, but definite disclosure of “Inner Truth”
through training lessons in actual field of inner discovery.
Get inner connection, don’t mislead your life, so do not
fail to attain wisdom. Don’t confuse yourself with those
mysterious lights manifesting the skies. Inner truth is
offering you greater chance to expand your soul
realization. Anticipate the earliest moment where you can
activate higher awareness. Your time to settle life’s noblest
calling is now. Invite wisdom to shine in you, so force of
the spirit will work out with you.
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JOURNEY OF LIFE
The journey of life entails fulfillment of certain spiritual
and material endeavors. Look for inner secret of the
advanced realms through ACC Art of Life 1---72. Perceive
heavens’ wonder, wake up and expand your soul
realization to fulfill bigger victory of life.
Wisdom of the heart is activated through exercise of Art of
Life 1---72. So, the Art of Life 1---72 offers you good
opportunity to realize stronger inner connection that can
make you stronger. As if water on a river, wisdom flows
from heavens. When you have its calling, you cannot
disregard then, thus begin doing your ACC to see more
marvels of the advanced inner realms.
Attain wisdom of the “Most High” by doing Divine
Mission/DM
beneath
the
guidance
of
SMW
ACADASTAR---SSLA. Decide your ultimate goal in life
and fulfill it. By honestly serving the noble cause of light,
you will be blessed by heaven. DR is what your heart
must fathom a certain meaning of life, which is beyond
mundane reason.
Man, without inner cultivation is fragile, much more
without soul realization. In the absence of both, spiritual
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maturity is hard to come by him who is devoid of it. In the
planet lingers many forms of belief whereby many are
seekers of truth, but cannot find it. Eventually, devoid of
inner awareness is inability to grasp the real essence of
life.
Belief is trust, faith is power to fulfil everything, which is
noble. Awakened awareness can see behind heaven’s door
where truth of advanced realms is veiled. Find the key to
unlock its mystery. Human understanding cannot simply
discern inner mystery, the way its meaning is lounged
behind closed door.
The heart desires many things, but also many things,
which are not easy to discern with just mere power of
human understanding. Human understating lacks
wisdom. While man’s divine calling is to wake –up inner
awareness. Know that you are destined to be blissful in
life, so you are not to suffer life in darkness. Open your
heart for wisdom, so it will come in you through DR of
SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA. Now, learn how to receive,
align and adopt the bridging light of the Supreme Master
of Heaven.
Thing which originates on mundane foundation is finite.
Don’t be misled in the wrong path of understanding.
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Beware of deceitful spirits, with wisdom, their ways are
simple to perceive. Walk with the light of wisdom to
experience the power of Holy Spirit.
Wisdom comes from the Highest. Inner lessons are
attained from the true Master of Wisdom, to guide you
into the knowing of your inner self. Essentially, discover
your precise Guardian Angel/GA and Spiritual
Master/SM.
Spiritual endeavor is not a sort of sacrifice, in fact; it has
many wonders that you’ll know once you’re on your way
into this certain path of life. Awareness of inner things
means higher soul realization achievable through
activation of divine inner connections with the SMW
ACADASTAR---SSLA.

EXTRATERESTRIALS ARE NOT SSLA
Theoretically, they think mysterious lights manifesting on
skies are extraterrestrial visiting the planet. And there are
those who said, they are celestial brothers getting closer to
help save the planet and humanity from total destruction.
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Now UFO phenomenon becomes an intriguing topic, the
way many people are fascinated to know the mystery of
this. But what vital secret the people should realize about
strange lights mysteriously appearing the skies? Are they
really extraterrestrial beings so advanced in the evolution
of life, with very advanced technologies? Or are they
something else?
The mystery behind UFO phenomenon is widely spread,
not to disregard individuals relating the incidence to
biblical foundation emphasizing “The Near End of Time”
reveals signs and wonders of the Son of God in heaven,
accompanied by His powerful Angels.
The science of today attains remarkable progress of
advanced technology, but without the people’s awareness
of inner things, no one could really know those
mysterious lights manifesting is really extraterrestrials’ or
advanced technology, or something else. The things
referred to mysterious lights needs inner awareness to
discover the truth behind its mystery.
Inner truth is unveiling by the regular manifestations of
SSLA. When you see mysterious lights on skies, be aware
of this possibility: --- either the things you are watching
are perhaps satellites, airplanes, flying saucers or any
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other airborne technology. So, learn the secret of knowing
inner things.
The SSLA is bridging advanced energy connection to the
people who will practice ACC in the planet. People must
be able to receive super light energies, especially,
nowadays where mankind is tainted with so much doubt
in their hearts and minds. And without divine guidance,
they will find hard to attain higher spirituality. Negative
energies are disturbing the lives of many people making
the planet awfully tricky and unkind for the many
misguided ones. So, do not fail yourself to learn Art of Life
1---72, it is for your very best potential shielding in life.
Achieving wisdom is doing certain action towards
connection of SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA. Receive
wisdom, recognize inner reality and attain to know what
DR of the “Most High” is. The blessings of the “Most
High” on your exercise of ACC will merit your stronger
realization of the soul. Awakened awareness has ability to
discern life’s different circumstances; while there is no
deeper meaning someone could find in a world of so
mundane.
Illustrated by baby’s cry moment life is born in the
material world. Life is with many sufferings for the soul to
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see or even experience. No baby is laughing nor smiling
moment he/she is born in the physical existence, but
certain cries. The soul prior to its birthing in the material
existence is aware of the many sufferings that life may
experience in the physical world.
But, at higher level of soul realization, man becomes
aware of life’s deeper meaning. So, the soul is able to
realize the significance of birthing and dying; and as a
rule, do not allow blinding ignorance to block your inner
awareness and topple you down. Accordingly, attain
stronger awareness to realize what things are essential in
life, as if knowing life where it goes after being done its
earthly existence and when it shall come back to shine
again. And highly appreciated, to love life is to attain to
know wisdom of the Highest.
The journey of life in the physical world is a mortal
experience with mundane attachments and lessons to
learn by the soul, either painful or blissful nature. This is
how a soul will see the world of karmic colors. But the
soul must not be trapped in mundane attachment, instead
an incarnated soul must seek life’s eternity meaning,
which is beyond the truth of birthing and dying.
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REALIZE THE ESSENCE OF TIME
In the physical world a soul must not be misled dealing
certain essence of time, especially in arranging life
ascension into higher dimension. The incarnated soul
must not fail to realize this, so not to suffer painful regrets
in the end of its earthly existence.
True victory is certain, save for, in case of failure to deal
certain significance of time. Consider time is awfully
short, and you cannot reverse it once opportunity comes
on your way, but you have failed to anticipate your
chance to attain it, thus it will vanish. Be wiser on taking
good care of the worth of your time, so you would not
suffer painful regrets in the end.
Meanwhile, the negative karma must be cleansed up to rid
of bad lucks. Through divine guidance of SMW
ACADASTAR---SSLA you will not lose in a right
direction. Attain ascension of life into higher dimension by
not wasting time. Use your time doing inner discovery,
enhancing soul realization. Someone that wastes time shall
be left behind in grabbing the best opportunity, so latter
on will experience heavy burdens and painful regrets.
Think of this, what if certain foundation of your belief is
wrong and your time to amend your mistake done on this
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concern is quickly running out? Human has no ability to
control time. You can control your action, but not time.
Through blinding ignorance comes to happen in a man, --action is too late to rectify the wrong doings done in life.
Sunset comes to everyone, but without soul realization for
the things that will really matter in life, man will lose his
chance to achieve life’s essential conquests. So, realize the
essentials of time and do not waste it. Once it is gone away
from you, you will be left behind without another chance
on this current lifetime.
This will certainly happen to anyone who fails the right
choice in life. Meanwhile, belief should have a right
foundation of inner truth, so someone who relies on it
shall not stumble life in darkness and suffer painful
regrets.

NUMBER LIFE ACTIVATION OF THE TRINITY
Meanwhile, an ideal model of life’s destiny is ---“Number
Life Activation of the Trinity, of Man/Universe.” This
modality is all about lessons of inner cultivation. ---That
man should find ways to discern energies influencing fate.
These energies mean the adjusters of destiny. To be
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divinely guided is to shelter life in the light of the ‘Most
High’ by coming into the bridging of DR of SMW
ACADASTAR---SSLA.
The message of SMW ACADASTAR for the entire
humanity–is to abide the light with the “Most High.”
Fulfill your inner cultivation while realizing Absolute
Truth. The ACC Art of Life 1---72 will help you attain
higher ascension of life. While glimpsing mysteries of
heaven, you will discern inner secret and attain divine
guidance. This is spiritual training present in the bridging
light of SSLA.
The mysterious lights manifesting on skies commonly
referred to UFO are part inner secrets of the grand inner
realm. This requires divine guidance to discover its
significance. Doubts shall be cleared-off after unlocking
inner awareness with the aid of SSLA. The fundamental
power of understanding is inner awareness; that man
should achieve wisdom to satisfy the best of his very own
soul realization.
A good data to begin inner discovery is strange lights
manifesting on skies as if moving stars. Be not misled with
those lights seemingly appearing mysterious, at long
distance viewing but, airplanes, satellites or other kinds of
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advanced technology. The common people can figure out
either those objects are advanced technology or not, which
in case of the latter, is mystery.
The regular manifestations of SSLA are visible by the
naked eyes, as if moving stars that hover the sky coming
from different directions, with strange energies, but
devoid of sounds. Anybody can personally observe this
phenomenon, especially at Dugukan site of Art of Life 1--72 exercises. To resolve its mystery may not be simple by
someone to accomplish without wisdom, so it needs
divine guidance from a genuine source to better know the
truth of this.
Discerning inner truth requires wisdom and divine
guidance to better know its essence. And beyond space
and time begins reality of the inner, which is difficult to
grasp by just mere awareness of man, nor to believe
without the essence of higher awareness. In discerning the
inner demands activation of spiritual understanding by
opening the energy channels of the body.
Those who have vices suffered the courses of bad fate.
They are living the day-to-day wages of extremely
materialistic way; the greed for power and violent acts
against life and nature are constantly perpetuated by the
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humans. Nowadays, people are less concerned with
spiritual life, so, this caused darkness in the world. They
agree there is the presence of absolute supreme creator or
God, but they constantly reject their awareness to receive,
align and adopt awareness of the inner.
When they don’t wake up soul realization by allowing
their hearts to be trapped on materialistic attachments, --blinding ignorance will succumb their lives to collapse
into total darkness. The planet is destroyed by its own
inhabitants, the people by themselves who created violent
acts against life and nature, by which without them
realizing earlier on their wrong doings done against life, -- by nature itself, indubitably they will suffer bad fate in
the end.
The bridging light of SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA is an
essential support from the “Most High” that everyone
should not ignore nor fail to attain these certain divine
blessings of life. Be divinely guided on your journey in
life, spare few minutes of your precious time watching
stars to deeply ponder your thoughts somewhere in the
realms of stars, are lives sharing their energies with you,
and with all. You are not alone! Know that they are
reachable through telepathic communications. So, explore
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your awareness into the vast universe to know and realize
this infinite oneness with all of the heavens’ stars.
Discover your number life activation of the trinity by
doing your lessons of ACC ---Art of Life 1---72. You have
your precise name of your Guardian Angel/GA and
Spiritual Master/SM. Their names, characters and offices
are essentials on your life’s ascension into higher
dimension. To better know these things, find your way to
study, at SSS. Now, activities released by Dugukan from
time to time are going on. Follow the activities of
Dugukan; it’s your best hint that can guide you into the
deeper and higher study of inner discovery.

INNER REALITY OR
UFO ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
The world is tricky and unkind to anyone without
stronger divine guidance. A blissful soul will not stumble
life in darkness. To attain higher level of inner awareness
will make someone tougher in life, considering more of
the teachings in a materialistic world are devoid of inner
lessons that will make someone sage and uplift soul
awakening. The knowledge being nurtured in a material
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world merely articulates mundane side of human
understanding.
Calling them UFO will make a sense considering the thing
being described is unidentified flying objects/UFO. So,
this subject isn’t yet understood and discerned by science
or human understanding.
Mystery of higher dimension where the current science in
the planet has not yet successfully cracked the code of
advanced inner realm. Other than mysterious lights
anywhere in the planet, which may be presumed as
advanced technology, if not could be differentiated with
higher spirituality.
To develop substantive inner awareness requires stronger
divine guidance. SMW ACADASTAR, is the key secret to
achieve higher soul realization of inner mystery. Don’t be
deceived with mysterious lights manifesting the skies.
Either those are advanced technologies or part of inner
reality, since technology and inner reality (spirituality) are
obviously different way.
Obviously to conclude that those things are satellites or
airplanes, whereby the common people are familiar with
this kind of technology. So, what secret behind UFO
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phenomenon that seekers of truth should not fail to know.
Human awareness without the function of inner
knowledge cannot perceive advanced dimensional energy;
so, it will just normally speculate the matter.
Today, UFO mystery is linked with different versions of
belief; some people relate in various methods of “psychic
visioning” or the natural way of intuitive perceptions
employing far beyond five physical senses of seeing,
hearing, tasting, smelling and touching. Could there really
be a good merit available to those who believe that
Extraterrestrials are coming to save the humans and the
entire planet from total destructions? Perhaps, the mind
could easily imagine and speculate things. But what’s
really the truth behind this secret?
What realization that someone will get without inner
awareness, especially in discerning secret behind mystery
lights/UFO? In fact, some views strongly contradicted
and emphatically declared – “Behind UFO secret is Dark
Energy,” a reptilian power carrying hidden agenda to
enslave the entire humanity for greed of power dominion
over the entire planet.
Nowadays, we can no longer avoid UFO topic as there are
enthusiasts exploring research on the subject, while many
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people believe that ETs are coming to save the planet from
horrible destructions.
Considering the two sides of a coin, either which concept
is right or wrong, so far, it would not really matter at all to
someone who really knows ACC. Expressing the fact that --Technology and SSLA are two different WAY that
seekers of truth should not be misled to realize the truth,
which the latter pertains to spirituality and the former is
material thing, results from the advancement of science
today.
When people reject divine illumination there shall come a
certain point of time horrible events shall really experience
on the entire planet. By turning the people’s awareness in
all materialistic way, so moment shall come they cannot
any longer differentiate what is inner truth and what is
mundane attachment. Either they are watching SSLA or
UFO illustrating power of advanced technology. Discover
the truth and know what is behind the mystery lights
emerging on skies, nowadays.
Attain power of inner understanding to discern life’s
toughest secret, as humanity’s direction nowadays is
heading to a point of super advanced technology. Higher
Consciousness continue to release formulas of great
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knowledge to the elites, which without their intervention
with the humans on Earth, then development of science
could not have rapidly evolved the way it affects now the
entire planet.
Humans should realize the way of ultimate ascension and
discern the big difference between SSLA and UFOtechnology. They should be able to apprehend the merit of
the advanced inner realm.
The unexplained mystery of UFO cannot satisfy the best of
soul realization of the people. Behind mysterious lights
emerging the skies, enlighten your mind with inner
understanding and “The Way” is SMW ACADASTAR--SSLA, on their activities called WATCH A DIVINE
REVELATION.
Alleged alien abductees could to tell their weird
experience with the aliens, but skeptics simply do not
believe their accounts. People would always want more
and more evidences. What good lessons the people must
dig the truth, is to go deeper inner discovery behind
mystery lights emerging the skies.
The SSS provides lessons of inner awareness for genuine
ascension development training program of the people.
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The lessons that will illuminate soul realization to the
different kinds of Angel: –--the SSLA, the Munhrem --Belhanrem and those advanced live associated with the
Elemental realms of nature.
The foundation of this absolute truth offers greater
opportunity to anyone who shall go deeper inner study
for stronger inner connection. Seekers of truth should
distinguish reality of advanced spiritual science and
material science, not to disregard the different kinds of
sciences available now in the planet.
Lack of awareness cannot produce good conclusion, but
just merely creates speculative supposition of the subject
issue. Such a term Unidentified for example is selfexplanatory tenure that emphasizes subject, which is
UNDISCOVERED or not yet IDENTIFIED. So, it is
premature to judge this thing without first scrutinizing its
deeper mystery. Anyhow, the wonders of advanced inner
realms for all seekers of truth to enjoy their journey of life
are accessible through advanced spiritual study, at SSS.
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TRUTH OF INFINITE LIGHT
Behind mystery lights manifesting the skies is blissful life,
such as the soul will see wonders of life. So, open up your
heart to the truth of SMW ACADASTAR --- SSLA. See
their actual manifestations during practice of ACC Art of
Life 1---72 exercises. Here, we do not give any remark
calling them UFO, since the certain awareness we are
dealing is inner reality, the Angels of inner realms, not the
aliens. Wake up inner awareness, so you will see.
Quoting the important message of SMW ACADASTAR
intended for all the people in the entire planet, ---the
people must wake up their inner awareness to realize the
truth of ultimate light.’ Each one is ought to attain inner
realization by coming along with the bridging light of
SSLA. They are often visible, at any site where there is SES
of the SSLA.
It is vital task for all seekers of truth to attain divine
illumination for advancement spiritual growth, this is
necessary on ascending life into higher dimension. These
responsibilities are for every incarnated evolving soul
must attain in life. The SSLA are ready to support the
people who shall come to learn lessons of higher soul
realization. Attain to know your divine guidance now.
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Invite wisdom to shine in you. Work for your spiritual
progress. Come to SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA, on their
ongoing activities in the planet called WATCH A DIVINE
REVELATION. It is through wisdom that you will discern
mystery of the “Most High.” Know that inner truth is
difficult to discern by just mere power of human
understanding.
Certain power of understanding comes from the “Most
High” through what the commonly people in religion
called “Holy Spirit.” WATCH A DIVINE REVELATION is
embodied by SMW ACADASTAR --- SSLA. And how
reliable this message actually revealed? Let’s say, if it
happened the revelation of SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA is
fraud, –then there would be no confirmation of their
presence during practice of ACC--- Art of Life 1---72.
There would be no healing experienced by the people who
rely their lives on this.
The current planetary activation of advanced energy is
advantageous for all people who learned how to receive,
align and adopt the released higher energies of SMW
ACADASTAR---SSLA in the planet. And practitioners of
Art of Life 1---72 can easily distinguish strange lights
manifesting on skies, so, they are not misled in this. And
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their secret of knowing is simply learning lessons of Art of
Life 1---72.

JUM DEUM CAM
TO ACTIVATE ENERGY CENTERS
Stimulate to activate your energy channels by doing ACC;
begin with “JUM DEUM CAM” exercise to trigger your
energy centers. Do your regular exercise of Art of Life 1--72 JUM DEUM CAM lesson. Your permanent exercise of
the said lesson will trigger and open your energy centers
causing your body to increase power. Continue doing
your task on this, until you will become enhance with vital
force.
Both hands facing each other, at your solar center JUM.
Both hands facing the ground/Earth DEUM. And both
hands-on top of the head facing the skies CAM.
In doing the exercise connect your awareness to the
bridging of DR of SMW ACADASTAR --- SSLA. Focus
yourself on your inner divine connection. Use with this
simple formula---‘Thought follows energy,’ so, when you
do the given exercise, focus your awareness on the said
divine connection of supreme DR.
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Polish your self-enlightenment applying the given exercise
of Art of Life 1---72. The sacred energies of SMW
ACADASTAR --- SSLA will trigger your inner awareness
upon applying the lessons of ACC. The advancement that
you will get in this system of exercise will make you
sensitive with spiritual energies making you capable to
distinguish between positive energies, and as well as
negative energies. Your activation in this connection will
make you stronger enough to overcome and suppress all
kinds of negative energies or bad lucks.
Do at least minimum of 30 minutes daily exercise of Art of
Life 1---72. The inner connections that would be activated
in doing this exercise will enhance your higher connection
with the SMW --- SSLA. In case you have illness to cure,
use your connection with the SSLA to heal it. It is done by
directing your thoughts and energy to the particular part
of your body affected with illnesses. Your connection with
the SSLA will provide you healing power, with more
substantive energies.
You are guided how to do basic movements of Art of Life
1---72. Be sensible enough to engage your-self in actual
practice. Do not forget to explore your awareness to the
mysterious lights manifesting the skies. Those are very
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useful link given that will lead you into the wonderful
world of inner discovery and higher soul realization. Bliss
comes to someone who receives DR of Supreme Universal
Name/S.U.N.
At certain point of advanced spiritual training, there is no
called UFO at all, but inner connection released from
GRADAM grand inner realm. Divine guidance of SMW
ACADASTAR is advanced lessons of inner awareness
aimed to illuminate the people who conscientiously
respond with their divine callings in life.
The common people are not familiar with SMW
ACADASTAR --- SSLA, so, to enlighten the humanity, the
SMA released link of advanced Inner Study ---the SSS, so
people who will connect on it through Dugukan can begin
their delightful journey into the pleasant world of inner
discovery.
Engage yourself in advanced spiritual study to enhance
your awareness with the truth of ultimate light. In every
victory in life, action is the significant qualification for its
accomplishment. Know the truth of WATCH A DIVINE.
Doing so, you will attain the best of your soul realization.
Know that your inner self is calling your awareness to
come into the connection of SMA --- SSLA. So, your action
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plays essential role on your spiritual growth and
ascension development of life into higher dimension.

BEYOND PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION
The teaching of SMW ACADASTAR is released through
WATCH A DIVINE REVELATION activity. And the
foundation of this formation is beyond philosophy and
religion. That the mainstream of work out on this concern
is not based on belief system, but definite higher
awareness happening in the art and science of physical
and spiritual fitness.
This foundation of truth indicates activities of actual inner
discovery, where all modules are designed to uncover
light of absolute truth, which will enlighten and
strengthen man’s divine connection with God or the
“Most High” through the SSLA.
Revelation of SSLA on its lead point highlights certain
hierarchy of Angels bridging the light of true salvation of
life. The central feature of WATCH A DIVINE
REVELATION is divine illumination far away from
dogma by providing divine guidance and actual lessons of
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ACC Art of Life 1---72, with utmost respect to freedom
aspect of the will of man.
The source of its information and lessons come from
private revelation, through the Spirit of Dugukan,
emissary of the “Most High.” So, the progression of
illumination is through lessons of physical and spiritual
coordination of soul realization, with no theory or concept
being centralized in the teaching, except the actual direct
experience of ACC---Art of Life 1---72.
The WATCH A DIVINE REVELATION has also without
contradiction with the bible’s teaching; instead, it
complements the bible practitioners to have better
glimpses of its esoteric significance. Plainly, it highlights
the living book of life with actual illustrations of mystery
lights in the arteries of its revelation.
Practicing the SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA lessons is the
way to achieve higher level of soul realization. This will
contrast to the hearsay gossips unfolding the SSLA
revelation ensures without confirmation with no biblical
foundation, so, it’s a sort of deception. Anyway, really
those people who directly judged without first
undergoing careful examination on the subject committed
big mistake on this particular thing.
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Well, pity for them who had mistaken their views without
inner awareness on this vital essence of life. They had
restricted their very own awareness of their chance to
know better measures of inner discovery, which are very
essential for their own soul maturity. The fact that there is
solid evidence of SSLA’ revelation confirmed by THEIR
regular and tangible manifestations, especially during
online drill of ACC---Art of Life 1---72.
The truth being presented in WATCH A DIVINE
REVELATION is a certain kind of “LIVING TRUTH.”
And anyone in the actual exercise of these lessons released
by SMA can perceive it. Nobody present at the site of Art
of Life 1---72 drills can reasonably deny the fact that
certain truth presented to the people is through direct
experience of ACC.
The construction of soul realization through actual
accommodation of private revelation is reachable on
physical training of Art of Life 1---72 lessons.
Unmistakably, the lessons are connections that do not
depend on meager belief system, but actual direct
experience.
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CONCEPT OF MASS LANDING
Consider those who believed in predictions, they are
expecting the probabilities outlined in predictions. But
relying your trust in this practice may be extremely pitiful
and maddening arrangement of training, especially when
the foreseen thing/s outlined in the prediction will not
happen.
You may believe the SSLA shall launch mass landings on
Earth, and perhaps, ---you may really expect too, it will
happen. But what happen, if this would not be really the
case. Anyway, honestly, you may believe the speculation
knowing by yourself that you heard it from a famous
medium predicting the event. Well, faith is good, but what
if your faith is not really parallel with the real truth?
In fact, the answer is very frustrating exercise of belief that
you are unluckily indulging yourself, and sad to say,
you’re a victim of your very own blinding ignorance. The
SSLA did not make a promise of any mass landing on
Earth, but certain lessons of soul realization, --- the people
should obtain and discern reasons and purpose of
incarnating life in the planet.
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The central point of WATCH A DIVINE REVELATION is
fulfillment of life’s ascension into higher dimension. So,
any conviction foretelling the SSLA shall launch mass
landing in the planet is unreliable, which such prediction
most likely comes from personal assumption of people
who lack soul realization of the subject. Unless, in the case
of UFO---technology would be very possible to occur mass
landing on Earth.
Divine guidance leads to higher spiritual growth and
action with precise direction of SMA will remove blinding
ignorance. The revelation of SSLA in the planet is
everyone’s recognition of inner awareness, soul realization
and arrangement of life’s ascension into the Absolute
Truth.
Precisely, it would not be the issue of mass landing, which
will merely amaze or frighten the people by
demonstrations of power of advanced technology; instead
lessons of soul realization of the people to merit eternal
life. Practical lessons demand certain action and right
direction, to meet the victory of life’s true ascension.
The concept of mass landing has no actual application of
lessons released by SMA. It has no good merit to the true
ascension of life. Inner awareness is essential, to know
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what right training for genuine ascension of life into
higher reality. It is from the divine guidance of SMA for
all people to achieve higher soul realization.
Airborne technologies could do mass landing, that is
without doubt and it’s normal. But the organization of
SSLA is completely a different case considering they are
not technologies. The SSLA do not do mass landing
activities on Earth, but certain lessons of training
awareness and soul realization for the people. The entire
humanity should learn how to receive, align and adopt
higher energies of super light nature to survive, until life
can finally ascend into higher dimensions.
The omnipresence nature of SSLA expresses certain
essence of being present everywhere. In the world over, as
they are already in the extraterrestrial planes, beyond and
beneath the terrestrial planes, heavens (all over the places)
even in space and time the SSLA are present.
To mention some essentials the people can achieve by
practicing Art of Life 1---72 are divine guidance and
connection, activation of inner awareness, soul realization
and many more, but I will not elaborate them all here.
People who are working with their progressions of true
ascension in the organization of Angelic Union will realize
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inner reality. Now, the key is revealed in WATCH A
DIVINE REVELATION.
Life is glorious for those who will respond divine callings
and wisdom will come for those who will receive divine
guidance. The power of understanding without activation
of inner connection is never attained. Activities of inner
awareness, all for ascension development training
programs are available through Dugukan. Seek and you
will find. Attain wisdom and you will know the inner
secret of advanced realms.

DIVINE HEALING
The NORDIUM URSICAM, fourth Command of the SSLA
is providing divine healing of life for the entire cosmos.
They are actively supporting the planet’s ascension
development program, with their presence perceivable on
skies above, especially during exercise of the Art of Life 1--72.
People are visiting Dugukan site for divine healing and
holistic exercise. By the divine grace of God Most High,
they were healed by the NORDIUM URSICAM divine
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healing transmission through the Sun Core Healers
(practitioners’ of Dugukan). These people healed were
living witnesses of heaven’s grace healing sickly lives. The
people who visit the site continue to grow, especially
during every Sunday’s healing service and special events
of Dugukan, in the site.
Don’t give up regardless of whatever trials you will
encounter in life. Behind the clouds there is enough light.
To give up hope is losing certain opportunity of victory.
And it is a big loss for the soul who will give up hope.
Come to the divine healing of SMW ACADASTAR--SSLA, particularly NORDIUM URSICAM Command.
There are illnesses caused by negative karma. And the
cure for this kind of sickness is divine healing. The gross
physical and energy bodies should be treated with divine
healing energies, particularly the affected parts.
Imbalances of energy or negative energy contaminations
can cause physical disorders, and once, it is properly
treated with divine healing, it will be healed, so good
health will be restored.
The system of divine healing released by NORDIUM
URSICAM is a sort of mystical healing that offers inner
connection to the people who would connect with the
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SSLA. During online drill of Art of Life 1---72 exercises,
the NORDIUM URSICAM shall appear on skies, so that
would be a good chance to ask the SSLA support.
The NORDIUM URSICAM Command divine healing
system is performed by the Dugukan practitioners. The
very essential thing to know in every system of energy
healing is shielding, which the NORDIUM URSICAM
encourages all healers to learn powerful shielding, for
security reason on their side. While they practice healing
to their patients, it is very necessary, on the healer’s side,
to have shielding, so not to be succumbed with possible
negative energy contaminations and negative psychic
attacks.
Always use energy shielding before you will do energy
healing to your patients; that is to protect yourself from
negative energy contaminations, which possibly you may
acquire it from your patience. Doing energy healing
without energy shielding will expose your body to a high
level of risks of negative energy contaminations, which
might be very harmful to your health. You are able to get
powerful shielding from NORDIUM URSICAM fourth
Command of the SSLA.
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Know that when you do energy healing, you are
connecting your energy to the patient. And in return, your
patient as well, will unconsciously radiate negative
energies to you that may affect you with harmful negative
energy contaminating your energy body. If you have
without shielding, riskily you are vulnerable by your
patient’s negative energies. Many healers who are not
aware of this case got sick due to negative energy
contaminations.
Projection of colors as your means of body shielding is not
strong enough self-protection; sooner or later, such color
that you project for shielding of your body will fade, thus
making you very vulnerable with negative energy
contamination. Use powerful shielding on your practice of
energy or divine healing. It is necessary that you can repel
all negative energies, especially energy that comes from
negative psychic attacks, which are very harmful to the
health.
To help the healing of life is good deed that such act
creates good karma to someone who does it. Although,
this act is not absolute, considering not all the time this
practice is advantageous on the healer’s side, especially
for those who don’t have shielding in their energy healing
practice, so, they suffered negative energy contaminations,
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negative psychic attacks or any other negative
consequence, as a result of doing the task without
powerful energy shielding.
Little knowledge in the practice of any of the mystical
healing methods could be very dangerous to someone
who would try doing it without appropriate guidance. So,
always observe divine guidance on your divine/energy
healing practice. Do not forsake wisdom, primarily protect
yourself first, before you will help others. Actually,
observe this divine guidance on your healing practice,
since it is for your very own benefits of good karma.
Come to SMW ACADASTAR; know HIM in the true
essence of heart wisdom. Don’t fail to recognize the
ultimate savior of life. He is now coming in the clouds of
fire, together with HIS powerful Angels ---the SSLA.
Open up your heart to receive divine healing from
NORDIUM URSICAM, fourth Command of the SSLA.
Through the years of its continuing light service, many
people were already healed. And by faith, there shall be
no illnesses actually that cannot be healed by the power of
God, the “Most High “through NORDIUM URSICAM,
SSLA’ fourth Command.
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Action is a certain determination of faith. When you want
the grace of heaven to come in your life, do not fail to be
grateful to the Supreme Master of Heaven, for all of the
blessings that you received in life. Realize your very own
existence in the planet is already a great blessing from the
Lord God of Heaven to you. Cultivate substantive faith;
you will realize deeper the grace of heaven and experience
divine healing, which needs you first to open up your
heart to translate your faith into tangible action.
Don’t give up hope; put your faith to God --- the “Most
High.” The Almighty God of all Heavens will help you
overcome all your trials in life, all your weaknesses, - your
best enemy in life. Strengthen up your faith to the SMW
ACADASTAR---SSLA and you’ll be released from the
bondage of your many distresses.
The fundamental of soul realization is to translate your
faith into action; abide life with certain divine guidance
from the great inner; after perceiving divine inner
connection, don’t waste time, immediately do your best to
fulfill the right tasks, things that will really matter on your
life into the best of spiritual light.
The NORDIUM URSICAM provides healing to someone
who by love of the heart adores light of ultimate truth.
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Ask the heavens for divine assistance; connect your life to
the SSLA’ fourth Command, NORDIUM URSICAM for
divine healing.
A system of healing concerned with sacred Divine Union
is Dugukan divine healing system, power from the “Most
High” through NORDIUM URSICAM (SSLA) that intends
to heal the totality of your being: ---the gross physical
body and all of its subtler connected bodies --- soul and
spirit. Whoever comes to listen with the inner will
experience divine healing. And your certain action toward
responding inner calling will give the ways that you will
receive blessings from heaven.
Positive energy attracts good lucks and desires attracts
greediness, which may trouble the mind and cause
someone to commit bad deeds, so beware of it. Observe
true wellness on your life, focus on nurturing good health.
The love to life and nature is certain noble purpose of life.
Applying commandments of good health as your daily
exercise will make you physically and spiritually healthier
and stronger.
The law of a divine life could be expressed in this phrase
“True Love to Life and Nature. Realize what certain
essence of nature is, to better live a holistic way of life. To
facilitate achieving divine essence of living is to live life to
the fullest of spirituality. Make your life truly blissful, so
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get to know the SMW ACADASTAR--- SSLA by practicing
lessons of Art of Life 1---72. Realize the truth of WATCH
A DIVINE REVELATION by watching the SSLA on skies.
It’s time now, you should realize the truth that will really
matter on your life to the fullest of your ascension of life
into higher dimension.
The DR of Supreme Ultimate is shining the power of
healing for all sickly and lonely life. Shelter your life in the
light of the “Most High” to receive divine healing. The
NORDIUM URSICAM (SSLA) is providing healing
support for life. WATCH A DIVINE REVELATION.
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CHAPTER 3
SEARCH FOR TRUTH
A heart that aims to know the essence of truth is longing
for life’s deepest meaning. It cannot hold on the mind to
fantasize in the great ocean of hollowness. What is life’s
biggest search? Wherever the heart finds fulfillment, it is
where the soul belongs.
Heart wisdom is able to deal all the consequences in life.
Be wise, attain wisdom; to be wise is not to be inevitably
good. There is vulnerability in someone whose life is
without inner shielding. The negative vibrations on your
surroundings are energies destructive to your life, so be
wiser with higher awareness dealing things; know that
mere intelligence is not the complete key of ultimate
success.
Attaining wisdom is far better than merely persuading
knowledge. To become victorious on your endeavor
towards life eternal meaning is mastering Art of life 1---72.
Expand your inner awareness to comprehend what’s life
deeper meaning; begin with inner discovery by taking
lessons of ACC. Relax your mind and begin to explore
your awareness on life’s eternity meaning.
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Often the mind is filled up with many doubts, while the
heart is constrained with indiscernible energy pushing or
pulling the soul to orbit life on its web. What the soul’s
biggest hunt in life is mystery behind inner secret. The
people should discover and learn the essence of stars and
planets to victoriously ascend life into higher dimensions.
In the beginning of understanding, life is big mystery. In
every soul’s journey in the stars and planets, are clouds of
endless query. By which man/soul will see mountains of
yoke and ocean of doubts to seal up the mind with
blinding ignorance and niggling weaknesses. The soul will
experience a journey of life without much worry by
learning the way of Art of Life 1---72.
DR of the “Most High” --- AMISRA through the SSLA is
channeled in the cosmos for the entire existence to
experience eternity life. And humanity in the planet can
connect with the DR by learning lessons of ACC, so they
will have good arrangement in life for the final day of
deliverance or ultimate ascension.
The people who are able to receive, align and adopt higher
frequency of the Angels’ realms on the final day shall
ascend life into higher dimension. But devoid of
knowledge on this concern could be a big failure to
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anyone’s life who does not have awareness with what
life’s ultimate reason in the planet. The soul’s biggest
triumph in life demands divine illumination; accordingly,
achieve wisdom to realize your genuine ascension of life

BUILDERS OF LIFE
The SSLA are builders of life before and after creations of
every formation, the cosmos. Their existence came from
the no Beginning and no Ending. They are the infinite Cocreators of every supreme creation with the “Most High”
or what the common people called God. In the beyond
reality of space and time, the SSLA do come from the no
Beginning and no Ending---Omnipotence, Omniscience,
Omnipresence.
Welcome the light of SMA --- SSLA in your heart, and
with your willingness to achieve the most powerful
foundation of inner truth, you will receive the blessings of
heaven. Attain to know SMA --- SSLA blessings and don’t
fail to perceive them deep within your consciousness.
Your divine connection with the SSLA by practicing SMA
is what your life’s best protection. Activate inner
awareness by way of enhancing your energy channels
now.
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Consciousness once triggered with powerful energies will
activate higher awareness, the essential element to derive
a solid foundation of soul realization. Victorious life needs
wisdom to derive a right judgment that usually comes
after having found the truth of supreme ultimate.
It is man’s divine calling to connect awareness with the
“Most High,” so his life will be embraced by heaven’s
grace. Heaven is calling every little star in the planet to
ascend life into higher dimension, the reason why this
bridging light of SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA is calling
you to receive, align and adopt divine inner connection of
the Highest.
Aside from Art of Life 1---72, SMW ACADASTAR
released the Rainbow Bridge of Light/RBL and Dugukan
Lightship Meditations/DLM, Method of Advanced
Astral-Spiritual
Study,
Divine
Healing
System,
Shielding/Armor of Light.
Ponder your thoughts and look for possible answer – why
life has to be in this way? Seeking the answer for life’s true
meaning, but life is a big mystery that the mind could
contemplate, and until consciousness comes to attain
higher realization of the soul.
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Contemplate what is the truth of life, until you will get to
the bottom of your final queries, are things that will really
matter on your very own development of the soul.
Fundamentally realize the truth, to understand life
without wisdom is very hard and precisely there no way
to achieve it, except through wisdom of the “Most High”
or through the force of the Spirit. Explore your mind,
there are energies pushing or dragging life to experience
the different courses of fate.

SIGNIFICANCE OF KNOWING GA AND SM
What’s life remedy for mountain of unanswered
questions? Ask your Guardian Angel/GA and Spiritual
Master/SM, so then, your prayers will be answered by
heaven. Ignore your GA and SM by invoking to go
directly to God and your prayers would be very less
answered. Why? Because you have higher connected
bodies in the Angels’ realm that you cannot successfully
ignore in coming along with the Highest. So, learn to
realize the significance of your precise GA and SM, and
you will realize the truth.
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No man can assuredly successfully go through the shortcut way of knowing or communicating the “Most High”
without first attaining awareness with thy very own GA
and SM. Inner awareness must be activated first, so man
has ability to consciously receive, align and adopt with the
advanced.
Man should realize his own divine union with the inner
realm to attain higher soul realization. By nature, itself,
man or the incarnated soul is not allowed by the Supreme
Law of EQUILIBRIUM to disregard his channels of
Angelic unions.
Realize the truth, God is a consuming fire that allows
nobody in the mortal nature to go with the short cut way
in coming into the ultimate divine union with the Highest.
In the evolution of soul, there’s a need to fulfil life’s
lessons. And nobody has power to separate thy self from
the channels of thy very own divine unions of life or
higher connected bodies. The supreme law of Equilibrium
does not allow the soul to break what life’s Absolute
Divine Union. So, by nature itself is teaching the soul to be
complete. God provides way for each soul to see the way
of supreme ultimate.
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Man should activate inner connections with SMA --- SSLA
to be able to receive, align, and adopt higher connections
with the ultimate overseers of supreme creation. Be able to
know your precise GA and SM. Also realize, you are not
alone, there are Advanced Elementals, the way there is
SMA and the SSLA.
Here is pyramid of Life, the Advanced Divine Unions; a.
physical and astral bodies, b. advanced elemental bodies
and c. supreme super sight bodies. Likewise, the
foundations of inner realities are: 1. Advanced Elemental
Realm (MORCA advanced spiritual realm) and 2.
Supreme Super Light Realm (GRADAM grand spiritual
realm.) 3. The “Most High” (AMISRA supreme grand
inner realm)
Life’s mortal existence is rooted in the physical realm,
sharing and taking energy with the elements of nature.
Human’s higher ascension in the organization of
Advanced Elemental Union ---MUNHARNIM (female
ray) and BELHANRIM (male ray), they are Angels next to
the formation of SSLA. But, unlike the SSLA, the
MUNHANRIM and BELHANRIM Angels can get closer
with the humans without causing them to burn with fire.
So, they are not the ones described in the bible; God is a
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consuming fire. Deuteronomy 4:24 God is a consuming
fire.

ORDER OF ASCENSION
Human’s order of ascension; first: (1.) into the formation
of Advanced Elemental Foundation, second (2.) into the
formation of Super Light Foundation. Divine guidance of
SMW ACADASTAR revealed this vital information of
inner truth for the humans to complete their ascension of
life into higher dimension.
After death of the physical body a soul will linger life in
the astral realm. The said realm is not the ultimate
paradise, but still a formation of mortal existence filled
with different karmic colors, for further process of soul
purifications. It’s on the people side to activate inner
awareness and get advanced energies. Meanwhile, the
grand inner realm GRADAM is unreachable by the
mortals without final initiation of SMW ACADASTAR --SSLA.
It is necessary to realize the ladders of life’s true ascension
into higher dimension. Activate your inner connections
with the SMW ACADASTAR --- SSLA. This is necessary
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thing that must not be omitted in your life, as the SSLA are
direct mediators between humans and the Most High --God.
Why there’s a need for mediator between the “Most High”
and the people in the planet? It is expressed in the bible --“God is a consuming fire.” So, it can burn those who are
not fit to it. And without the bridging of DR of the “Most
High” the humans are not capable to get closer with God’s
true nature of DR. This is similar to a soul in the astral
vehicle that cannot endure to face directly to the
consuming fire nature of God or real light of the “Most
High.”

GOD’S REAL NATURE OF DR
God’s real nature of light was described in the bible as
consuming fire, because people in antiquity described any
mysterious light they had witnessed into fire. So, the
common nature of God’s manifestations where the ancient
people had witnessed were described by them into fire.
Mortals cannot survive meeting directly with real nature
of the Highest. That by mere revealing of God’s true DR is
enough to consummate final judgment of the entire planet
for all mortals. People in the planet shall be judged
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according to
developments.

their

very

own

achieved

spiritual

How humans are being capable to survive the supreme
DR of God? Essentially, by fulfilling the SMW
ACADASTAR---SSLA lightship initiations/LI, so not to be
consumed by God’s supreme DR, which will be revealed
on the entire planet during the final judgement day. The
ancient bible writers were very clear on their accounts
pronouncing God is a consuming fire. And in “WATCH A
DIVINE REVELATION, God the “Most High” is described
into Supreme DR and the highest Angels, as SSLA.
People in the planet shall not be judged by God’s wrath,
but by their very own individual deeds. Humans do need
to arrange their lives now before the final unveiling of
supreme DR. The incarnated soul must know how to
survive the process of purification for ascension of life into
higher dimension, which is influencing the entire
universe. You must learn how to receive, align and adopt
the supreme DR of God prior to the final phase of
unveiling of absolute truth in the planet.
Spiritual development is determined by how much the
physical body transformed into the best of inner light.
Soul realization covers its entirety: --- the physical, astral
and spiritual planes. Realize God is love, so the Highest
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will never penalize humanity with vicious ultimate
perdition. Final judgement happens through revelation of
supreme DR on certain apex of planetary ascension.
At higher stage of planetary ascension carries waves of
super light energies that nobody’s power in Earth is
capable to change this development; instead, whoever
does the Will of Heaven will victoriously ascend life into
higher dimension.
People who failed to respond their divine callings for
lessons of ascension by SMA will not survive to face the
supreme DR during the final day, thus they will be
consumed by God’s fire on the zenith of planetary
ascension development. Likewise, whoever ignores divine
guidance cannot attain wisdom. Revealed by SMW
ACADASTAR how the humanity is able to obtain
heavens’ necessary support for the final unveiling of
Absolute Truth. Wake up and realize the truth now.
WATCH A DIVINE REVELATION is uncovering the way
of true ascension; humanity shall not be punished by the
Almighty’s wrath, except by the people’s inability to face
God’s ultimate DR, precisely, by their failure to attain the
key of true ascension.
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The apex of ascension happens in the planet during the
final unveiling of supreme DR of the “Most High,” which
will purify the entire planet and everything in it. All
things are temporary, it will pass away. Every mortal that
can align, receive and adopt super light energies from
SSLA, in the course of planetary ascension shall ascend life
into higher dimension or paradise (BELHANRUM.)
A certain power that governs life is the supreme law of
equilibrium, for both the supreme and non-supreme
existences. Anybody who violates the supreme law of
equilibrium, without wisdom, shall suffer negative
outcomes of fate.
Final salvation goes to people who will prepare life’s
ascension through the lessons released by SMA, the ACC-- Art of Life 1---72. Practitioners of the said lessons can
easily connect with the Angels’ realms.
When the “Most High” decrees voices of nature will roar,
so no one can disobey. Life is for the work of light and all
deeds, which are depraved and violation to the supreme
law of equilibrium carry negative fruits to someone who
will transgress the law, without wisdom.
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The essence of enlightenment is wisdom. It is very
important to attain to know the way of divine truth. ---To
be enlightened requires action to receive the Holy Spirit.
Someone without good foundation of soul realization
cannot agree the lessons of inner realm. For him/her,
those things are just crazy, fraud and non-sense. On the
other hand, at Dugukan site, the SSLA are giving energies
to the practitioners of ACC for ascension of life into higher
dimension.
Each one will be judged according to thy very own
individual spiritual growth; the gauge to someone’s
spiritual growth is visible by deeds, so have wisdom to
discern the mysteries of life and attain higher realization
of the soul.
Realize the truth of SSLA in WATCH A DIVINE
REVELATION. The last redemption for all humans in the
planet is coming. He who cannot accept lessons of the
inner realms rejects the Holy Spirit to dwell on him, so he
cannot attain wisdom of the Highest. Man’s awareness
without wisdom cannot grasp certain essence of truth. In
the world now, is loitering false/bad spirits that
treacherously mislead the people who lack wisdom,
without divine inner guidance and higher soul realization.
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It is the expectation of many believers in faith, time shall
come great tribulation happens to experience the entire
planet. It is each one’s responsibility to arrange life before
the final event happens on Earth. Get ready, tremors of
nature will roar, do not be surprised by whatever dreadful
events, which shall come to try life in the planet.
Spiritual awareness and higher level of soul realization are
essential things; seek the right direction in life; awareness
is one thing you should work for life. Rather than just
mere relying on belief system, but without action, you
must get higher level of soul realization. Nobody can
attain higher level of soul realization without action;
likewise, no one can strengthen up belief without faith.
Victorious life comes from the blessings of heaven.
Everyone needs divine guidance for inner connections.
The said connections are easier to achieve in the bridging
light of SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA on their current
activities in the planet called “WATCH A DIVINE
REVELATION. For trials disrupting the balance of life,
peace and harmony of the people and nature, --- the SSLA
comes the saviors of life, planets, and stars.
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PREPARING FOR SALVATION OF LIFE
Satan and his negative angels know their time is short, so
they do all their means to destroy the people of light.
Responding inner calling is preparing life for the days of
great tribulation, ---to safeguard life against the different
courses of evil.
Preparing life for salvation entails certain endeavors of
appropriate spiritual training and development program
to face and overcome whatever trials. The manifestations
of heavens’ wonder are exposing signs of coming bigger
events in the planet. Expand your divine connections with
the “Most High” ---God through the bridging of DR of
SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA.
A certain soul realization encompassing definite actions is
to look for the light of ultimate truth. “Know Thyself.”
There’s voice echoed from the great beyond calling you to
realize eternal life, thus do not ignore to listen it. Realize
that from the great beyond are voices in the inner that you
must discover and realize the truth. Know Thyself.
The “Most High” is supreme ultimate DR that never
punishes humanity by wrath. It’s just the perfect nature of
Almighty’s light, -power where the mind cannot simply
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explain. Ponder your thoughts of what the bible said, --God is a consuming fire. Anticipate inner awareness of
this truth and ask for wisdom of God to shine in you, so
soul realization will come to light on your consciousness
to discern certain mystery of God, the highest.
Fundamentally, get to know what God’s secret names
prior to learning the deeper mystery of the Highest, which
pertains to the unnamable and unfathomable side of the
Most Absolute, --- for a simple reason; the mind cannot
simply grasp the supreme side God’s real nature, since it
cannot be simply explained by words alone.
Failure to realize the truth of the Highest during the final
ascension development of life in the planet would be the
final downfall of those who are blind of the inner mystery
of God.
It’s not all mere belief and reasoning, but soul realization
to the things that will really matter in life to the fullest of
life’s final ascension into higher dimension or what the
common people in religion called life’s eternal salvation.
Many people who will just directly reject divine guidance,
without realizing, this matter is necessary for life’s better
arrangement of getting to know the way of true salvation.
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Divine guidance leads to inner discovery and
understanding of the mystery of God. WATCH A DIVINE
REVELATION 1---72
The truth could be black and white or light and dark. And
judgment by God’s wrath is not really the case of supreme
ultimate and perfect God. Other than by lack of soul
realization of the people to realize God’s super light
existence and the Hosts of Heavens, so their mind will
simply speculate life’s ultimate perdition during final
judgment day, but it does not mean really the case.
Definitely, it is not by the wrath of God the people is
judged, but by the true nature of the “Most High”, which
is a DR that can purify every impure thing.
The DR of God will purify the entire planet during the
final day of ascension, where in the process of cleansing, -- every adulterated soul or thing will be cleansed up by
super light energies or what the bible described as
consuming fire nature of God. So, the DR of God is super
light or brightest light of all the lights that can cleans up
impure things of the entire universe. Actually, there is no
enough words to explain it. Clearly it is not by God’s
wrath the people are judged, but a certain process of
purifying adulterated souls/humans/things by pure
energies or what we describe here as super light energies
of the ‘Most High.’
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Tougher inner secret mystery of God shall be revealed on
entire planet where people in different nations of the
world shall attain deeper soul realization. While many of
them also will lock of their inner understanding due to
their too much material attachment and blinding
ignorance. Meanwhile, concept of perpetual damnation on
judgment day is just an expression of humans’ lack of
understanding about the true meaning of God’s
consuming fire nature.
This referred consuming fire nature of God will burn all
things, which are directly exposed to it. Being the highest
power and the brightest light of all the lights, certainly
brighter than the sun, then who’s mortal being of the
entire cosmos is capable of facing directly to God?
Without divine guidance is very hard for human’s
understanding to grasp inner mystery of the “Most High.”
Attain divine guidance and expand your inner awareness,
so your consciousness will have certain essence of soul
realization. To discern mystery of the “Most High” is
fundamentally getting familiar with the heaven’s signs
revealed on activities called WATCH A DIVINE
REVELATION.
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Your lack of soul realization about the consuming fire
nature of God renders you to believe on concept of
perpetual life’s fire damnation. But it’s not by God’s wrath
that each soul or thing will be judged. Consider God is a
sun of fire that can naturally consume things materially
and directly connected to it. So, it is really the actual real
nature of God’s DR, a consuming fire that can burn things
directly connected to it.
The blessing of SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA is essential
process of transforming material physical body into
spiritual eternal body. Human’s mortal physical nature of
the body is not capable to sustain God’s final revelation of
supreme DR without realizing earlier the truth of Supreme
Universal Name/SUN.
Even, at this point of time, majority people are not yet
ready to face higher level of ascension development of life
in the planet, into higher dimension, especially of their
lack of deeper understanding about God’s real nature of
DR, which can even burn fire of the hottest sun or the
cosmos itself. Inner knowledge is essential for every
endeavor of deeper soul realization; as wisdom demands
effortless action to attain it; likewise, soul realization
demands knowing of certain light of supreme heaven, to
obtain it.
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Imagine yourself witnessing God’s appearance in the
planet where everything because of it was burned by fire
that came out from the body of God. Let’s say everything
was burn, except you; God had chosen you to witness
certain EVENT of time, so you could account them for the
next generation to subsist on land.
How are you going to account God’s work that caused
everything to burn by His appearance, including the entire
humanity? How would you describe God that caused
everything to burn. Would this be what the ancient
writers of the bible were trying to tell the people --- God is
a consuming fire? Of course, is it. Wake up! Your journey
into the final realization of inner truth is about to unfold
after pondering your thoughts on this mystery light.
Think of the bible mentioned how the entire surface of the
land and everything in it shall be consumed by fire on the
days of God’s wrath. Considering such horrific events
mentioned, --- how are you going to account God’s love to
the people, which by mere appearance of His true DR
caused the entire planet and everything in it to burn?
Which without wisdom is naturally hard for man to
discern what true meaning of God’s love. The human
understanding can be easily misled and succumbed with
wrong judgment. Hence, wake up and achieve divine
guidance of SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA for your higher
soul realization.
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You can simply picture out how God will implement the
so-called final judgment, which is believed ---- aim to
punish all the sinners of God’s will, by burning the planet,
the people and everything on it, as it is what the bible
described scenarios of horrible destructions where “the
entire surface of the land and all things therein shall be
consumed by fire on the days of God’s wrath.
So, time comes the “Most High” will reveal the true DR,
which is supreme by real nature for final deliverance of
the people, as it is the long aged prayers of the people, a
day shall come, God will descend from heaven
accompanied by powerful Angels, to save them from great
tribulations or sufferings of life in the world.
Meanwhile, revelation of SSLA does not contradict the
bible’s teaching; instead, it offers stronger aid for every
seekers of inner truth to get deeper and wider views of its
esoteric teachings. Anyway, when it comes to the point of
purpose, the bible is perfect, but when it comes to the
points of its contents, clearly the bible lacks of complete
information. There is wisdom that can be found in the
Holy Scripture, so long as there is presence of the Holy
Spirit to give you divine guidance.
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Unpleasant emotion creates a narrow mind, while the
power of understanding is determined by how much
wisdom dwells on your awareness. In this point of view,
checked out your awareness, either you have wisdom or
mere knowledge before advancing your steps into the
world of inner discovery.
Many believers pray to God for their final deliverance
from dreadful sufferings of life in the world. And at the
right time, God will answer their long-aged prayers. --God will manifest certain light of supreme DR to the
entire humanity. But in that case, the big question is, do
the people are really ready to face God’s consuming fire
nature, considering the truth that God is a consuming fire?
Could it really be the “Most High” is a wrathful and
jealous God that shall come to proclaim perpetual
punishment against all sinners on the final judgment day?
Okay, deeply think of the truth. Realize God is love, so the
supreme master of heaven --- the “Most High” is not a
wrathful and jealous God, except the ancient writers had
used allegory of a wrathful God in trying to describe
God’s supreme DR, which is not tolerable by every mortal
being in the state of carbon life foundation/666 periodic
Elements.
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Everything in carbon life foundation/666 cannot survive
supreme super light power or DR of the “Most High,”
when it is directly connected and exposed to it. Salvation
of life shines in WATCH A DIVINE REVELATION. Wake
up, don’t miss your chance to discover certain essence of
ultimate truth.
There is logic why the ancient writers used a metaphor of
“wrath” on their attempt to describe the real nature of
God, which is consuming fire that can burn anything,
since it is super light or brighter than the sun. And
nothing can survive against the heat of the sun. All things
in 666 life foundation cannot survive having direct contact
with what we called supreme super light energies.
Therefore, the humans cannot directly face God’s true DR
without soul realization and final initiation of SMW
ACADASTAR---SSLA final initiation.
Realize how the SSLA will appear on skies bridging DR of
infinite truth in the planet. Their revelation is with precise
lessons for everybody to learn and realize certain essence
of Inner Reality. The WATCH A DIVINE REVELATION
is everything done with tangible lessons to facilitate every
seeker of eternal truth to achieve the best of soul
realizations. And the final preparation for life’s salvation
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is essentially getting soul realization to the consuming fire
nature of God.
To think of God shall punish the object of thy own love
and creation, especially the people by fire damnation must
first realize what the consuming fire nature of the “Most
High” is. Precisely, the words “Supreme Super Light
Energies” are used to emphasize a kind of light, which is
definitely not tolerable by the mortals, which without
divine guidance and connection of SMW ACADASTAR--SSLA. The mortals cannot actually survive to face directly
with the supreme DR of the “Most High” during the final
unveiling of mystery God in the planet without precise
sanctification or lightship initiations of the SMA---SSLA.
The day of mystery God shall come in the planet without
notice, so it is eminent. Inner awareness of the people is a
must to arrange life for this final unveiling event of time in
the planet. None in the unpurified state of life is capable to
face the true DR of the “Most High” without undergoing
certain process of sanctification, which are procedures
involving lessons of ACC---‘Art of Life 1---72. It is
activation of divine union through inner cultivation and
lightship initiations. Fulfilling the right way of
sanctification will make the humans capable to receive,
align and adopt God’s consuming fire nature. So, anyone
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who attains it will not be consumed by Gods’ fire, instead
will receive God’s blessings of eternal life.
Nobody has ability to ascend life into higher dimension
who is not capable to receive, align, and adopt super light
energies. Hence, SMW ACADASTAR--- SSLA are
bridging DR of the “Most High” for the entire humanity in
the planet to attain and realize. WATCH A DIVINE
REVELATION.
SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA released lessons for people’s
chance and ability to transform human nature into
advanced spirituality (DNA Activation) through learning
of the lessons of ACC--- Art of Life 1---72. The way of
SMW ACADASTAR is teaching the incarnated soul to
grow life into the best of spirituality, not by greediness
and self-human ego. And currently responding
humanity’s divine calling for ascension of life into higher
dimension, is the SSLA. Wake up your inner awareness,
receive, align and adopt divine guidance now.
Heavens are gradually revealing light of inner truth by the
regular manifestations of SSLA on skies. The people will
have abilities to fulfill their divine callings in life by
expanding
inner
connections
with
the
SMW
ACADASTAR--- SSLA. On your journey into the knowing
of absolute truth, shelter your life with the supreme DR, so
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the blessings of Heaven will become your everlasting joy
to fulfill your life’s final inner callings.
Discerning mystery of the “Most High” is a continuous
process of soul realization. Someone will benefit soul
realization in perceiving higher energies of the Angels’
realms. Lessons of advanced inner awareness and soul
realization are available through actual practice of Art of
Life 1---72.
The merit of wisdom is certain power of understanding
and higher soul realization, so attain to know divine
guidance of SMW ACADASTAR. There is no short cut
way of ascension of life into higher dimension without
fulfilling first the essential lessons of life. It begins with
inner activation for physical-mortal bodies can able to
unite with its higher connected bodies, until it will
transform
into
the
union
of
MUNHANRIM/BELHANRIM advanced Elemental body
foundation prior to finally ascend life into the Supreme
Super Light Union. At present life evolution humans are
nine (9) connected advanced elemental bodies and three
(3) star super light bodies.
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KEY ASCENSION SUCCESS
First:

breaking up the code of higher awareness through
activation of man’s advanced divine inner
connections,

Second: alignment of awareness with the Advanced
Elemental and Celestial-Spiritual Unions; and
Third: Ascension of life into the Angels’ realm --- SSLA.
The essence of Art of Life 1---72 is training on inner
discovery to become whole (complete Oneness), which is
basically done by activation of the body’s energy channels
(both physical and spiritual unions) and merge these two
divine unions of Advanced Elemental bodies and
Celestial-Spiritual super light bodies, so a total of nine all
connected advanced elemental bodies and three star super
light bodies to comprise the entire connected body of a
perfect being.
Whole information of these lessons can be found, at SSS
Advanced Inner Study School. The incarnated soul has
subtler connected bodies: –--advanced elementals and
three-star Super Light Body Unions.
Do regular exercise of ACC --- Art of Life 1---72 to enhance
your inner awareness with SSLA bridging of DR of the
“Most High.” And get familiar of their energies to receive
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divine connections from the Ultimate Source. Eventually,
the best divine source to enhance your inner awareness is
this divine support of DR.
Without divine guidance, the mortal physical world is
awfully tricky for the incarnated souls. In seeking the
truth of life, attain to know heaven’s support; first get
your connection with SMA --- SSLA, so your energy will
become stronger enough to win all your important and
necessary struggles in life.
Life’s journey is a battle between right and wrong, good
and evil, strength and weakness; and whoever comes to be
the victor of life is someone who never misleads thy
journey of life in the wrong way. Meanwhile, someone
that lacks inner shielding (armor of light) is vulnerable
with negative attacks.
Man’s tougher protection in life against bad lucks is
“knowledge of ultimate truth and the best armor of life is
SMA, to overcome every test of time. Nurturing Art of
Life 1---72 entails you an undying support of SMW
ACADASTAR--- SSLA.
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WILL POWER
By the blessing of SMW ACADASTAR your willpower will become stronger to free yourself from the
bondage of many human weaknesses. Lessons of ACC are
for direct experience of anyone who will practice inner
lessons, through private revelations of advanced inner
realms.
Human needs activation of divine connections with the
Angels’ realm to experience direct knowledge of inner
things. A man who has active connection with the Angels’
realm will have higher soul realization. Other than good
connections of the Angels, it is not easy to avoid the
negative circumstances in life without heaven’s help
through the Angels of light.
Practice even the first lesson ARCUM of Art of Life 1---72,
to begin your connections with the SMW ACADASTAR --SSLA. You are working for wisdom to come along with
you; this happens after you can diligently perform regular
training on ACC. The key to inner understanding is
wisdom. And you will have it with you, when you
sincerely do your lessons of Art of Life 1---72.
Destiny is calling you to become a Teacher of Art of Life 1--72. Teachers of ACC are children of heavens’ realm fated
to usher the ascension of life in the planet into higher
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dimension. Your soul belongs to the heaven stars; thus,
you cannot be truly blissful in life without releasing your
heart-mind from the bondage of blinding ignorance, the
very root of many human weaknesses and problems.
To lessen up the load of pains, worries, and sorrows of life
is never to go against the way of truth. Realize a blissful
way of life by realizing your inner Core light of the heart.
Learn ACC--- Art of Life 1---72, the power of equilibrium,
the way to ONENESS with all the lights.
Man’s inner knowledge and stronger union with the
divine Source is soul’s delight. The Art of Life 1---72 will
improve the practitioner’s psychic power to communicate
with the inner. And a quicker way to achieve spiritual
growth is constant practice of Art of Life 1---72.
Many human endeavors are unsuccessful by the lack of
will-power to overcome trials. The harder the test the
tougher you get, but without will-power to overcome the
tests of time would be so hard for someone without it to
succeed a tougher endeavor in life.
A certain power of understanding can change the
surroundings of bad fate into a supportive environment of
stronger positive vibrations. The SMA will help you
enhance your divine connection, so basically, cultivate
your inner awareness. Divine connection requires action
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to achieve it; experience the wonders of living life with
soul satisfaction, thus fulfill your final ascension of life
into higher dimension. The key to spiritual conquest is
abridged through divine guidance of SMA, so learn ACC --Art of Life 1---72 to get yourself into the line of your
higher ascension.
Shelter your life with divine grace of the “Most High.”
People that would be united in the DR of the true supreme
master of wisdom would not suffer bad fate in the planet.
Instead, they will be saved on the coming final
purification of life in the planet or the final Ascension Day.
Many people don’t have spiritual nurtures, so they are
succumbed with much mundane attachment. The more
they will become materialistic, the more they are
contaminated with negative energies bringing negative
circumstances on their lives.
The SSLA are giving divine assistance from the beyond
stars. Practitioners of ACC---Art of Life 1---72 will enhance
deeper soul realization by frequently doing sightings of
the presence of lightships during online exercise of Art of
Life 1---72, every early morning and evening, at Dugukan
site. The SSLA will become visible with the human naked
eyes, so long as the skies are not covered with heavy
clouds. WATCH A DIVINE REVELATION, there is bigger
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hope await those who would look for the truth of ultimate
light.
There is definite divine illumination of the people in
WATCH A DIVINE REVELATION activity, as SMA gives
actual sightings of mystery lights in the heavens, for
everybody to see and grasp inner truth for the salvation of
life. Inner secrets are no longer hidden behind heaven’s
door, as there are people who have turned to be the living
witnesses of SSLA regular manifestations. Get to know the
world of inner discovery, so you will realize higher truth.
Opportunities to know the truth of the inner are available
through learning ACC ---Art of Life 1---72.
Don’t waste your time, it’s more than gold. Attain to know
the truth of the inner to expand your soul realization now.
Begin sensing the unusual lights manifesting the skies,
nowadays. People who have joined the drills of Art of Life
1---72 found essential knowledge by personally witnessing
the SSLA manifestations. Accordingly, these people
become truly the living witnesses of God’s existence.
Mysterious lights that hover in the skies frequently appear
every online drill of ACC ---Art of Life 1---72. Actually,
this is a certain message of heaven. Let’s say, if the SSLA
would have no vital message for the entire humanity to
discover and realize, then the SSLA would not have
bothered themselves to manifest regularly on skies, just
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for the people to see their presence. So, deeply ponder
your thought of this.
It’s time for the people to expand soul realization, while
SMA provides simpler way on how to discover and
discern inner truth through ACC. The people should
anticipate the above-mentioned lessons to experience the
blessings of heaven. Do not fail heaven’s given chance, so
take your action now and get your connections with the
SMW ACADASTAR --- SSLA. Realize the truth on
yourself, always grab the best opportunity available that
will give you wonderful experience in life, since it is link
with eternity life.
The journey of life into eternal light is an interesting
experience for every incarnated soul to commit. And the
key to ultimate success is attaining inner secret of the
“Most High.” There is no other more delightful meaning
that anyone can find life without doing inner discovery.
That for every incarnated soul in the planet, life is with
throbbing experience, although temporary, but can
torment the soul.
The best choice of destiny is to work for eternal life, which
is beyond physical way, no much attachment on mundane
things and material desires. Wake up and realize the truth.
Voices of heaven are calling every star seed in the planet
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to attain higher spirituality, to successfully ascend life into
higher dimension.
Star seeds are lives that come from stars, while humans
are longing for infinite light, struggling and crying for
their refuge of lives from the sufferings in the world.
While frustrations sometime are really unavoidable for the
petty ones; it may come and go to them. They are
vulnerable without higher soul realization, but not much
to the profound people who learned to abide their oneness
with all of the heavens’ stars. Regardless of being rich or
poor, weak or strong, but everybody in the prominence of
mundane foundation of life, cannot avoid the negative
circumstances that shall try the balance of peace and
harmony of life.
Without powerful shielding or higher connection of the
“Most High” through the Angels’ realm, life is very
vulnerable with negative energies causing unpleasant
state. In various situations of life’s fate, man needs healing
and divine guidance of SMW ACADASTAR----SSLA, the
necessary support from heaven to maintain life’s
equilibrium in the planet.
Get divine connection of SMW ACADASTAR --- SSLA to
attain protection from Angels’ realm. In this way, you are
sheltering your life on Angelic powers. Activate your
awareness into the wonderful world of inner realms. The
“Most High” through the bridging light of SMW
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ACADASTAR----SSLA is giving wisdom to the people
who would receive divine guidance in doing their inner
discovery and cultivation.

YOUR ONE WITH ALL
During clear skies and while the stars are visible at night
or dawn, an hour before sunrise, explore your awareness
to the vast universe. Perceive the cosmos; ---feel every life
associated with Divine Mother Nature. Look at the stars
and feel their energies, and while you are connecting your
awareness with them; perceive your divine connection
with the “Most High.” See the cosmos with SMW
ACADASTAR--- SSLA.
Appreciate your oneness with all; day and night, light and
dark, above and below; realize your whole Oneness with
all. You are reborn into life’s eternity meaning, perceive
the truth, you are re-united with all the lights, the way
you are existing life with all, as a unit CELL of the inner
realms.
While you’re doing this exercise, do not close your eyes;
remember, - the eyes are window of the soul to look and
see the world of experience, but without certain training, the eyes are unreliable by its nature of human bounds.
Such the mind can be misled by what your eyes will see
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and the mind wrongly perceive from the vibrations
conceived. This technique is very prevailing system to
begin with your exercise on inner discovery.
In case after few minutes or hour/s perceiving vibrations watching things with your naked eyes, activate higher
awareness by exploring your thoughts to the stars, to the
entire cosmos, but suddenly, let’s say you feel bored doing
more, so proceed to your meditation; --- relax, close your
eyes and contemplate the inner. Shift your awareness to
observe a new world of realization through your heavenly
eye – third eye.
When you begin to realize certain essence of inner truth,
your will see the way beyond mundane attachment and
desires. Why so vexed exhausting your energies searching
for material wealth, spending all your time in trying your
best to fulfill material desires, but forgetting the things
that will really matter on your life?
Nobody can easily emancipate worries burdening within
heart without realizing the truth of supreme ultimate.
When you know the essence of life, even you’re in the
ocean of great trials, there is still great joy you can feel
deep within heart. So, life is blissful, perceive deep
within.
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Attain to know “the Spirit of Dugukan --- “the way” of
Great Ultimate to liberate yourself from all illusions
grounding you with many negativities by attaining the
bridging light of SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA.
Expand your spiritual awareness to inner truth and resort
your training on higher energy cultivation. Use spiritual
contact with divine names/words – “(To activate my
divine connection with SMW ACADASTAR --- SSLA.)”
For the meantime, while you don’t have yet with you the
proper divine name/words to use, just simply apply this
simple technique, until you will have the right instructor
who can guide you the proper lessons of ACC --- Art of
Life 1---72.
Once you are in the lessons of Art of Life 1---72, attain to
get your SSS link for your further training on higher
knowledge. Get divine names/words right after having
grace of your presence all through lectures of Art of Life 1--72. Training yourself on this technique will speed up the
expansion of your spiritual awareness to decode the
mystery of God. Once you begin your journey into the
realm of this inner discovery, don’t stop your cultivation.
Inner discovery is a never-ending process of spiritual
growth and learning.
Your constant training in the lessons of Art of Life 1---72
will work out your advanced inner connection with the
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SMW ACADASTAR --- SSLA. Recognize your association
with the different advanced vibrations and dimensions of
the infinite realms. Nobody can attain eternal salvation of
life without action. Likewise, someone who cannot
achieve higher soul realization because of the heart desires
much of mundane thing. He who does not long to work
for the things that will really matter in life is not
victorious.
Get the topic of UFO phenomenon for example, this thing
successfully developed topics of great interests to the
many enthusiasts; yet this subject requires wisdom to
discern the very essence of mystery behind its secret. It
cannot be simply grasped with just mere power of human
understanding, considering the essence of its mystery
creates numerous puzzles where the people wanted to
know.
Digging up the mystery of UFO requires higher
knowledge and higher knowledge demands advanced
inner awareness, to find out the truth behind inner secret.
While the common understanding or human knowledge
cannot simply attain a right judgment for things the
pertain to the inner without divine guidance from the
higher source. Hence, SMW ACADASTAR is imparting a
system of higher knowledge to teach the people who
would like to unveil the secret of inner truth.
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Practitioners of ACC --- Art of Life 1---72 are aided to
reach the right level of soul realization, especially in
distinguishing strange lights manifesting the skies where
common people theoretically described them as UFO. But
mysteries behind the phenomena are not simple truth that
can be simply described as extraterrestrials or higher
beings with advanced technology from the outer space.
The mystery behind it fundamentally calls for lessons
connecting inner knowledge or spiritual thing, instead of
advanced technology, knowing, there is big difference
between technology and spirituality. Man’s wider view of
understanding begins with his activation of higher
awareness and connection with the SMW ACADASTAR -- SSLA.
SMW ACADASTAR --- SSLA as referred by the common
people to UFO are revealing vital truth of life through
WATCH A DIVINE REVELATION activity. And the rest
of unusual lights manifesting in the skies, but not SSLA
call for different gist. The SSLA is inner eternal truth,
while UFO could be advanced technology, - not eternal.
UFO visible on sky but without vibration of stronger
energy is not SSLA. And this thing can be easily sensed by
the practitioners of Art of Life 1---72. Awareness of
spiritual energy determines either the flying object is
pertaining to spiritual/inner truth or advanced
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technology of the mortals. Realize the truth, - technology
does not mean spirituality at all.
Practically, know that not all lights that hover on skies are
part of secrecies. Only someone who is without inner
awareness can be easily deceived. Such petty or mediocre
observer might be misled by the objects being observed
above are airborne technology. So, get to know things that
belong to the inner realms and those things that belong to
the material world.
Inner awareness is the ability to perceive higher vibrations
necessary for a person that longs for salvation of life.
Attain the connections of SMW ACADASTAR --- SSLA for
your stronger divine guidance, so by no means, you will
fall in the wrong path of life.
Thoughts extracted from low vibrations cannot fit to
express certain essence of inner truth. Furthermore, what
an extra thought-provoking episode on mystery lights are
strange gleaming objects, which on regular basis appear
on skies, especially above Dugukan site of Art of Life 1--72 exercises. Ponder your thoughts on this, what’s going
on.
Due to stronger direction of SMW ACADASTAR--- SSLA
in WATCH A DIVINE REVELATION, lessons of divine
illuminations are released to people who will do Art of
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Life 1---72. Although certain essence of the said Art has
not yet spread to the masses, but positively it is working
well to the practitioners of ACC, as they are multiplying in
numbers now.
Since topics of mystery lights are expounded by several
enthusiasts and convictions from among them said ---they
are ETs, Higher Beings, Star Brothers, or Aliens visiting
the planet to aid the inhabitants and save the planet from
its total destruction. While other views said, ---UFOs are
aliens with hidden agenda that intend to enslave the entire
humanity through power dominion over the entire planet.
Likewise, several other views are trying to explain in
different versions. Hence, more people got confuse with
what’s really going on the mystery lights progressively
manifesting the skies, nowadays.
However, the SSLA revelation does not revolve on UFO
subject that it orbits on certain program of divine
illumination. So, what happened in WATCH A DIVINE
REVELATION is a clear pronouncement that the SSLA is
not ET/Alien Command with advanced technology from
the outer space, expressing the fact that the SSLA does not
come from any planet, star or galaxy. The SSLA or Angels
of the Highest Order of Supreme Light come from the
beyond stars and planets, citing their existence come from
the grand inner realm. And expressing the fact that
planets and stars are not inner realms, but physical
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material existence of heavenly bodies or space called the
Universe.
The SSLA is currently illuminating higher awareness of
the world, for life in the planet to ascend into higher
dimension. SMW ACADASTAR is the source of Inner
Knowledge who give this divine calling for everybody to
listen and discern the message of Heaven.
The stars are gates of heavens’ realm (Star Gate
Portals/SGP.) Held here the stars are not the core phase of
heavens’ realm, but portals. Angels in the array of the
Most High do not dwell in the physical existence of stars
and planets. Such their realms are not heavenly bodies
that they’re not ETs/aliens by which stars and planets are
essential material place of their physical abode.
Welcome to the journey of life with eagerness of your
heart to discover the wonders of supreme ultimate truth.
Enjoy the delights of inner light– “WATCH A DIVINE
REVELATION.” The SMW ACADASTAR --- SSLA are
bridging you the way of true ascension of life into higher
dimension. Don’t you miss the way.
SSLA or Angels of the “Most High” from inner realm, they
are not ET aliens or Star Brothers of the humans in the
planet. The SSLA has incomparable superiority of
authority among all order of existences, even among all
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types of Angel on advanced Elemental foundation. Hence,
it is in no way the SSLA will come on Earth to enslave the
entire humanity. Instead, the SSLA are coming to ascend
life in the planet, into higher dimension.
Lessons of SMA released are aimed to enlighten the
people in most practical way that will not contradict
anyone’s belief, culture, and religion. All lessons revealed
are simply physical and spiritual workouts comprising of
gestures all throughout movement exercises and without
any indoctrination being involved. The said lessons are
indispensable key of life’s genuine ascension into higher
dimension. Attain the way of true ascension in WATCH A
DIVINE REVELATION.
Such endeavor of life into the word of inner discovery is a
joyful undertaking that anyone could take and attain
higher soul realization. Wisdom and substantive energy
are beneficial essences in overcoming whatever trials that
possibly meet by anyone in the endeavors of life.
Perceiving the SSLA regular manifestation is to uphold
the openings of inner awareness, while certain time for
final unveiling is still a big mystery for all, except the
SSLA are giving signs of their regular manifestations to
wake up higher awareness of the people on this crucial
moment of life in the planet.
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Activation of inner awareness is quicker by presence of
divine guidance. Whoever reaches the right level of soul
realization shall no longer bother with any speculation
alleging the SSLA may do human abduction. Clearly such
statement is reckless and hearsay assertion of wrong
information from people who have no soul realization on
this certain matter.
Such hearsay allegation is obviously could not happen.
Above and beyond all reasons, --- the Angels of supreme
light or SSLA do not bother to do so being they are
superior in authority with supreme super light nature of
light that humans cannot fit to get closer and survive
without first passing the lessons of life’s true ascension.
Therefore, such allegations is just a definite speculations
from people who don’t have soul realization for the things
that will really matter in life.
Realize how the humans are being capable to survive
super light energies of the SSLA, as this nature of energy
was described by the ancient writers “the consuming fire
nature of God.” Human’s nature is not capable to get into
this kind of lightship, so any allegation articulating human
abduction by the SSLA is totally not true, so a big illusion.
Information released by SMW ACADASTAR is to
illuminate the people. --- Human’s nature of life cannot
really survive having direct exposure with super light
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energies of SSLA. And such the reason why there is a need
for every human being to pass the true lesson of life’s
ascension into higher dimension, which are lightship
initiations/LI.
Consider the truth, how come human being could be
possibly abducted into the lightship of SSLA? Besides this
lightship revealed here is not actually a vehicle used by
the Angels to transport themselves, but the lightship being
mentioned here refers directly to the super light bodies of
SSLA. Hence, any theory of human abduction by the SSLA
is a big illusion, which has really no way to happen, in
anyway.
In every path of spiritual growth, there is always essential
lessons to fulfill by every incarnated soul who desires for
the best of light. The said lessons will begin with
activation of divine inner connections and sanctification to
accustom the physical body and all of its subtler
connected bodies with the different energies of the higher
realms of the Angels.
And how the said sanctification is being important to all
the humans in the planet? Well, it’s not merely important,
but necessary steppingstone for a successful ascension of
the human’s life into higher dimension. Anticipate life
knowing the truth behind mystery light being presented
now in WATCH A DIVINE REVELATION 1---72.
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Anyway, not all mystery lights that hover the skies are
SSLA considering there are airborne technologies that will
perhaps looks as if mysterious lights too, over at long
distance viewing. So, to say those are SSLA or not, - but
the best indicator to identify them are the signs of their
energies. This thing requires certain practice of Art of Life
1---72 to perceive the big difference.
There are several eyewitnesses of mystery lights now in
the different parts of the world. This strengthened the fact
that nobody can meritoriously deny or challenge the truth
of this phenomenon. But still the people are puzzled of its
mystery, except the practitioners of ACC --- Art of Life 1--72 for they are no longer confused with the truth of these
manifestations.
These apparitions of mystery lights are being brightened
up by activities of SSLA --- WATCH A DIVINE
REVELATION, with eye-witnesses who are practitioners
of ACC---Art of Life 1---72. The exercises involved are for
everybody’s opportunity to benefit certain divine healing
and ascension support from SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA.
People on their attempt to discover mystery behind life’s
tougher secrets, but many of them confused their minds to
discern truth of the inner. They could not simply resolve
the fact, thus to enlighten everyone’s awareness in
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discerning secret of the advanced spiritual world needs
divine guidance. Discover the truth of supreme, grand
and advanced inner realms --- AMISRA, GRADAM, and
MORCA.
The key to realize mystery of advanced inner realms is
ACC incorporating methods of divine healing and selfdefense system for everybody’s ascension support. Get to
know the key with you and attain wisdom now. In life,
always anticipate advanced connection of SMW
ACADASTAR---SSLA. Inner connection is activated by
doing Art of Life 1---72, so practice lessons of ACC in a
precise manner.
Ponder your thought why the SSLA are regularly
manifesting every during exercise of Art of Life 1---72.
What’s the point of their manifestations, if they don’t have
important reason why they are getting closer with the
people on Earth ACC ---Art of Life 1---72 exercises. Wake
up higher your awareness and get to know the ultimate
truth of eternal life.
Attain to realize your life’s oneness with divine mother
nature, with all the lights and with all the stars, ---Day
and Star Lights – All in ONE, while the Angels from
highest order of supreme authority are revealing DR of
supreme ultimate truth to the people, especially for
individuals who are practicing lessons of Art of Life 1---72.
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Don’t miss your chance to know this truth in your life.
Heaven has already granted you a better chance to know
the truth of Supreme Ultimate.
The Angels in the sort of highest class are coming to reveal
real nature of DR of the “Most High.” But many people in
the world regard them as ETs or aliens visiting the planet
for unknown reason. It’s time to know the truth, so wake
up now and begin your wonderful journey into the world
of inner discovery.
Think about various cases of actual UFO sightings and the
ample of testimonies from the eyewitnesses in the
different parts of the world. They persuaded many people
to consider ET presence in the planet. Yet, once again, --the SSLA are not ETs/aliens in the real sense of their
nature and purpose. And lessons of advanced spiritual
study will confirm the SSLA come from the highest order
of the “Most High,” coming closer in the planet to aid the
people’s ascension of life in the planet, into higher
dimension.
Although testimonies telling strange lights/aliens/spirits,
somehow cannot be disregarded, but many of this
information become even more confusing to the minds of
many people who lack inner knowledge to discern
tougher secret of inner realm. Hearsay judgments do
always come from little knowledge and low vibration of
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the mind, as many who made direct conclusions for the
things that they don’t really understand. Accordingly,
divine guidance on matter pertaining to spiritual things is
essential matter. Apart from wisdom, - mystery cannot be
simply discerned with just mere power of the human
understanding.
Attain divine guidance now and connection of SMW
ACADASTAR --- SSLA and through heaven’s grace you
will enjoy life while grasping the mysteries revealed from
AMISRA, GRADAM, and MORCA realms. A big
advantage goes to someone who never jumps direct
conclusion for things involving mystery light of the inner,
except attaining first divine guidance of SMW in
undertaking certain task of inner discovery. This means
look and see first the links of advanced spiritual study
SSS.
Undergo your experience in the science of direct
experience, so your conscience will have liberty to realize
the truth of ultimate light. And with inner activation, in
your heart-mind, - you are able to attain higher soul
realization, which is beneficial on your precise life’s
ascension into higher dimension.
None of the incarnated soul truly ever knows light of the
highest, but denying life’s noblest purpose in the planet,
which is to serve the light by protecting the treasures of
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light, ---which is life itself and nature. Furthermore, higher
soul realization is a strong foundation against whatever
miscarriages that can ruin the balance of life. Attain your
best protection from SMW ACADSTAR --- SSLA the way
of life’s true ascension into higher dimension of the “Most
High” ---WATCH A DIVINE REVELATION 1----72.
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CHAPTER 4
GETTING PREPARED OF TIME
Getting prepared ahead of time is advantaged that you
cannot lose your chance to ascend life into higher
dimension. Attaining higher meaning of life’s purpose in
the planet, is soul realization of life’s final ascension from
the minor plane of existence into the advanced dimension
of inner truth. Now, the SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA are
coming to lead you the way. Get ready to accomplish the
final task of your life now.
Nowadays, people in the world will experience more
dilemmas from the trials of time. Events will bring so
much unpleasant circumstances in life that will affect both
the emotional, psychological state of the people.
The problems of depression by the expansion of negative
energies developed in the surroundings that will affect the
balance of peace and harmony of the people. And by the
people’s lack of stronger inner foundation will cause them
to experience many difficulties in life. Trials that shall
linger in the surroundings may not be avoided, especially
to people who have no ability to receive, align and adopt
the advanced and ever-changing energies on the ongoing
planetary transition.
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Crisis continue to hit the world, obstructions of peace and
harmony, blockages of economic stability and many
people will lose spiritual dignity. While the elites continue
to manipulate global market, sabotaging the national and
global economies, by which their schemes shall allow only
few individuals to benefit on their deceitful schemes,
while the rest will suffer. The elites are aliens who shall
brutalize the citizens with cruelty and severe deceits of
global economy.
With all of the negativities that shall try the state of peace
and harmony of the world, people will need divine
guidance and stronger inner connection. Basically,
activation of inner awareness will work out divine
guidance by the connection of spiritual dimension, which
will facilitate life’s stronger support from the inner realms.
Nations’ befall to chaotic state and violence of life and
nature will not stop, instead, it will even get worst from
time to time. Global uproars will amplify fears of the
citizens, while many people shall turn into hostile actions,
but the more they become aggressive to act on the
situation will be the more they will suffer negative
consequences of their hostile actions.
Each one’s good use of time is to help the healing of life,
likewise the healing of nature. While there are those light
workers who will work for spiritual value reformation of
the people. The world will have better chance for the
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many individuals to realize and experience the blessings
of spiritual life. Light workers will help the healing of life
to ascend into higher dimension.
Chaotic events are common issues of each nation’s
problem, while the people are sufferings many trials of
unpleasant condition, they will even much suffer by the
aggressive acts of their leaders who refuse to understand
the very root of their nations’ problem. Many leaders who
are unable to solve their problems, thus worst situation
will continue to grow day by day. Evilness shall take more
exposure in the phase of global crisis.
Your wake-up call is higher spiritual awareness to see and
discern what’s going on now in the planet. Get higher
realization of your soul, to be freed yourself from the
bondage of many human weaknesses and blinding
ignorance. Life in the essence of true spiritual journey is
blissful and untouchable by any negative circumstance.
Nowadays, so much thing to be aware of. Toxins of foods
will get worst to destroy the lives of many people. The
people shall experience difficulties buying healthy foods,
while prices of the common commodities shall continue to
go high forcing many unfortunate individuals to resort
into committing crimes, just to survive existence.
The world becomes even more tricky to live, fate is unkind
for both the strong and the weak. It is only by resorting
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into the Inner Core Foundation of spirituality that you are
able to emancipate yourself from the bondage of many
mundane illusions in the planet, which seemingly true on
the level of minor awareness. While at higher level of
awareness and soul realizations, these illusions of time,
the trials of life will not really matter at maximum costs.
It’s nothing.
Climate change shall ground violent forces of nature.
Global warming is unstoppable to affect the entire planet;
--- worst floods, storms, earthquakes etc. that shall destroy
many lives and properties. Terrors shall devastate the land
causing to much fears to the citizens, so many lives shall
suffer and die from both natural and man-made
upheavals.
Many shall die from strange viruses. Evils shall
demonstrate demonic powers that shall greatly horrify the
people in the world. The great tribulation shall devastate
the land causing the inhabitants to greatly suffer, while
the elites cleverly hide their evil and devious tricks of
deceiving the world. Forces of nature will become man’s
weapon of mass destruction.
The only way to prepare yourself from horrible trials of
life in the planet is to shelter yourself in foundation of
heaven. Come to the SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA on their
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bridging of DR of the “Most High” for your final
ascension of life into higher dimension.
Meteors shall crash in the planet causing mega
destructions, event of mishap will brutally terrify the
world. The people shall live in fears anticipating
cataclysmic events to devastate the land; volcanic
activities under sea and in the surface of land shall cause
powerful quakes and tsunamis. Cosmic activities and
more strange signs will continue to appear in heavens
reminding the people to discern life’s ultimate goal of
existence.
Ponder your thoughts in the vast universe, you’re not
alone. Begin perceiving by yourself that you have families
somewhere on stars. So, let your awareness come into
oneness with all the lights, with all the stars. It’s your time
now to realize your own oneness with all the lights, --- the
universality of truth.
As science continue to grow and the advancement of
technology remarkably developed, likewise, cataclysmic
events shall be more widespread. Greet famine shall cause
serious shortage of food supplies, many people will suffer
hunger and sicknesses. Many lives will starve to death,
while those who cannot wait to die will resort into
committing crimes against property/life, just for them to
survive the crisis.
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What man’s basic need to survive the trials of time, either
poor or rich, but must learn the art of survival by attaining
higher spirituality. Every life in the universe is within the
principle of Spiritual Martial Arts/SMA or “the art of
toppling down.” By the course of different experiences,
you must survive life to win your price. Life is the treasure
of light.
The problem of global warming will get worst to affect
many imbalances of nature. While the planet is
experiencing transition of energy due to its ascension
state, the energies that shall experience by its citizens are
ever changing too. Without the people discerning this
transition of energy, they will experience energy
imbalances too causing them to lose healthy life.
By the advancement of science, time shall come for
demonstrations of power of advanced technology that will
greatly amaze the people causing them to less value the
truth of true spirituality. The people will adorably
patronize power of advanced technology, instead of
developing true spirituality. While some even consider
themselves already likened to God, except the realized
ones. They will become stronger on their soul realization
to adhere life’s ultimate truth with the “Most High.”
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Inherent in the course of planetary ascension are different
events that will influence life in the planet. Nations’
conflict against nations shall consummate World War III.
Nations will employ weapons of mass of destructions; the
terrifying thermonuclear wars shall shock the entire planet
to wipe out many people and cities.
Meanwhile, people that practice methods of mystical arts
beneath the shadows of the “Most High” shall have bigger
chance to survive great upheavals. Wake up to the truth of
light. Find your best shelter now, to survive your journey
of life into the best of light.
Meanwhile, war against mysticism versus mysticism shall
begin on the WW-IV onward to the WW-V or galactic and
intergalactic battle. Two great kingdoms shall fight for
power dominion of the universe.
The WW-3 shall illustrate power of advanced technology
to proclaim power dominion over the entire planet. Bigger
powers will be awakened, so great warriors of planets and
stars with greater powers and ability shall come on board
to participate the events.
At higher point of planetary ascension implies inner
activation of cosmic forces, where those who are able to
receive, align and adopt higher energies of inner realms
will have stronger advantage of life’s survival. At certain
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higher level of the planet’s transformation aging process
will stop affording those who can align with higher
frequency to live life for longer years, with body healing,
rejuvenation and power for hundreds or thousands of
years.
People will become familiar with DR of SMW
ACADASTAR---SSLA. The unrealized ones shall continue
to dwell life with many confusions and imbalances, thus,
they will suffer more and more. In the hard way and
lately, they shall attain to know inner truth. Petty souls
could not really make it, so, they will lose better chance in
life.
Strange signs will continue to appear in heavens --- sun,
moon, and stars. Many people will pay attention to
heavens’ signs, so they will become aware of inner
realities by the presence of SMW ACADASTAR --- SSLA.
The people will be enlightened by the bridging light of
SMW of heaven, so they can manage their ascension of life
into higher dimension. The DR of the “Most High” will be
unveiled to the entire humanity.
People shall be reunited in the giant waves of positive
light, the way they are able to realize inner truth in the
bridging of DR of SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA. Then the
eternal kingdom of “Most High” will come the Eastern Art
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of Holy Heart Family to be adorned with utmost love and
respect by all the kingdoms of the world.

ART OF SURVIVAL
Life is an art of survival. Whether we like it or not, existing
life needs power to survive. So, to survive life is learning
the way of living the art of survival. Rich or poor, strong
or weak, but all lives are within the principle of this
certain natural art ---the art of living to survive or the art
of survival.
When you enhance your power of survival, you will enjoy
life, even to the fullest of its joyful meaning. Yet, when
you aren’t enhanced your art of survival, your ability to
survive is weak and your torments in life would be so
many. Thus, in this state of life the world is tricky and so
unkind for you.
With heaven’s support, you will survive when you are
sage and strong. You will survive when you are weak and
unwise. Regardless of who, what, where you are, you will
survive by heaven’s will. Thus, you need to know the
truth of Art of Life 1---72 to enhance your ability in the art
of survival.
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EXERCISES
Follow these exercises to begin learning the art of survival.
The more you can follow the given exercises presented
below, the better you will become effective on your art of
surviving life in the field of fate. Realize that life is within
the principle of spiritual martial arts or “the art of
toppling down.”
Know that a victorious life is within the support of
heaven. Without heaven’s support, life is a big failure. So,
activate first your divine support by performing the given
exercises below, and all the rest things good will be added
to you.
FASTING
Duration
 12 hours
 48 hours
 60 hours
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INNER CULTIVATION
(Art of Life 1---72) Exercises
Structural system
 30minutes 1 or 2 times/day
Moving system
 30 minutes 1 or 2 times/day

Module 1
1.1 - day dry fasting
2.2 - day dry fasting
3.3 - day dry fasting

FASTING PROCEDURE
Enhance your body’s survival without material food, so
you can begin with fasting; when fasting is integrated
with spirituality energy comes for your divine support.
You will survive without taking any material supplement
for your body. Fasting also is effective process to detox
your body, so basically it is good for the health.
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When you do your one (1) day fasting, begin doing it
before the sunrise and close it after sunset. Meaning
within minimum of 12 hours do not eat/drink anything.
Focus your mind on spirituality, --- you are doing exercise
to enhance the capacity of your art of survival. Do this at
least twice a week for duration of 1 month.
On this stated period, it is good that you focus your
activities doing any of these exercises: Art of Life 1---72,
astral-spiritual study, meditations, cave activations
exercises, divine healing or all of the exercises
enumerated. You may not be able to perform all these
things, but at least, the direction of your activities will
round up on these activities enumerated.
After you have passed twelve hours fasting, proceed to
two (2) day fasting. The entire two (2) day do not
eat/drink anything within 48 hours/2day period. Do this
exercise twice a month for duration of two months.
The same modality applied, while you are doing your
exercise in fasting, circulate your activities on inner
exercises to speed up your soul awakening, then your
energies will increase and your art of survival will
increase too.
After you have done 2 day fasting proceed to 3 day
fasting. Within 60 hours do not eat/drink anything, but
focus your mind on energy, you are enhancing your
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power of survival. Repeat this exercise two times a month
for duration of three months.
As you do this exercise, you will notice the big difference
of your energy and feeling. You will feel more peaceful
within heart and mind. Your energy will improve much,
you are more balance, tranquil, your vigor will boost the
way you become stronger and healthier. You will become
a profound person as you go along your exercise. This
exercise could be your natural fitness health maintenance.

MEDITATION SYSTEMS
When you begin your exercise on this training lessons,
apply any of the meditations system before you go to
sleep and after you wake up. Use any of the systems
enumerated below:
1. Dugukan Lightship Meditation/DLM
2. Rainbow Bridge of Light Meditation/RBLM or
3. Any meditation system that you are familiar with.
While you are doing your fasting exercise, this is also the
best period, certainly very good for you to perform
inner/spiritual cultivation for higher soul realization, so
practice your lessons in the following fields: Energy/Inner
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cultivation --- Art of Life 1---72 first, second and third
lessons called ARCUM, ESISUM and SAPHIRE – (Chapter
8 Glossary of Art of Life 1---72). Doing the said exercises
will increase your energy, activate divine inner connection
and you will attain powerful energy body shielding. And
as you go forward doing lessons on this system of holistic
exercise, your energy will become ready for healing arts,
spiritual martial arts (higher form of self-defense),
advanced astral-spiritual study. All for the best of your
benefits ---good health, vigor of spirit, higher soul
realization and ascension of life into higher dimension.
After you have done your 3-day fasting 60 hours for the
said duration, go back to Module 1.1 day or 12- hour
fasting. Then repeat the procedures for your next
succeeding fasting after you have finished the entire
fasting specified on each duration. Every after you have
finished the 60 hours fasting, go back to step 1 to repeat
the entire process. By following this guidance exercise,
you will see the big difference of your improvement. The
longer the time you will perform these exercises
mentioned, you will be born into a new and powerful
soul.
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POWERFUL SHIELDING
The shielding that you should use in your exercise of inner
cultivation is DR of SMW ACASDATAR---SSLA.
Basically, connect your consciousness to SMW
ACADASTAR --- SSLA by focusing your awareness to the
said divine inner foundation. And with this simple
guidance, you are able to connect with the spiritual energy
stations/SES of SMW ACADASTAR --- SSLA that they
link on Earth for the people’s support. Anticipate this
divine foundation of spirituality to improve your skills
and divine gifts of life, so connect with the SES of
Supreme Light.
Making life useful for certain noble cause of light is to
serve the light, primarily doing inner cultivation to attain
a precise soul realization. In view of serving the light, you
are able to illuminate the people and help them on their
healing, so they can successfully emancipate their lives
from blinding ignorance and courses of bad fate. Through
you many people will be aided on their ascension of life
from the planet and into higher dimension.
Make your life useful for the noble cause of light and
know thyself, this is the thing that will really matter in
everyone’s life. Let your life becomes useful not just to the
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few individuals, who happened also to be your love ones
in the family and closer relatives. Make it useful for the
majority. By higher soul realization, you will know you
are one with all. So, all lives, the people and nature and
those things associated with the elementary things of
nature are your families.
Expanding the circle of your family with soul realization,
you will serve your life for the noble cause of light. Then
you will know the beauty of life far beyond all mundane
attachment. This is the meaning of life that you walk your
way to eternity light, aligning yourself with the absolute
truth. You are forever. But if you are trapped with all
mundane attachments in life being lacked your
consciousness on mundane things and material desires. In
this state of awareness, you will continue to experience the
many sufferings of the mortal physical world, until, and in
the hard way, you will realize the truth of absolute DR.
Discover, there is deeper meaning in life you will find
while you do inner discovery, such as stronger spiritual
foundation, which will please your soul and make your
heart truly blissful. But without involving yourself on the
right cultivation and inner discovery would be so difficult
for you to see the other side of the coin. Many things your
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mind will perceive but on mundane side. And those are
not the things that will really matter in life.

9 ADVANCED ELEMENTAL CONNECTED BODIES
At present life evolution, you are nine (9) connected
advanced elemental bodies and 3-star super light body
formation. The first foundation of the soul’s connected
bodies is the nine connected body of advanced elemental
foundation and the other first is 3-star super light body
foundation or Angels’ super light body formation.
The physical body basically has subtler connected bodies
and these subtler connected bodies have higher subtlest
connected bodies called the advanced elemental
foundation of life.
The soul is a CELL built up of Consciousness, Energy,
Light and Life to comprise the awareness of a soul being
with physical, astral, advanced elemental, celestial
spiritual bodies. The physical body is working with the
astral-spiritual body, while the rest higher connected
bodies are dormant without proper training on cultivation
and inner discovery. These foundation of advanced
elemental formation and super light formation of the
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CELL or SOUL must merge altogether as one body to
attain its perfection of life.

THREE STAR SUPER LIGHT BODY
The merging of the 9 entire advanced elemental body of
the CELL or soul will begin the first formation of the 3star
super light body. It is called super light because it is a kind
of supreme light or Angel’s super light body. So, it is a
very big light that cannot be compared with human’s
light. It is the immortal life of the CELL or soul.

ASCENSION PROCESS
The process of life’s ascension from minor body
formation, which is the physical body, is the merging of
other advanced elemental bodies, which are the physical’s
higher connected bodies on advanced elemental formation
through inner cultivation using the star dance movement
exercises --- Art of Life 1---72. These higher advanced
elemental bodies must merge altogether to attain the first
formation of a perfect immortal advanced elemental body.
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There are precise lightship initiations needed on this
concern. (Volume 2)
The minor body, which is the human physical body must
be able to receive, align and adopt advanced elemental
energies from its own higher advanced elemental bodies.
The advanced elemental bodies will merge in the minor
physical body. The minor physical body cannot sustain
super high frequency of the advanced elemental bodies
without precise training on inner cultivation and lightship
initiations. Inherent in the physical body, is the capacity to
survive higher energies, at certain point of inner
cultivation and lightship initiations.
Basically, the minor physical body is coupled with the
amount of energies necessary for merging process of thy
own advanced elemental formation. All information of
advanced energies dormant within the physical body
must be activated through proper training on inner
cultivation and discovery.
The cell of minor formation has divine inner connection
with spiritual foundation. These connections must be
gradually opened during the merging process of the
advanced elemental body, so consciousness, energy, light
and life/CELL of the higher elemental bodies will
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gradually manifest on the physical body. The point of
merging certainly begins on the physical body. The
physical body will be lift up with higher energies, while
the merging process is getting deeper and wider. This
process will result to expansion of energies and soul
realization of the practitioner.
In the process of energy activation of the minor physical
body, there is gradual transformation happened within
cell to cell. The transformation of energies is from minor to
advanced, and until the physical body is enhanced with
much higher and deeper energies, so thy consciousness
will expand to the level of universality of truth.
The merging of the first advanced elemental body to the
minor physical body will afford many changes to occur.
From time to time, such as the physical body becomes
extremely variable in auric force, color, shape, size, height,
weight, etc. The body will become higher on energies and
awareness becomes so profound too.
The farther the physical body can receive, align and adopt
higher energies the farther it can merge with thy own
advanced elemental foundation. Advanced elemental
formation is all about the souls all connected bodies on
advanced elemental planes. The physical body is
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necessary on ascending process of life into higher
dimension. All information necessary of the merging of
these advanced elemental bodies are lodged in every
connected body. So, in the process of ascension, which is
the merging of all connected bodies of the soul, all of its
substantive information too, will merge in one ---CELL.
The completion of merging of all the elemental bodies of a
soul will begin the first star super light body or super light
foundation. The merging of the 3-star super light bodies is
the final transformation of a soul, where the soul will turn
into an immortal super light being, certainly, the absolute
immortal super light being.
The lessons of soul to undergo actual training of life’s
ascension from minor foundation or mortal existence is
ACC---Art of Life 1---72. Under this lesson, all lessons of
spiritual studies necessary in the process of merging and
transformation of the soul are revealed by divine guidance
of SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA through SD teachers and
masters of wisdom. So, lessons will basically begin with
inner discovery, while learning lessons of ACC--- Art of
Life 1---72 inner cultivation. WATCH A DIVINE
REVELATION 1---72.
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CHAPTER 5
PRIMIER OF SSLA
These are some of the questions about WATCH A DIVINE
REVELATION.
1.

What do you mean by Supreme
Wisdom/SMW ACADASTAR ---SSLA?

Master

of

 SMW ACADASTAR ---SSLA refer to the super light
existence of the Lord Jesus Christ and of the
Angels.
2.

What do you mean by super light existence of the
Lord Jesus Christ?
 Super light existence of the Lord Jesus Christ refers
to the super light higher body of the lord, which is
described in the bible as consuming fire. God is a
consuming fire.
Jesus Christ – prince of the blue planet (Supreme
Master’s physical manifestation, savior of
humanity). Archangel Michael - prince of Angels –
(protector of life), SMW ACADASTAR- prince of
SSLA - (source of life)
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3.

What do you mean by Supreme Super Light
Angels/SSLA?
 SSLA refers to the super light body of the Angels of
the Highest.

4. What do you mean by super light nature of the Lord
Jesus Christ?
 It means the Lord existence is basically described
into Supreme Super Light in “WATCH A DIVINE
REVELATION,” while the bible described God is a
consuming fire”, which denotes God’s real nature is
fire that can burn.
5. Where does SSLA come from and this kind of Angels of
supreme super light existence manifest on skies as if
moving stars or lightships?
 The SSLA comes from the grand inner realm called
Gradam. They manifest on skies for the people to
see and discern inner things.
6. How the SSLA manifests on skies?
 The SSLA manifest on skies as if moving stars or in
lightship form.
7. What important message the SSLA intends for the entire
humanity to know?
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 The important message the SSLA intends for the
entire humanity to know is spiritual awakening or
divine illumination of the people, for their
ascension of life in the planet into higher
dimension. The certain message is Ascension. The
SSLA comes for the ascension of life in the planet
into higher dimension.
8. Does SSLA needs technology to get closer with the
people on Earth?
 No. The SSLA does not need any technology the
way they can get closer with people on Earth,
except they manifest in lightship form to show their
presence to the people in the planet. But in the real
sense of their potentials, they do not need any
material vehicle or technology to transport
themselves the way they can easily reach anywhere
they want without the slightest hassles of
traversing
space
in
between
distance
(teleportation). They can travel without the
constraints of speed, time, location and dimension.
The SSLA has potentials very far beyond human
imaginations, words cannot simply explain.
9. Is there any solid available evidence for us to confirm
the existence of SSLA?
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 Yes, their tangible manifestations on earth’s
atmospheres, especially during exercise of ACC Art of Life 1---72
10. How many branches of SSLA are going to aid the
planet’s ascension development?
 There are seven (7) branches of SSLA set to
administrate the ascension development of life in
the planet.

7 COMMAND OF SSLA
11. What are the names of these Commands and the
lessons of Art of Life 1---72 that can be used for their
Contacts and Connection?
 The names of the Command and their
corresponding lessons of Art of Life 1---72 that can
be used for their Contact and Connection are:
1. ACADASTAR COMMAND – Contact and
Connection, first lesson of Art of Life 1---72
ARCUM;
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2. SATRION
COMMAND –
Connection, second lesson of
ESISUM;

Contact
and
Art of Life 1---72

3. NORTIUM SAJERION COMMAND – Contact
and Connection, third lesson of Art of Life 1---72
SAPHIRE;
4. NORDIUM URSICAM COMMAND - Contact
and Connection, fourth lesson of Art of Life 1--72 BELPHARUM;
5. GILARION GIDEOM COMMAND – Contact and
Connection, fifth lesson of Art of Life 1---72
NORTIUM;
6. JUPERCUM
COMMAND Contact
and
Connection, sixth lesson of Art of Life 1---72
NORDIUM;
7. MARCIUM
COMMAND Contact
and
Connection, seventh lesson of Art of Life 1---72
CRISILIM.
Four out of the seven (7) Branches of SSLA are currently
open for connection of the people through exercise of Art
of Life1---72.
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12. Which branches of SSLA are now open for assisting the
planet’s ascension development?
 They are ACADASTAR COMMAND, SATRION
COMMAND, NORTIUM SAJERION COMMAND,
and NORDIUM URSICAM COMMAND
13.Besides of being able to connect and see the SSLA
through lessons of ACC - Art of Life 1---72, is there any
other means to connect them?
 Yes, by using Dugukan Lightship and Rainbow
Bridge of Light Meditations.
14.How can we assure that those mysterious lights
manifesting on skies are really SSLA?
 You can easily recognize them by learning lessons
of ACC-Art of Life 1---72 that in the course of your
practice of the said Art, you will become familiar
with their energies.
15. Is it really by practicing ACC-Art of Life 1---72, you
will become familiar with SSLA?


Yes. Especially, when you permanently perform
your exercise of the Art of Life 1---72.
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16. Do you mean that when you do not practice Art of Life
1---72 you cannot certainly determine those lights
manifesting on skies are SSLA?
 Yes, it is by learning Art of Life 1---72 that you will
become familiar with the SSLA energies. Any
practitioner permanently performs Art of Life 1---72
exercise will receive signals of energy from the
SSLA in the body making him becomes familiar
with the SSLA’s energy.
Actually, when you do not have signals of energy
from SSLA on your body, it would be hard for you
to determine the truth, as there are also many
objects happened to be flying on skies too, which
are not related to spirituality, but belong to
advanced technology.

17. Is there any sign or difference between SSLA and
advanced airborne technology over at long distance
viewing?
 Yes, and to mention some of them are:
1. The SSLA is certainly pertained to the
inner/spiritual foundation, while technology
belongs to material foundation.
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2. The SSLA has strange spiritual energy, although at
long
distance
viewing,
while
airborne
technologies, such as airplanes, satellites etc. are
devoid of this kind of energy.
3. The SSLA is inaudible, while technology always
accompanied with sound.
4. The SSLA comes from the inner realm that uses no
material vehicle to transport themselves, so they
are not susceptible with engine failure/crash
landing, while technology is finite thing, so subject
to machine failure or mishap.
5. The SSLA is infinite nature, while airborne
technology is finite base.
As to the qualities of light over at long distance viewing,
more or less, they are the same, except with just some
small differences to notice, such as those enumerated
above.
18. How to differentiate SSLA with the aliens?
 Basically, the SSLA is infinite that came from the
supreme authority of Heaven or Most High, while
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aliens are either advanced or low grade. In the
evolution of life, they are mortals.
19. Did people in antediluvian period know about SSLA?
 More likely yes. It is mentioned in the bible,
articulated by the ancient writers who named those
manifestations of strange lights on skies into
chariots of fire, clouds of fire, and pillars of cloud.
Any bright light the ancient people observed in the
past was described by them into fire.

ART OF LIFE 1---72
20. What is Art of Life 1---72?
 Art of Life 1---72 or Angels’ Contact and
Connection/ACC is Spiritual Martial Arts/SMA
comprising of set of forms and gestures used to
contact, activate and develop man’s internal
energy, divine connection and union with the
higher C.E.L.L. Exercises of Art of Life 1---72 can
activate man’s advanced divine connection with the
inner realms. It was released by SMW
ACADASTAR to aid the humanity’s ascension of
life into higher dimension.
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21. What are the benefits that you will get in practicing Art
of Life 1---72?
 The benefits the you will get in practicing Art of
Life 1---72, just to mention few of them are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Health body
Healing power
Stronger energy and balance
Stronger psychic abilities
Spiritual awareness
Flexibility to receive, align and adopt the
ongoing energy transition of planetary
ascension
7. Inner discovery
8. Powerful shielding
9. Divine connection
10. higher soul realization etc.
22. What do you mean by Teachers of Art of Life 1---72?
 Teachers of Art of Life 1---72 means people who are
initiated with ACC and authorized by SMW
ACADASTAR to teach lessons of the said Art.
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23. What do you mean by “Lightship Initiation/LI?
 LI is screening method used to pass by the
practitioner to become an authorized teacher of Art
of Life 1---72
24. How is it done?
 It is to be done in this way:
There’s LI rite held on certain time where the SSLA
connection is open for that particular purpose. The
Dugukan Initiator will give instruction to the
practitioners present during the rites that anyone
who can see the SSLA must come forward for a
screening question, as confirmation to pass the
given LI. There’s only one question to be asked by
the DI for a candidate to pass the screening; and the
question is, ---“Where is the SSLA?” And the
screenee must be able to pinpoint the exact location
of the SSLA on skies, while presence of the
lightship must become visible too through the
naked eyes for the screenee to pass the given LI.
There are ten (10) LI to pass by the practitioner for a
top-level rank Teacher of Art of Life 1---72, while
only one for the category of instructorship – first
level.
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25. Is “LI” really required to become Teacher of Art of
Life 1---72?
 Yes, as it is from the divine guidance of SMW
ACADASTAR to all practitioners of ACC must pass
certain LI for permanent connection with the SSLA
and authority to teach lessons of the said Art.
26. Can someone obtain authority to teach lessons of Art
of Life 1---72 even without successfully passing first
the required LI?
 No. It is very clear from the instruction given by
SMW, --- That all Teachers of Art of Life 1---72 must
pass LI for authority to teach ACC – Art of Life 1--72.

27. Aside from the movement exercises, what are some of
the lessons of Art of Life 1---72?
 Teachings of Advanced Inner Study; such as astralspiritual study, divine healing, spiritual martial
arts, inner discovery, becoming sage, rejuvenation,
immortality, meditation for higher soul realization,
etc.
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28. Why is it called LI?
 It’s called LI since the very basis for authority to
pass the screening method is certain presence of
SSLA during ceremony. The SSLA shall manifest on
skies to give signals for the practitioner to pass the
screening process. In progression, a screenee is
required to pinpoint the exact location of SSLA to
confirm signals that he/she passes the screening.
29. Is there any other essential reason behind LI?
 Yes! There are essential reasons behind LI: 1.
permanent
connection
with
the
SMW
ACADASTAR---SSLA and 2. inner authority to
teach lessons of the Art of Life 1---72.
30. What will happen to a practitioner who teaches lessons
of Art of Life 1---72, but without first passing the
required LI?
Answer : Any practitioner who shall attempt to teach
Art of Life 1---72, but without first passing
the required LI can barely impart the material
aspect of its teaching/lesson, so he/she
cannot really teach the essence of ACC. On
the external part or physical fitness, he will.
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31. What is the essence of Art of Life 1---72?
 The essence of Art of Life 1---72 is divine connection
and union with the SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA.
32. Is there any other reason why we ought to practice Art
of Life 1---72?
 Yes. Basically, we should practice Art of Life 1---72
for health reason. It is actually physical fitness on its
basic movements. And chiefly advanced spiritual
study that can arrange life’s ascension into higher
dimension.
33. Does the SSLA really visibly appear during online
drills of Art of Life 1---72?
Answer : Yes, especially during clear skies at night and
while it depends on some other places where
there are no activated spiritual energy
stations/SES of the SSLA.
34. What do you mean by online drill of Art of Life 1----72?
 It means an exercise of the Art of Life 1---72
designated for online connection with the SSLA.
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35. Usually, what time is it?
 Currently an hour before sunrise and after sunset
when the stars become visible on skies.
36. What do you mean by activated SES of the SSLA?
 It means territorial connections of the SSLA super
high energy they link on Earth for the people to
exercise, learn and connect with the Angels’ realms.

ASCENSION
37. What do you mean by ascension?
 Ascension is the transformation of the minor
physical body into advanced super light body. The
CELL from minor frequency into higher super light
body.
 The ascension of life in the planet from minor
formation of physical existence into higher
foundation of super light bodies.
38. How does planetary ascension shall come to occur in
the planet?
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 The ascension shall come to occur in the planet by
divine intervention, which initiates revolution of
the planet’s cosmic force.
39. How does revolution of the planet’s cosmic force shall
come to initiate major phase of ascension
development?
 The planet’s ascension development is being
pushed by certain Divine Order of Heaven, on
which, its summit is revelation of the Most
Absolute to the entire inhabitants on Earth.
40. What do you mean by SSLA shall reveal God’s
ultimate Divine Radiance/DR to the people on the
final day/judgement day?
 It means, there is certain point of time where the
Highest/what the commonly called God will show
absolute truth on Earth by unveiling its real nature
of “DR.”
41. What will happen when the SSLA shall reveal their
real nature of DR to the people on Earth?
 It will transform the planet into higher dimension
letting anyone who has activated inner connection
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with the SMW ACADASTAR --- SSLA be caught up
into the clouds of fire or lightships. (Rapture) The
bible described lightship as clouds of fire or pillars
of cloud, while some writers described them into
chariots of fire. Anybody that can get into the
lightship shall ascend life into higher dimension or
into the Supreme Governance of Infinite Cosmic
Family of Light/SGICFL. But people who shall fail
on their connections with the SSLA cannot survive
super light energy/fire during the ascension
summit, thus they would be consumed by fire.

INABILITY OF CARBON LIFE FOUNDATION 666
42. Why carbon life foundation (666 periodic element)
cannot survive super light energy during the apex of
ascension development of the planet?
 Basically, the common fire that we know is very hot
that can burn, melt or consume things. However,
the fire being referred in WATCH A DIVINE
REVELATION is supreme super light energy or the
devouring fire nature of the “Most High,” which is
certainly brighter than the brightest light. Actually,
no words could suffice to described it.
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43. How humans in the planet would not be consumed
supreme super light energy?
 The people to become capable to receive supreme
super light energy or the consuming fire nature of
God must be sanctified with super light energy of
SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA so they could get
shelter on their higher advanced elemental body or
3-star super light body (lightships) during the final
hour or judgement day. With that, the people
would finally ascend life into higher dimensions.
While the rest existence who shall fail to receive,
align and adopt super light energies shall naturally
be consumed by fire.
44. What precise direction humans on Earth shall follow
divine guidance of SMW ACADASTAR?
 The precise direction humans will get in the divine
guidance of SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA is eternal
salvation of life or final ascension of life into higher
dimension, certainly into the Supreme Governance
of Infinite Cosmic Family of Light/SGICFL.
45. What if through this means, but instead, we may just
be misled into the wrong way of Satan?
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 The truth will set you free. Satan is just a concept
created by human concepts, so all of satan’s
evilness manifested in the person of the humans.
Almost all believers in faith thought that after death
of the physical body the soul will liberally go to
heaven or hell, but it’s not really the case. The soul
who is permanently gone outside the physical body
will go in the astral realm through its astral vehicle.
And the astral realm is not paradise or heaven, but
still a world full of karmic colors for every soul
with karmic trace. The astral is still a realm for the
soul to experience mortal existence of life, as if the
physical realm where life’s consequences is present.
The astral realm is a dimension for further
purifications of the souls.
46. What certain training someone does, so not to fail thy
own ascension of life into higher dimension?
 By the divine guidance of SMW ACADASTAR said
learning the connections of SSLA through ACC.
47. Are bad spirits really powerful?
 No. Bad spirits are not really powerful in the real
sense of their nature, except, they are just
mischievous. In fact, humans are far more powerful
among all kinds of bad spirit, but due to the
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human’s blinding ignorance did make them
weaker, the reason why SMW ACADASTAR
released ---Art of Life 1---72 or spiritual martial
arts/SMA for them to become stronger in
overcoming or driving out bad spirits.
48. Does this mean human being has remarkable power to
overcome Satan?
 Yes, man has power to overcome evils or Satan,
especially by learning SMA 1---72.
49. Who can teach SMA 1---72?
 The teachers of Art of Life 1---72 who are initiated
with precise authority after passing the given LI.
50. What do you mean by Spiritual Divine/SD Master?
 It means Teacher of Wisdom who is ordained with
divine authority to teach inner knowledge.
51. What certain inner study school associated with SMW
ACADASTAR --- SSLA?
 The certain inner school associated with SMW
ACADASTAR --- SSLA is Sacred Spiritual
Secret/SSS.
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52. What essential lessons to learn in SSS?
 To enumerate some of the lessons to learn in the
SSS are:
1. Angel’s Contacts and Connection
2. Advanced Astral - Spiritual Study
3. Activation of Advanced Elemental and Celestial
Unions
4. Healing
5. Spiritual Martial Arts
6. Substantive Inner Force
7. Higher soul realization
8. Ascension of life into higher dimension
9. Inner knowledge
53. They said portals of higher dimension are now open so
they encouraged the people to increase vibrations, but
without explaining them how to do so. Is this statement
true?
 The planet’s energy transition is ongoing, and the
entire humanity is experiencing its effect now.
Nonetheless,
the
message
of
SMW
ACADASTAR has certain essential points for all the
people to fulfill before the final phase of ascension
development shall come to occur.
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54. What are the essential points the people must achieve
before the final phase of ascension shall come to occur
in the planet, so they can successfully ascend life into
higher dimension?
 The people must expand spiritual awareness,
receive, align, and adopt the bridging light of SMW
ACADASTAR---SSLA.
55. It seemed information of SMW --- SSLA is weird. Isn’t
it reliable?
 Yes, it is reliable. By human understanding, the
said information is seemingly weird, but very
different on level of higher awareness that is able to
sense certain essence of the message. Besides, there
are solid evidences to confirm credibility of the
information, such as actual sightings of SSLA
during online drill of Art of Life 1---72 and the
people who are healed by the healing energies of
SSLA. Indeed, many people can actually deny the
existence of inner truth or spiritual world, but not
any longer in the future. The time shall come
technology is able to reveal the astral realm
allowing the people to see its actual view. Astral
dimension is reachable within human potentials, as
it is not the grand inner realm where only the super
light beings are capable to exists.
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SPIRITUAL ENERGY STATION/SSS
56. What do you mean by SES?
 SES refers super high energy of the SSLA’ they
bridge in the planet to support the ascension of life
into higher dimension.
57. What are the purpose of SES?
 SES is used to facilitate the people’s permanent
Contact and Connection with the SSLA. It is used to
activate and balance the energy centers of both the
people and the planet. Likewise, it is used for faster
activation of Advanced Elemental and Spiritual
connections of the people.
58. It is said in your previous topic that humans can only
cause to establish SES of the SSLA in the planet, why?
 Yes, humans don’t have power to establish it,
except only to cause its establishment in the Earth
atmospheres by doing ACC. That the said exercise
will activate the energy centers of people doing it.
Likewise, the said exercise will activate the energy
centers of the place where this Art is regularly done
by its practitioners. The SSLA gives divine
connections to the people who regularly do Art of
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Life 1---72. When Art of Life 1---72 is regularly done
in a particular area, the SSLA will establish SES to
make the site available for permanent Contact and
Connection of the people in Earth with the SSLA.

59. How to get deeper knowledge about SSLA?
 To get deeper knowledge about SSLA is done by
learning ACC-Art of Life 1---72.

SACRED SPIRITUAL SECRET/SSS
60. How someone attain to study SSS?
 To be able to study at SSS requires learning lessons
of Art of Life 1---72. Practice first the prescribed
exercises to get the connections needed.
61. Are there specific steps recommended to facilitate
study, at SSS?
 These are some of the important steps
recommended to facilitate your connection into the
study of SSS: open your heart for wisdom to come
into your awareness, do exercise Art of Life 1---72,
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apply Dugukan Lightship Meditation/DLM and
Rainbow Bridge of Light Meditation/RBLM, listen
divine guidance of SMW ACADASTAR, attain LI.
62. What benefits do we get in studying SSS?
 To enumerate some of the benefits you will get in
studying SSS are: Expansion of spiritual awareness,
Wisdom, Direct knowledge of inner realms, soul
realization, power of healing, higher energy,
shielding, stronger connection with the Angelic
realms, divine guidance and protection of the SMW
ACADASTAR --- SSLA.
63. What is the best recommended time good to practice
Art of Life 1---72?
 The best recommended time is an hour before
sunrise and after sunset, but it can be done any
time at the practitioner’s own convenience.
64. Why do Angels of supreme light never reveals yet
their real nature of DR in the planet?
 The Angels of supreme light or SSLA never reveal
yet the true nature of their DR, while ascension
development is still in the process, for the final
unveiling.
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65. What is life salvation behind the revelation of SMW
ACADASTAR --- SSLA?
 Precisely, many believers in faith are longing for
salvation of life, while many of them also died with
their long-awaited salvation of life had also gone
together with their bereavements. The common
concept of salvation is redemption of soul after
death of the physical body; so, they said, --- good
people go to heaven, while the bad ones will go to
hell, limbo or purgatory.
However, the revelation of SMW ACADASTAR is a
kind of life’s salvation, which does not encompass
the issue of waiting for any indefinite time. It
highlights positive lessons of soul realization that
should be attained by man in the practice of Art of
Life 1---72.
The right time to work for life’s true
ascension/salvation of life is now, so there’s
actually no need to wait for any certain time that
salvation must be worked-out by man with certain
light of wisdom. It’s time to attain higher soul
realization to fulfill life’s essential tasks of solving
various illusions of the mind.
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Negative vibration is product of human illusion,
which without man’s higher awareness and soul
realization would be so hard for him to conquer
blinding ignorance and human weaknesses.
Fortunately, lessons of higher awareness are
accessible, at SSS.

TRANSITION OF ENERGIES
66. What will happen to someone that cannot adopt higher
energies in the ongoing planetary ascension
development?
 Anyone that cannot adopt the transition of
energies by the ongoing planetary ascension
development will experience energy imbalance,
which may cause depression, illness or bad lucks.
67. How do we protect ourselves from energy imbalance
due to energy transition of planetary ascension?
 From the divine guidance of SMW ACADASTAR
the people must increase energy by doing regular
exercise of Art of Life 1---72, do self-healing using
the NORDIUM URSICAM released divine healing
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system. With these activities, you will get assured
protection from SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA.
68. Is there really ascension of the humans into higher
dimension and when?
 Yes, from the message of SMW ACADASTAR did
speak of upcoming ascension of life in the planet,
especially the humans into higher dimension, but
without mention of its exact date to occur.
Conferring the message of SMW ACADASTAR, the
major event shall come to experience in the planet
by the coming of the rest 3 branches of SSLA.

ILLUMINATI POWER DOMINION
69. What do you mean by illuminati power dominion in
the world?
 The illuminati power dominion is overall control of
the world’s power through advanced technology.
The world is controlled by illuminati power and
people become slave of high technology/machines
the way they are blocked of their spiritual growth,
so they cannot really ascend life into higher
dimension.
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70. Which shall come to occur first, the coming of the three
(3) branches of SSLA or the illuminati dominion of the
world?
 It’s seemed the implementation of illuminate power
dominion of the world, as how we can observe the
world now, --- how spirituality is quickly fading in
the heart-mind of the many people. Many have
forgotten the essence of true spirituality the way
they are mechanically succumbed by the false tricks
of satan. Manifestly, people turned to be more
materialistic rather than spiritually oriented.

REAL NATURE
71. In the revelation of SSLA, is there really God?
 Yes. The WATCH A DIVINE REVELATION is
strongly confirming certain presence of God. Such
tangible presence of SSLA is a strong evidence of
God’s existence, as these Commands of Angel do
come from the DR of the “Most High.”
72.

What kind of God the WATCH A
REVELATION is revealing to the people?
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DIVINE

 The “Most High” or what the common believers
called God.
73. How are we going to address the name of “God” or
“Most High?”
 Well, use whatever name your faith wants you to
call God. Just call the “Most High” on the usual
name you have ever known or relied your faith,
there’s no problem with that. The “Most High”
knows everything. And until divine initiation shall
come to you and you will know God’s secret name,
so then you can call the Highest priceless and most
sacred divine name.

SSLA VS. SATAN – TRUTH REVEALED
74. Satan transformed himself as an angel of light, so how
can we assure ourselves that the SSLA are really from
God, “the Highest?”
 Satan is 666 (periodic elements) meaning carbon life
foundation and described as evil and very deceitful
being. All the bad or negative titles would be
honestly debited to satan. Hence, satan is very bad.
While the SSLA are Super Light Angels from the
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highest order of the” Most High” that come to
support, protect and ascend life in the planet into
higher meaning of spirituality.
Satan cannot survive super light energy of SMW
ACADASTAR --- SSLA, so Satan has no way to
become a SSLA. Satan’s power is less the reason
why he pretended to be a powerful angel of light,
and he does everything false just to mislead the
people. Satan wants it that he lacks real power.
Meanwhile, the SSLA are giving divine guidance
for the humanity to wake up and realize the
essence of true spirituality.
Human’s consciousness once awakened with inner
truth will have wisdom to be freed from the
bondage of blinding ignorance. Sufferings of life
are caused by blinding ignorance; thus, Satan
continuously manifests in the person of the
humans, really not in the appearance of SSLA.
Humans are afraid of Satan’s trapped, but without
them early realizing how they are already
succumbed with Satan’s devious tricks. While the
teaching revealed by SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA is
training the humans how to become truly
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spiritually stronger, to discern and overcome
deceitful spirits and imprison them in the bottle of
violet flames, thus they can no longer harm life. The
SSLA are bridging DR to enlighten the people with
wisdom to cleverly discern the deceitful ways of
Satan, so they will not fall in Satan’s devious way.
The SSLA are for lessons to learn by the people, on
how to overcome human weaknesses and rid of
blinding ignorance through actual trainings in the
Art of Life 1---72, while Satan’s way is deceptive
that aimed only to mislead and destroy life.

CONSUMING FIRE NATURE OF GOD
75. God the “Most High” is Omnipotent, Omniscient and
Omnipresent. Well, aside from these characteristics
mentioned, what else we should know more about
God?
 We should realize the God’s consuming fire nature.
76. What do you mean by consuming fire nature of God?
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 The consuming fire nature of God simply means
fire that can burn thing and the best reference to
support the term used is “devouring fire. The
ancient writers of the bible used the word fire on
their attempt to describe God’s true nature of
physicality. The WATCH A DIVINE REVELATION
indicates supreme super light to refer the brightest
light that can consume all things in carbon life
foundation.

WHERE GOD DWELLS
77. Where is the “Most High” or God dwells?
 Many individuals believed that God’s abode is
heaven. That was what the many believers in faith
commonly talked about. By God’s omnipresence
nature, God is present everywhere. So, it’s also
right to say that God is in the heart, mind, heaven,
earth, etc. By God’s omnipresence nature indicates
that God is present in anywhere. Even in the doubts
and illusions of man, God is present. By God’s
omnipotence and omniscience nature the “Most
High” is complete and nothing else is less on a
perfect God. The “Most High” is PERFECT and
whether the people may believe on God or not,
doesn’t really matter at all, to a perfect Supreme
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Source. When people will reject or refuse to believe
in God, that cannot change the nature of a perfect
Almighty. Being a perfect ONE, God is everything
COMPLETE and PERFECT. The reason why people
need to know God is to seek their eternal salvation
of life.
Considering the highest of all powers, so the fair
permanent abode of God should be the Heavens
indicating highest position above all. But to where
God really dwells is not clear on its exact location.
As far as we read in the bible, there are three kinds
of heaven being described: first heaven is where the
birds fly - atmospheres, second heaven is where the
stars and planets placed above - heavenly bodies
and third heaven is where God dwells together
with the Angels - paradise heaven, yet still it’s not
really specified where God’s precise place of abode.
So, others in the confusion of knowing God’s exact
place will just simply say God dwells in the heart.
While the teaching of SSS the “Most High” dwells
in a. AMISRA for supreme grand spiritual world, b.
GRADAM – for grand spiritual world and c.
MORCA for advanced spiritual world. The latter is
where the cosmos originated comprising of
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advanced elemental dimensions, astral dimension,
heavenly bodies or the cosmos.
The three realms AMISRA, GRADAM, and
MORCA are now revealed to bring awareness to
the seekers of truth. Meanwhile, many are not
aware of Spiritual Worlds would have certain
classifications, such as the astral realm is part of
MORCA, not GRADAM or grand inner realm.
78. How to find true God?
 Finding a true God is realized upon achieving
ultimate soul realization through divine guidance
of SMW ACADASTAR.
79. Why through SMW ACADASTAR?
 Because no one comes to the Father/God without
the SMW and realizing that SMW --ACADASTAR is the Lord Christ Jesus Super Light
Existence. Hence, a certain key to look for the
highest knowing of God Most High is SMW
ACADASTAR – the Way, the Truth and the Life,
hidden meaning of Art of Life 1---72 Day and Star
DR of the Supreme Universal Name/SUN.
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CHAPTER 6
DIVINE GUIDANCE
How the world is being tricky for people without divine
or inner guidance, thus to avoid bad lucks causing many
blockages in life, develop divine inner connection. This
tricky world is filled with so much experience that will
bring you reasons to lament in life without knowing the
way. Yet, in spite of whatever troubles you may encounter
along the way, do not lose hope, there’s so much light
within soul, so your future is brighter. You must enjoy life.
When your heart is strongly attached with so much
material thing and desire, your soul is miserable, so your
life is not much good enough for you to enjoy then. When
your soul is happy although your heart is vexed, but you
are relaxed and able to discern what’s going on, so you
have the reward of good fate, good lucks await you then.
You are a victorious soul.
When you know the truth guided by DR of the “Most
High,” you have nothing to worry about life. JUST use Art
of Life 1---72 for your self-protection against all sorts of
misfortune.
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You’re in good hands by the bridging light of SMW
ACADASTAR----SSLA. In every mishap that shall
possibly come to challenge you, trust your faith to the
Supreme Master of heavens, so you will be having the best
armor of light, being you are submitting yourself to be
embraced of by the Angels of God.
Use the Dugukan Lightship Meditation/DLM and
Rainbow Bridge of Light Meditations/RBLM before you
go to sleep and after you wake up to expand your divine
connection with the Angels’ realm and to the “Most
High”. Do it, the way your prayers will be heard by
Heaven. So, during encounter of whatever dangers or
problems, you are already shielded by the power of the
“Most High.”
Don’t be confused why in WATCH A DIVINE
REVELATION, there is different name we used to refer to
the “Most High”/God, actually, this is meant to give an
emphasis of God’s super light existence.
Consider what the bible is telling a new name of God that
shall be given to the victorious ones. Anyway, if you’re
not a bible fanatic, it doesn’t really matter at all, ---your
subconscious mind will tell you something more
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important to know about mystery of God/the “Most
High.”
The planetary ascension is ongoing, where both
knowledge and wisdom, material and spiritual sciences,
negative and positive energies are lingering in the
surroundings and expanding from time to time.
And by fate, it is by no means the mortals in certain
journey of life are exempted of life’s experience. So,
everyone must undertake actual and different lessons of
life, until time comes the final unveiling of ultimate truth
on heavens and earth. Thy will be done, above and below,
physical and spiritual realms, small and great, and all.
Heaven’s will be fulfilled.
Salvation for eternal life shall come to those who have
capacity to receive, align, and adopt super light energies
of the advanced inner realms, which are now revealing in
the activities of SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA on Watch A
Divine Revelation 1---72.
Be someone who is victorious in life, by words and deeds,
so illuminate your heart-mind by doing inner cultivations,
such as exploring your awareness on inner discovery to
discern and realize higher wisdom, which is necessary for
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spiritual growth and ascension of life into higher
dimension. Dugukan is giving link of inner study of the
Sacred Spiritual Secret/SSS for higher spiritual/inner
study.
Learn the art of divine healing, while circumstances of life
necessitate the soul to learn certain art of securing life
from illnesses/bad lucks. Realize those who don’t have
talents of divine healing arts, they cannot avoid to suffer
much burden in life. Although they try to discern fate, but
deep within heart, they cannot really live life without
fears, sorrows, pains, depressions, etc. They cannot rest in
peace, but they would have many fears in life.
Don’t be succumbed yourself by negative destiny, so find
your way to the Supreme Master of Heaven. Ask the SMW
ACADASTAR for divine healing. Put energy on your
heart and let it aims for priceless gift of Heaven, --- the art
of divine healing. Don’t fail yourself to find and learn
lessons of ACC --- Art of Life 1---72. And submit yourself
to become an instrument of light to heal life and nature,
specially to heal your very own “illnesses/weaknesses.”
Doing so will change bad destiny into a better and
brighter WAY.
It’s time that you should have wider soul realization to see
what things are right. To succeed noble endeavors in life
need courage and patience. And by the support of divine
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power, unending vigor will work out your inner support,
to make you truly become a victorious someone without
weary.
Appreciate what you receive from heaven, it’s your
treasure of light, the energies that you received. Love life
and nurture your faith, it is a power that can help you
joyfully perceive certain wonders of your journey of life in
the planet. Give more time exploring your realization on
inner truth. Follow the way of eternal truth, so heaven will
bless you with brighter light on your journey into eternity
light.

KINDS OF ASCENSION
The bridging light of SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA is for
your ascension support. Beware that you won’t be misled
in the wrong way of ascension. Be it known, there is
spiritual ascension and there is also material ascension or
ascension by technology.What’s the difference between
the two is quitely big, for the latter is within the seven (7)
layers of human illusion, while the former is eternitty life
beyond mundane things.
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DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SSLA AND UFO
Beyond mundane things, expressly, it refers to the DR of
the Supreme Infinite. It cannot be named; obviously it is
beyond human words to explain. There’s big difference
between UFO and SSLA, while the former is technology
and the latter is mystery of the inner. And to get familiar
with 7 layers of illusion, get to know your advanced inner
study, at SSS.
Spiritual growth is equilibrium of the body, mind, soul
and spirit, which you will expand soul realization based
on foundation of inner realms. Such ascension of life into
higher dimension is either “true ascension/spirituality or
false ascension/technolgy, it is illusion. Spiritual Science
and Material Science are the sources of enormous
information, which the former is body of wisdom and
force of the spirit, it is eternal, while the latter is
foundation of human knowledge, it is temporary.
Link of SSS is now revealed by Dugukan for advanced
inner study of those people that would like to evolve into
a bigger soul. The spirit of Dugukan is bearing the light of
Supreme Master of heaven showing the way to initiation
of life’s ascension into higher level of spiritual and
material development.
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With wisdom of the “Most High” being bridged by SMW
ACADASTAR---SSLA in the planet, --- keep up your
heart-mind alive and listen to the hyms of Angels voices singing the songs of life and calling you to smile with
great joys within. Do not be broken in spirit, instead
celebrate your difficulties in life, that such are your
stepping stones to become a stronger soul. Let the moon
follows you, --- to illuminate the heart and mind, and with
wisdom of the Most High, in you, the world is just a very
small thing that you cannot overcome all your burdens in
life.
Your inner discovery in the exercises of Art of Life 1---72 is
a path to your ascension development into the light of
Supreme Infinite. Indeed, you can benefit life in
discovering inner secrets of the advanced spiritual world
through your study at SSS.
Let your heart-mind able to know what the heaven's
calling of life for ascension; and strengthened by the
presence of Angels getting closer to you, let you be
discerned what is light and do the things right. Know the
truth is not just discerned by mere talking of
extraterrestrials are visiting the planet. But you must
realize the truth to attain higher spiritual growth. It is not
UFO, but SSLA getting closer to you, for your final
ascension of life into higher dimension.
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Here’s now the divine calling for everyone to come into
the Sun Core illumination, to see and enjoy life with inner
light. It’s an invitation from heaven that intends you to
connect in the hub of the Supreme Infinite Light through
the Angels, initially revealing as SSLA.

ASCENSION INFORMATION PROBLEM
The common problems in variety of information about
ascension would have many absurdities in the minds of
many people. Even the mediums/chanellers/contactees,
deep within mind, they got confuse by themselves about
the information they intend to enlighten the people. Since
it is absurd, so they cannot discern it, in the real sense. In
this regard, better practice real lessons, instead of mere
listening hearsay information. It is good to discern what's
really going on the ascension development of life in the
planet now.
Get to know the best of spiritual life through wellness
program or method of spiritual and physical fitness. A
good body maintenance is proper diet, application of
ascension oil, meditations and exercise of Art of Life 1--72. Put altogether these exercises in your wellness
program, this will bring you many advantages of
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substantive energies for betterment of your spiritual and
physical developments. With this system of cultivation,
you will have stronger, healthier and happier life.
The Art of Life 1---72 comprising of stances that activate
divine union of a person that practices it. Incorporating
variety of postures such as forward stance, raising of the
hands sideward, forward, downward, upward etc. while
enhancing the different systems of breathing techniques.
All gestures are simple that everybody can easily perform
it. Everybody who is breathing regardless of physical state
can do Art of Life 1---72. Get your inner connection of
SMW ACADASTAR --- SSLA.
Wisdom illuminates the heart and fulfillment of life’s
noblest mission is the soul’s final delight. Within heart
cries longing of the soul to realize the truth. There’s
emptiness on someone’s life being far away of its divine
union, so life in this state is succumbed in the bondage of
many human weaknesses and blinding ignorance.
The SSLA are manifesting to help the people restore their
equilibrium of life. While man’s soul’s realization to the
true love to life is a light mission that everyone ought to
cultivate and realize.
Such is a good choice for the soul to realize life’s noble
goal, instead of going on the never - ending process of
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searching and desires, but without fulfilling anything
truly good for eternal life. Inner realization could be
difficult to attain without divine guidance, the reason why
it is better to know the way of true ascension of life into
higher dimension.

A TEST OF TRUTH
Ponder your thoughts on this statement (source of
information, Dugukan)--- “the only Inner Study School
linked with Angels from the Highest Order of Supreme
Light.” Practically, anyone cannot stop challenging the
truth. Why is it the only? Would it mean the rest are not
from the Highest?
Contemplate the meaning to discover and realize the
truth. --- “Spiritual Dimension/SD order of inner reality,
the same as Angels have hierarchies, so, it’s heaven’s will
that nobody can successfully challenge the truth of
supreme infinite. SMW ACADASTAR is giving lessons
through bridging light”, or what the religious people in
dogma system called Spirit of Truth” or “Holy Ghost?”
Let’s say, you believed that you will be saved when final
judgement shall be implemented by the Lord God, to
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whom your faith is believing, and you are very confident
in yourself believing in good faith that you have known
the truth, which will save your soul. But what about your
love ones? Let’s say, they do not have that kind of truth by
which you have possessed, because they refuse to believe
nor do the things that you are doing, so they don’t have
any chance to be saved like you.
Then, how will you feel watching them failed? Will you be
happy? Of course not! In your heart you love them so
much, they are your mostly beloved people or family, so
when you lose them, it is as if that you have failed, too.
You could even say, it’s better that you’re the one who
missed the point, rather than your mostly beloved people.
Your conscience cannot allow them to be crushed in
dreadful fate. That’s the way how you really love them,
so, as earlier as now, do something good for all your love
ones. Let them know the truth and guide them to attain
higher soul realization.
For the seekers of truth, at early stage of soul realization,
normally, they will often argue with those people who are
not parallel on their belief, and until soul realization
comes to light on their awareness, the time also that they
will become calmer dealing the things right.
Nobody that goes against the truth but never suffer
painful regrets in the end. Do not go against the truth,
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instead work for it and be the image of its lightness, all the
time. See the light is unveiling in Art and Science of
physical and spiritual fitness. The incarnated souls must
realize its essence to facilitate their ascension of life into
higher dimension.
Imagine how humanity can speed up ascension of life
when people in different religions, faith and belief have
inner awareness, humility and compassion while doing
ACC --- Art of Life 1---72. And on their soul realization,
they are welcoming higher awareness in oneness with all
of the heavens’ stars.
Each believer and none: --- the atheists, agnostics,
scientists, astronomers, practitioners of faith/religions,
occultists and the non-practitioners, they shall admit the
truth of Angels in the highest order of supreme light
(SSLA), now through ACC getting closer for divine
assistance and inner awakening of the people in the
planet.
The evidence of SSLA manifestations is clear, such the
way humans in the planet are being nourished with great
knowledge the way they evolve life wonderfully and
mysteriously unique. You should have better discernment
of advanced spirituality, for you to realize and enjoy a
blissful journey of life. Getting into the advancement of
your spirituality, serve the light as if doing divine healing.
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GOOD HEALTH SECRETS
Heavens’ give divine healing power to anyone that
honestly aims to avail it, so can get then by following
heaven’s will, - with certain deeds to fulfil. There’s so
much advantage you will get in doing divine healing,
such as the divine healing that we perform from time to
time. The people asked how we endure our health without
enough time of rest, at least 1 to 3 hours nap each day, yet,
we are energetic and even much healthier. What’s our
secret?
Our secret is holistic art or wellness exercise, for both the
physical and spiritual state: first. – ACC --- Art of Life 1--72, second. - Meditation either (Dugukan Lightship
Meditation/DLM or Rainbow Bridge of Light
Meditation/RBLM) and so on, third. - Divine healing and
fourth. - Ascension Oil energized by the blessings of SSLA.
It is very effective herbs empowered with divine energies
of SMW ACADASTAR --- SSLA that can detoxify the
body,
protect
and
cleans-up
negative
energy
contaminations and negative psychic attacks.
This is how we manage our physical and spiritual health
for already a good number of years. Good health is
necessary for a victorious life, it is priceless. Do not ignore
your health, so take good care of it.
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Even though without enough sleep, but that doesn't really
matter at all, when your “Inner Strength” is working with
you, well. Even to the point you will realize, the day is not
enough, you are fulfilling the best reasons of your life. Be
aware that you have your best reasons of living life, thus
discover then and know thy self. Anyway, without your
inner strength working well with you, don’t lack your
sleep. It’s important that you take good care of your health
in the normal way, so have enough rest.
In the course of spirituality and ascension, your priceless
wealth is your health. Discover your star oneness
connection with all the lights, while the SMW
ACADASTAR --- SSLA advanced inner connection is
going on their activities called WATCH A DIVINE
REVELATION. Realize you are in the universe existing in
the age of stars and planets; you must wake up with the
truth of supreme DR.
Why not try pondering your thoughts to grasp where life
goes after its earthly existence, even after the truth of stars
and planets. Discover the bridging light of SSLA headed
by SMW ACADASTAR of the grand inner realm, now,
revealing light of the highest.
Conquer the ugly face of your human negative ego and
sealed it up with humbleness of your heart. You cannot
successfully reach the mastery of your soul realization
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without overcoming the ugly face of your human illusions
and negative ego. Likewise, you cannot distinguish life’s
good essence without coming along the right path of
ultimate truth. Unable to perceive these things on your
within are depriving yourself to experience the true spirit
of a blissful life. Hence, you can only achieve a real blissful
way of living, when you realize the essence of infinite
truth.
Consider nowadays, trials of violent forces of nature
cannot be avoided; that at any rate of time it shall come to
wreck. In life, it’s always good to be ready for it, so the
consequence of calamity would not be fatal in your
concern. It’s someone’s advantage to shelter in the
silhouette of God through the SSLA, for your best
protection of life against the trials of nature. This is what
life’s best protection.
Be the victor of life by knowing the essence of light, the
way to eternal life. You are victorious, but without soul
realization in the real essence of life, you are be a big loser.
The truth is eternal light. The way of true ascension is Art
of Life 1---72. In the journey of life, there’s inner bliss that
you can perceive even your heart is stained with many
pains and sorrows. So, come with Dugukan to walk your
life with DR of SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA.
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There is big difference between knowledge and soul
realization being the latter is essence of light. Celebrate life
with deeper meaning of soul realization. Get your heart
beyond mundane desires. Come and see the mystery
lights revealed by SMW ACADASTAR --- WATCH A
DIVINE REVELATION, bridging DR of the “Most High”
to the entire universe.

DESTINY IS CALLING YOU
Destiny is calling you to wake up higher soul realization
to the truth of supreme ultimate. It is calling you to
become a “Teacher of Art of Life 1---72.” “Teacher” of the
said art is called by Heaven’s will to usher life in the
minor planes to ascend into higher dimension. You are
someone destined by heaven’s will to fulfill life’s divine
calling of ascension into higher dimension, so do not
ignore to fulfill your inner divine callings on this.
Don’t ruin yourself with just mundane reasons of life.
Begin fulfilling your life’s final mission by freeing yourself
from the bondage of many mundane attachments and
desires. Learn to realize the essence of your inner core
heart. Get to know WATCH A DIVINE REVELATION
now, since it is a victory of life that you should not ignore
or fail to realize. In the bridging light of SMW
ACADASTAR---SSLA, you are the victor of light and life.
So be it.
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CHAPTER 7
DUGUKAN LIGHTSHIP MEDITATION/DLM
DLM is a meditation system used to activate man’s/soul’s
divine connection with his precise Star Gate Portal/SGP
and Star Seed Life Union/SSLU. The SGP is man’s precise
office of Guardian Angel/GA and SSLU is man’s precise
office of Spiritual Master/SM. The GA and SM are
necessary connections on life’s ascension into higher
dimension. Knowing of Thyself is basically needing
certain knowledge of man’s precise GA and SM.
Inner activation is a must in attaining higher soul
realization. Man’s higher awareness varies in the opening
of the psychic centers of the body. And higher soul
realization varies on man’s control of thy own energy
channels. Uncontrolled energies are immaturity of the
man to manage thy own inner potentials. Man should seek
the right growth of spirituality, so he can enhance thy
journey of life into higher dimension.
The ascension of life into higher dimension fundamentally
demands higher level of soul realization and principally
the transformation of frequencies of the physical body to
be able to receive, align and adopt higher energies for the
merging of thy own higher frequencies of the 9 - advanced
elemental bodies and 3-star super light bodies.
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Divine guidance for awakening of higher soul realization
and transformation of the body into higher frequency is a
must. But, without divine guidance, it could be somehow
difficult for a person to successfully achieve the precise
arrangement of thy life’s ascension into higher dimension.
The soul in physical manifestation of a mortal physical
body has stations of advanced energies on its higher
advanced elemental bodies. Man’s connections on these
energy stations must be activated, so that higher energies
of the first two advanced elemental bodies will freely flow
into the energy channels/centers and sub-centers of the
minor physical body. And all the rest higher connected
bodies connection will follow to freely flow into the
energy channels of the physical body upon fulfillment of
suitable training.
These advanced inner connections must be activated first
with thy own source of man’s precise SGP and SSLU. The
said SGP and SSLU is man’s precise office of GA and SM.
SGP is man’s precise office of GA.
SSLU is man’s precise office of SM.
Each person has precise GA and SM whose foundation of
life and connections of DR can be found at SGP and SSLU.
Man being aligned with thy precise SGP and SSLU is a
good luck state of life. It’s a way of a victorious living. But
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someone who is not activated with thy precise SGP and
SSLU is a bad luck state of life or sacrifice.
In the constellations of stars, man’s life is governed by--Number Life Activation of the Trinity of Man, which
patterns the modality of four (4) corners, where each
corner on every direction has 3 offices of the GA and SM
called SGP and SSLU. Each SGP and SSLU has name,
office, and character of the man’s precise GA and SM.
Man’s good luck will depend on his life’s alignment with
thy own precise GA and SM. So, it is important to activate
man’s/soul’s alignment with thy own precise SGP and
SSLU to have positive ambiance of a victorious life.

PROCEDURE
1. Get the name of your precise GA and SM by locating the
locations of your stars called SGP and SSLU. This is
important in ascertaining your exact light and sound
mantra or divine names or words to use.
2. Know your “Number Life Activation” to activate divine
union with your precise SGP and SSLU by invoking the
secret name of your GA and SM.
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3. Be aware of the name and location of your precise GA
and SM, SGP and SSLU.
Begin your meditation and invoke the name of your GA
and SM. In silence and with focus of your mind chant the
divine word – RECOVARCAM, ---meaning into the
connection of your precise GA and SM.
The DLM is a sacred exercise bridging you the light of
higher awareness, and by learning this secret lesson, you
are able to align your consciousness, energy, light and
life/CELL with the Angels’ realms, --- the way into getting
certain union with the “Most High.” Fundamentally,
discover the names of your GA and SM by locating the
precise location of your SGP and SSLU. Know their
names, so you can use your inner foundation, your divine
union with your GA and SM. With this secret divine
knowledge, you are a victorious being. You are forever.
Let not your heart desires much mundane things, that
such will give you sorrow. By sorrow of the heart, --- the
spirit is broken. With such heaviness within heart-mind is
burdening life.
The unpleasant life location, meaning you are out of your
precise alignment of your SGP and SSLU. With so much
sorrow within, --- you can no longer dance with the sun,
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moon and stars. Wake up. Do not ignore knowing the
secret essence of life. Listen within yourself and attain to
know your divine callings now. Wake-up and overcome
your blinding ignorance. Drink the living water of lightlife in the bridging of DR of SMW ACADASTAR---SSLA -- Watch A Divine Revelation 1---72.
Come to the Supreme Master of heaven, so you can drink
the living water of life. WATCH A DIVINE
REVELATION; --- see the Lord of Heaven is coming
through the clouds of fire together with His powerful
Angels, the SSLA. Do not fail your great opportunity to be
well acquainted with the ultimate Supreme Master of
Wisdom; accordingly learn the Art of Life 1---72. WATCH
A DIVINE REVELATION 1---72
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FOR CHAPTER 8
Kindly go to the next book Glossary of Art of Life 1---72.
Thank you.
GMPS 1---72
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